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Abstract

Computer vision aims to provide computers with a conceptual understanding of

images or video by learning a high-level representation. This representation is typ-

ically derived from the pixel domain (i.e., RGB channels) for tasks such as image

classification or action recognition. In this thesis, we explore how RGB inputs can

either be pre-processed or supplemented with other compressed visual modalities,

in order to improve the accuracy-complexity tradeoff for various computer vision

tasks.

Beginning with RGB-domain data only, we propose a multi-level, Voronoi

based spatial partitioning of images, which are individually processed by a convolu-

tional neural network (CNN), to improve the scale invariance of the embedding. We

combine this with a novel and efficient approach for optimal bit allocation within

the quantized cell representations. We evaluate this proposal on the content-based

image retrieval task, which constitutes finding similar images in a dataset to a given

query.

We then move to the more challenging domain of action recognition, where

a video sequence is classified according to its constituent action. In this case, we

demonstrate how the RGB modality can be supplemented with a flow modality,

comprising motion vectors extracted directly from the video codec. The motion

vectors (MVs) are used both as input to a CNN and as an activity sensor for pro-

viding selective macroblock (MB) decoding of RGB frames instead of full-frame

decoding. We independently train two CNNs on RGB and MV correspondences and

then fuse their scores during inference, demonstrating faster end-to-end processing

and competitive classification accuracy to recent work.
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In order to explore the use of more efficient sensing modalities, we replace the

MV stream with a neuromorphic vision sensing (NVS) stream for action recogni-

tion. NVS hardware mimics the biological retina and operates with substantially

lower power and at significantly higher sampling rates than conventional active

pixel sensing (APS) cameras. Due to the lack of training data in this domain, we

generate emulated NVS frames directly from consecutive RGB frames and use these

to train a teacher-student framework that additionally leverages on the abundance

of optical flow training data. In the final part of this thesis, we introduce a novel

unsupervised domain adaptation method for further minimizing the domain shift

between emulated (source) and real (target) NVS data domains.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Literature Review

Humans associate with objects in their environment through their sensory modali-

ties, such as vision or sound. In the case of sensory impairment (e.g., blindness),

a human can still identify objects using their remaining senses; however, the task

becomes more difficult, as they can not rely on the mutual information present be-

tween their sensory modalities. For example, both oranges and apples feel spherical

in shape but only oranges are also visibly orange in colour; the combination of both

information sources facilitates classification of the fruit. Many computer vision sys-

tems typically rely on learning features only within a single modality (e.g., text, im-

ages or audio). Multimodal machine learning aims to build models that can jointly

process and relate information across multiple input modalities, with the intention

of leveraging on the different statistical properties in order to improve performance

on a given task, such as classification.

In this thesis, we focus primarily on two computer vision tasks, content based

image retrieval (CBIR) and action recognition. Conventionally, both tasks ingest

whole RGB images as inputs to a learned embedding function. The objective of

this thesis is to explore how the RGB inputs can either be additionally processed or

supplemented with compressedvisualmodalities (with minimal associated sensing

and acquisition complexity), in order to improve the accuracy-complexity tradeoff.

CBIR based on visual queries is a topic of intensive research interest since it

finds many applications in visual search [1], detection of copyright violations [2],

recommendation services [3] and object or person identification [4]. The task con-
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stitutes finding matches to an image query in a large database, based on the content

(raw pixel data), rather than associated metadata such as tags or descriptions. There

are a number of retrieval engines commercially available that utilize CBIR; one

such example is Google Image Search, which allows the user to upload an image

or image URL as a query. The system combines reverse image search with avail-

able metadata to find matches over the billions of images in Google’s databases. In

this thesis, we investigate whether the RGB images can be additionally processed

for CBIR by adaptively partitioning the input image, in order to extract more in-

variant features. As such, an overarching retrieval system should be able to better

handle both small region-of-interest (ROI) queries and whole image queries. We

aim for our approach to be detector/descriptor agnostic, such that it can be easily

slotted into existing frameworks, with the intention of adding to the scale invariance

of existing shallow and deep-learned descriptor proposals. The end goal is to im-

prove overall retrieval performance on image datasets and subsequently extend this

to efficient video indexing and retrieval, to the point of deployment in a commercial

application.

Action recognition refers to the task of classifying video sequences based

on their constituent human action (e.g., ‘running’ or ‘playing tennis’). Examples

where this task plays a pivotal commercial role are video surveillance [5], human-

computer interaction [6] or robot learning [7]. Conventional methods for action

recognition typically employ a combination of RGB frames and dense optical flow

modalities for modelling both the spatial (static) and inter-frame motion dependen-

cies respectively. The problem with optical flow is it is expensive to compute; the

flow field is generated by computing partial derivatives at every voxel position. In

this thesis, we explore how to design competitive recognition systems with less ex-

pensive motion based alternatives to optical flow. We first consider how motion

vectors, which constitute a key component of standard video compression algo-

rithms, can be extracted directly from the video codec and employed as the second

modality to supplement selectively decoded RGB frames. We design an efficient

two-stream framework for processing the RGB frames and motion vector frames
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per video in a synchronous fashion.

The problem with optical flow and motion vector inputs for multimodal action

recognition is that they rely on a conventional active pixel sensing (APS) camera for

producing the video recording. APS cameras are limited by framerate, power con-

sumption and shutter speed and thus are not practical for certain applications such

as drone surveillance. Instead, we investigate whether we can substitute conven-

tional APS-based sensing with asynchronous neuromorphic vision sensing (NVS)

in order to provide a motion based input at low power and storage cost. NVS hard-

ware like the iniLabs DAVIS and the Pixium Vision ATIS cameras [8, 9, 10, 11]

emulate the photoreceptor-bipolar-ganglion cell information flow and their output

consists of asynchronous ON/OFF address events (a.k.a., spike events) that indicate

the changes in scene reflectance. Existing NVS cameras can produce spike rep-

resentations that can be rendered into frame representations comprising up to 2000

frames-per-second (fps), whilst operating with robustness to changes in lighting and

at low power, on the order of 10mW. However, the events generated by NVS cam-

eras are typically sparse and substantially more difficult to train on than APS flow

based variants and there is currently very little data available for training. Therefore,

in this thesis we propose improvements to NVS emulators that generate emulated

NVS events directly from RGB images for the purpose of training action recog-

nition systems with labelled NVS data generated from RGB video datasets. We

consider how such emulators can be embedded into a multimodal transfer learning

framework that carries out heterogeneous transfer from optical flow (of which there

is an abundance of dense frames available) to emulated NVS during training. At

inference, assuming the domain shift is small between the emulated NVS data and

the real NVS data generated from a camera, we can directly infer on the real data

and sparsely selected RGB frames.

It is worth noting that the emulator parameters have to be manually fine-tuned

in order to minimize the domain shift between the emulated and real NVS data.

Furthermore, in order to accurately quantify the domain shift, this requires a suf-

ficient amount of real NVS data. Given the scarcity of real NVS data and that
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any recorded data would typically be unlabelled, we can pose this as an unsuper-

vised domain adaptation problem. Domain adaptation refers to methods in which

we leverage on a source data distribution in order to learn a different (but related)

target data distribution, with the intention of improving accuracy on a given com-

puter vision task. This finds application in numerous fields ranging from medical

imaging [12] to spam filtering [13], where there is a scarcity of (labelled) data in

the target domain and synthetic versions of the target data are required in order

to improve performance on classification based tasks. Likewise, in this thesis, we

wish to learn a model that minimizes the distance between the labelled (source)

distribution of emulated NVS instances and unlabelled (target) distribution of real

NVS instances. We design a framework that builds on existing adversarial domain

adaptation methods by embedding task knowledge directly into the discriminator

that tries to distinguish between the real and emulated domains. Whereas existing

domain adaptation methods are typically evaluated on RGB image datasets only,

we additionally aim to demonstrate that in the case of NVS based classification, we

are able to substantially minimize the domain shift between emulated and real NVS

events.

1.1 Literature Review

In this section, we review current work published in the field of large scale content

based retrieval, unimodal and multimodal action recognition and domain adapta-

tion, which constitute the three core vision components of this thesis. Before de-

tailing the current state-of-the-art deep learning methods in each domain, we briefly

discuss methods prior to deep learning.

1.1.1 Content Based Image Retrieval

A generic retrieval system should typically have an offline and online component:

• Offline: For a given database, the system learns and subsequently encodes

the comprising images, such that similar images have similar encodings and

dissimilar images have dissimilar encodings.
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• Online: For a given query, the system finds relevant matches by mirroring

the encoding of the database images on the query. We can then search the

database and retrieve images with encodings similar to the query.

The encodings need to carry over enough information about their associated

image, such that matching images can be found reliably. The inherent difficulty in

retrieval is that database images deemed as ‘matching’ may be subject to viewpoint,

lighting or scale changes, or the object-of-interest may be occluded. Therefore, any

functional encoding has to be invariant to these changes, so corresponding images

are viewed by the system as matches. Furthermore, there is an inevitable tradeoff

between retrieval performance and efficiency. Retrieval performance is typically

measured as a combination of precision (the fraction of retrieved images that are

matches) and recall (the fraction of matching images that are retrieved) and reported

in terms of mean average precision (mAP), defined as the mean of average precision

(mAP) scores over all queries. Efficiency can be broken down into storage, (offline)

computation and (online) processing. For fast retrieval, we are restricted to storing

the entire encoding set for the database on random access memory, thus enabling

efficient database access. The computation and processing must be fast enough to

allow for real-time comparison between the query and database images.

1.1.1.1 ‘Shallow’ Global Descriptors

A global descriptor is a single vector encoding that is representative of the entire

image. The motivation behind global descriptors is that we can sacrifice some dis-

criminatory power achieved by local descriptors for a more compact representation

with concomitant lower complexity. That is, the structural information in an image

can be condensed into a single vector, then image matching can be reduced to com-

puting some distance metric between two vectors, rather than an exhaustive search

over matrices.

Bag of Words: Most notably, the Bag-of-Words (BoW) representation [14] draws

parallels to text retrieval implementations by employing vector quantization (K-

means) to learn a vocabulary of ‘visual words’ by grouping local descriptors. The

local descriptors extracted over image patches are hard assigned to a visual word and
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the image is thus represented by a histogram of visual word frequencies. Again, bor-

rowing from text retrieval, visual words that possess higher entropy (i.e. rare words)

are deemed more discriminative. As such, the histogram tends to be weighted using

term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF), with the final BoW

image representation being a TF-IDF vector. Assuming document (image)d is rep-

resented byK-dimensional vectorttt, whereK is the vocabulary size, for thei-th

component:

ti =
nid

nd
log

N
ni

(1.1)

wherenid is the number of occurrences of wordi in documentd, nd is the total num-

ber of words in documentd, ni is the number of occurrences of termi in the whole

database andN is the number of documents in the whole database. Similarity be-

tween two images can be computed as the Euclidean distance between BoW vectors

in K-dimensional space, with a smaller distance equating to higher similarity. The

BoW vector is inherently sparse, and the search space can be reduced further with

dimensionality reduction via PCA and whitening [15, 16]. This can be coupled with

sparse coding, spatial pooling [17] or learning over multiple vocabularies [15], in

order to encode a more discriminative representation (at the cost ofn-times training

computation forn vocabularies).

A number of successful extensions have been applied to BoW, that go be-

yond K-means clustering and hard-assignment. One approach is to replace hard-

assignment with a ’descriptor space soft-assignment’ [18]. Weights are assigned

to each cluster as a function of the standard deviationσ and distancer from lo-

cal descriptors to the cluster center, exp− r2

2σ2 . In essence, this applies a ’smooth-

ing’ effect to the visual word histogram, diffusing a bin count to neighboring bins.

This soft assignment slots into the BoW encoding process; a TF-IDF weighting

(and spatial re-ranking) can still be applied, and the resulting mAP gain over hard-

assignment is roughly 10-20% on standard image datasets [18]. Another variant of

soft-assignment [19] is to create a ‘kernel codebook’ using radius-based clustering

instead of K-means.
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Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD): Vector of Locally Aggre-

gated Descriptors (VLAD) is a fixed-size compact image representation that stores

first-order information associated with clusters of image salient points [20, 21]. In

the offline part of the VLAD encoding, based on a training set ofDSIFT-dimensional

SIFT descriptors [22] derived fromY training images, a visual word vocabulary is

first learned using K-means clustering. This vocabulary comprisesK clusters with

DSIFT-dimensional centroidsMMM = {μμμ1,μμμ2, . . . , μμμK}.

For each new test imageI (out of a test dataset comprisingW images),

N interest points are detected (using an affine invariant detector) and described

using DSIFT-dimensional SIFT descriptors, thus forming a descriptor ensemble

XXX = {xxx1,xxx2, . . . ,xxxN}. The descriptorsxxxn, 1≤ n ≤ N, are assigned to the nearest

cluster in the vocabulary via a cluster assignment functionf (xxxn). VLAD then stores

the residuals of the SIFT assignments from their associated centroids. The VLAD

DSIFT-dimensional encodingvvvk for thek-th cluster, 1≤ k≤ K, is given by [20, 21]:

vvvk = ∑
∀xn: f (xn)=k

(xxxn−μμμk). (1.2)

The VLAD encodings for each cluster are concatenated into a single descrip-

tor φφφ(I) = [vvv1, . . . ,vvvK ]T with fixed dimensionKDSIFT, which is independent of the

number of the SIFT descriptors found in the image. The VLAD vectors are then

sign square-rooted andL2-normalized [21]. The intuition behind sign-square root-

ing (power normalizing) the vector is that it effectively regularizes the vector by

removing burstiness in dimensions [15].

In a practical system, the SIFT descriptor lengthDSIFT is typically 128; if

the feature space is coarsely quantized withK set to 64, then the VLAD image

descriptor has 8192 dimensions. As with the BoW vector, further dimensionality

reduction is achieved with PCA (learned on an independent image dataset), which

further minimises the memory footprint associated with each image. TheKDSIFT

×D projection matrixR used by VLAD comprises only theD largest eigenvectors

of the covariance matrix [15, 16]. The projected VLAD,̃φφφ test, of each image in the
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test dataset is thenL2-normalized, thereby completing the offline part of the VLAD

generation.

During online retrieval between a ROI query and test image (for example),

after the VLAD encoding and projection of the ROI query has been carried out, the

similarity between that and the (projected) VLAD of a test dataset image,φ̃φφROI and

φ̃φφ test, can be simply measured using the squared Euclidean distance [21]. With L2

normalized vectors, this is a monotonic function of the inner product, such that:

SROI,test=
〈

φ̃φφROI, φ̃φφ test

〉
, (1.3)

where the similarity scoreSROI,test ranges between -1 (completely dissimilar) to 1

(perfect match).

As with BoW, there have been a number of extensions proposed to enhance the

performance of the VLAD descriptor. For example, intra-normalization [23] is a

normalization scheme that is presented as an improvement to sign-squared rooting,

in removing burstiness from visual elements. The sum of residuals isL2-normalized

within each clusterk, and the entire vector is re-normalized, with the result being

consistent improvement in retrieval performance. This can be coupled with a cluster

center adaptation [23], which resolves the problem of inconsistent vocabularies by

refining the center positionμμμk using the assigned local descriptors, as new images

are added to the database online. More recent work has also looked at providing a

more discriminative VLAD representation by assigning local descriptors to multiple

bins based on their dominant orientation intra-cluster and computing residuals for

each bin separately [24] - thus incorporating weak geometric information. The

method exhibits improved retrieval performance on the standard Holidays dataset.

However, for ROI-based retrieval, VLAD and the similarity measure of (1.3)

will produce sub-optimal results for small ROI, because information encoded from

the remaining parts of the dataset image will distort the similarity scoring [23]. In

this thesis, we propose a method for directly improving ROI-based retrieval that

also generalizes to whole images.
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Fisher vectors: The Fisher Vector [25, 26] is a generalised case of VLAD that can

be extended to convey both first and second order information. A Gaussian Mixture

Model (GMM) with parametersΘ = (μk,Σk,πk : k = 1, . . . ,K) is trained offline on

a training set of SIFT descriptors,XXX = {xxx1,xxx2, . . . ,xxxN}, whereμ ,Σ andπ represent

the mean, covariance matrix and component prior respectively. The mixture param-

eters are optimised as per convention, using Expectation Maximization (EM). The

first order Fisher vectoruuu is the derivative of the log-likelihood with respect to the

mean:

ujk =
1

N
√

πk

N

∑
i=1

qik
xji −μik

σi
(1.4)

To derive the second order Fisher vectorvvv, the derivative of the log-likelihood

with respect to the covariance is computed as:

vjk =
1

N
√

2πk

N

∑
i=1

qik

[(
xji −μik

σ j

)2

−1

]

(1.5)

Compared to the VLAD vector, the first order Fisher vector essentially weights

the SIFT assignments to clusters by the posterior probability; this is analogous to the

soft assignment described, as a BoW extension. The dimensionality of the second

order Fisher vector is 2KDSIFT. Generally, a second order Fisher vector presents a

more discriminative representation for the same vocabulary size than, at the cost of

greater training and assignment computation.

Indeed, the same tricks used to improve the performance of BoW and VLAD,

such as power normalization (sign-squared rooting) are transferable to the Fisher

vector.

1.1.1.2 Deep Learning for Content Based Image Retrieval

CNNs are feed-forward neural networks comprising multiple layers, and typically

trained for the classification task on largea-priori labelled datasets, such as Ima-

geNet [27]. Following their superior performance in image classification [28], it

has been shown that extracted features from intermediate layers are transferable to
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other visual recognition tasks, including image retrieval [29, 30]. Descriptors de-

rived on these extracted features are competitive or superior to “shallow” learned

alternatives, based on VLAD [20] or Fisher vectors [31].

Recent work [32, 33, 34, 35] has been aimed at improving the geometric in-

variance of the CNN-based descriptors with region or patch-based methods. Earlier

methods, such as the work of Gonget al. [32], extract image blocks from a grid

over multiple scales, which are subsequently fed into the CNN in order to derive

features to be aggregated with a VLAD pooling. However this is an exhaustive

approach and many blocks may not be informative. Paulinet al. [34] improve on

this type of approach by selectively extracting patches at keypoints using a Hessian-

Affine detector [36], which is coupled with a convolutional kernel network. While

these approaches have been shown to achieve competitive performance to the state-

of-the-art, they are heavily influenced by traditional methods that use hand-crafted

features and require external components such as feature detectors.

To avoid the use of such external (or hand-crafted) components, Toliaset al.

[37] proposed the use of region-based max pooling directly on the activations as

the means to derive a region-of-interest oriented descriptor. This takes advantage

of the correspondence between the input semantics and the activations. In other

related work, Babenkoet al. [38] proposed the SPoC descriptor, which combines

sum-pooling of the layer activations with a spatial weighting via a center prior.

More recently, Kalantidiset al. [39] extended on the SPoC descriptor with a cross-

dimensional spatial and channel weighting (CroW) and unresized inputs. Their

weighting scheme normalizes the activations by the sum of the channel responses

and weights the channels by considering the number of non-zero activations per

channel. The general framework of all these approaches involves aggregation of the

final pooling or convolutional layer and application of principal component analysis

(PCA), whitening and truncation in order to derive the resulting global descriptor. It

is worth noting that more recent work [40, 41] has looked at end-to-end training with

siamese networks and achieved state-of-the-art of results; however, in this thesis we

focus on ‘weakly supervised retrieval’ with pre-trained ImageNet models.
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1.1.1.3 Efficient and Accurate Matching

In a practical retrieval system, there is an inevitable tradeoff between accuracy and

efficiency in the online component of the system. When querying an image on a

dataset, an exhaustive nearest neighbours search equates to computing the distance

metric between the query and all members of the dataset. For a dataset of sizeW and

with K dimensional vector representations, the order of complexity isO(K ×W);

there is linear growth in search complexity as the dataset grows in size.

Borrowing again from text retrieval systems, an inverted index [14] can sig-

nificantly improve efficiency by mapping from visual word to image index (rather

than vice versa). This capitalises on the sparsity of BoW vectors, which means that

each image contains only a subset of the visual word vocabulary. Thus, the search

space is reduced, as it is only necessary to search lists that are indexed by the visual

words in a query. Recent work [42] has also looked at improving the efficiency of

inverted index traversal, by computing an impact score to weight visual words and

‘prune’ the query. This is complemented with early termination, which sorts index

entries by their impact, such that the most promising entries are accessed first.

As is evident, an inverted index relies on sparsity in the descriptor to improve

search efficiency, and therefore does not fit naturally into a system built on the

denser VLAD and Fisher vector variants. Nonetheless, the general idea is trans-

ferable; in order to improve the search efficiency and memory footprint over large

datasets, whilst maintaining accuracy, the search space must be compressed intelli-

gently. Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) algorithms [43, 44, 45] are readily

employed for such compaction over large datasets.

Hashing and Embedding:Hashing schemes quantize the search space by mapping

the data to a hash key via a hash function. Euclidean Locality Sensitivity Hashing

(E2LSH) [43] is a popular extension of basic hashing for nearest neighbour search.

In essence, the algorithm maps each vector toM distinct hash keys using a random

projection, each with an associated hash table. This is conceptually similar to an

inverted index, as only dataset vectors mapped to the same hash key as the query
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need to be searched and the Euclidean distance computed. The hash function for

the random projection of a vectorx is of the form:

hhh(x) =

⌊
aaaTxxx−b

w

⌋

(1.6)

whereaaa is a random projection vector drawn from a stable distribution andb∈R is

drawn from 0 tow.

More recent work attempts to improve performance by using vector quantiz-

ers such as K-means or Hierarchical K-means [46], to learn a projection, rather

than using a structured or random projection. Generally, this does improve nearest

neighbour recall, albeit with an extra pre-processing step.

LSH has two fundamental problems. First, the multiple hash tables have to be

stored in main memory to allow for fast access. Multi-probe LSH [47] attempts to

rectify this, by taking a similar approach to soft assignment on BoW and search-

ing multiple cells nearest to the query hash key, rather than using mutliple hash

functions. The second problem relates to the fact that the exact Euclidean distance

is computed for those image vectors in the relevant search space; as such, these

vectors also need to be loaded into main memory, which means that LSH can lose

efficiency very quickly as the dataset size grows. A practical solution is to binarize

the vectors based on their hash keys [44, 48]. Assuming that the search space is par-

titioned byN random planes, a vector is now described with 2N bits. The angular

similarity between two binarized vectorsb(xxx) andb(yyy) can then be expressed as a

function of the Hamming distanceh [49]:

θ =
π
N

h(b(xxx),b(yyy)) (1.7)

Essentially, the binarization forgoes some potentially discriminative informa-

tion for heavy compaction and efficiency (bit comparisons).

Product Quantization: A popular method for ANN search is product quantization

(PQ) [50]. In order to further reduce the search complexity and the required memory
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footprint when handling large datasets,D-dimensional vectors are typically quan-

tized to produce compactB-bit representations [50]. Consider aD-dimensional

query vectorxxx. K-means maps the vectorxxx ∈ RD to a vectorq(xxx) in codebook

CCC = {ccci ,1≤ i ≤ k}. For quantizerq with k centroids, the total number of bits used

to encodexxx is B = log2(k). For a 64 bit encoding of a 128-D vector, (0.5 bits per

dimension)k = 264 centroids must be learned using K-means, which is clearly not

feasible. Product quantization (PQ) is an effective solution that reduces the learning

and storage requirement by using multiple sub-quantizers rather than a single global

quantizer. Importantly, we can couple product quantization with an inverted index

for a non-exhaustive search [50]. In short, each vectorxxx is coarsely quantized by

quantizerQ and the residuals,rQ(xxx) are product quantized and stored in inverted

lists. The residual vector is thus defined as:

rQ(xxx) = xxx−Q(xxx) (1.8)

As such, the query is coarsely quantized and assigned to itsw nearest clusters.

Distances are computed between residuals only within the correspondingw inverted

lists.

1.1.2 Action Recognition

Action recognition or classification is the task of assigning an action label to a video

clip. The recognition process can be preceded by action localization to pinpoint the

start and end of the relevant action in a longer video clip; however, in this thesis

we consider recognition on short video snippets of about 10s that only contain the

relevant action. Recognition performance is typically quantified in terms of clas-

sification accuracy; i.e., the proportion of correctly classified videos from the test

dataset. Prior to deep learning methods, the state-of-the-art for video classifica-

tion systems relied on a combination of hand-crafted feature detection, description

and aggregation. Wanget. al [51, 52] were able to achieve promising accuracy

for action recognition using dense trajectories. Essentially, given a set of extract

frames from a video, feature points are densely sampled at multiple spatial scales
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and tracked over time at these points using dense optical flow [53, 54]. Thus, for

each trajectory neighbourhood, several local descriptors can be computed (HOG,

HOF and MBH), and outliers removed with RANSAC for homography estimation.

Finally, these descriptors can be aggregated into a global representation using BoW

or Fisher Vectors and classification performed with an SVM. Importantly, the core

principles behind dense trajectories are transferable to deep learning system design.

1.1.2.1 Deep Learning for Action Recognition

Figure 1.1: State-of-the-art methods for action recognition typically fall into one of three
categories, or a combination of categories: a) fusing an LSTM with a CNN by
using an LSTM to model the CNN encoded frames over time; b) two-stream
CNN that synchronously ingests an RGB frame and flow frames into their re-
spective CNNs, with the encoded logits being fused with averaging/SVM to
generate the final prediction; c) 3D RGB CNN that encodes multiple RGB
frames with 3D convolutions and spatio-temporal activations.

With increasing dataset sizes and complexity in classification and retrieval,

there is a need for deeper and scalable models to learn more complex representa-

tions and with larger learning capacity. Subsequently, due to their stand-out per-

formance in image classification [28], deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs)

have recently come to the forefront in video classification. Karpathyet. al [55]

proposed extending the CNN architecture from image to video by performing

spatio-temporal convolutions in the first convolutional layers over a 4D video chunk

V ∈ RW×H×C×T , whereW,H are the spatial dimensions,C is the number of chan-

nels andT is the number of frames in the chunk. This is the premise behind their
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slow-fusion architecture, which uses 3D convolutions on RGB frame chunks in the

first 3 layers, thus encompassing the full spatio-temporal extent of the input. No-

tably, experiments demonstrated that feeding a single RGB frame versus multiple

frames into this architecture did not have any significant effect on accuracy; in other

words, the CNN was not effectively learning on the motion information. Tranet. al

[56] attempt to improve accuracy by using a deep 3D CNN architecture (resembling

VGGnet [57]) together with spatio-temporal convolutions and pooling in all layers.

They combine this with a bagging approach over 3 nets and improved dense trajec-

tories, to achieve state-of-the-art accuracy of 90.4% on UCF-101 [58], albeit with

heavy computational cost. 3D CNNs typically demonstrate better performance as

they model spatio-temporal abstractions of data unlike than their 2D counterparts,

albeit at the cost of(i) higher complexity due to the extra kernel dimension, and

(ii) subsequent difficulty in training. Additionally, it has been argued [59] that mod-

elling temporal dependencies only constitutes a fraction of the recognition accuracy,

and the majority of performance gain actually comes from the spatial invariance in-

herent in motion based inputs. Therefore, 2D CNNs still remain a viable option.

Simonyanet. al [60] argue that the problem is not the depth or spatio-temporal

extent of the architecture but rather the nature of the RGB input that does not ef-

fectively present motion information to the CNN. They propose using a 2D archi-

tecture with dense optical flow to represent the temporal component of the video.

Notably, this temporal CNN outperforms an equivalent 2D spatial stream ingesting

RGB frames. However, performance can be improved further by fusing the tempo-

ral and spatial streams using a simple score averaging. This two stream architecture

achieves 88.0% on UCF-101; however, the computational cost is still relatively high

due to the requirement to extract optical flow for the temporal stream (reported as

0.06s for an image pair).

One of the main issues with the above approaches is the short temporal ex-

tent of the inputs; each input is a small chunk of frames that only encapsulates a

second or so of the video. However, this does not account for cases where tempo-

ral dependencies extend over longer durations of video. Feichtenhoferet. al [61]
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attempt to resolve this issue by using multiple copies of the two stream network

above. The copies are spread over a coarse temporal scale, thus encompassing both

coarse and fine motion information with an optical flow input. The architecture is

spatially and then temporally fused using a 3D convolution and pooling. Whilst this

does surpass performance of ensemble averaging, it can incur a substantial increase

in the number of weights when the number of channels in the preceding convolu-

tional layer is large. Additionally, only the fusion layer learns a true spatio-temporal

feature map1. Wanget. al [63] present a similar approach with temporal segment

networks. Essentially, the video is divided into snippets and each snippet is fed

into a two-stream network. The temporal and spatial components are independently

fused over snippets using a segmental consensus function over their outputs, prior

to class fusion. This is combined with warped optical flow input to the temporal

streams, where camera motion is compensated for by estimating the homography

matrix (analogous to improved dense trajectories). Alternatively, Laptevet. al [64]

argue that increasing the temporal extent is simply a case of taking the optical flow

component over a larger temporal extent. In order to minimize the complexity of

the network, they downsize the frames, thus reducing the spatial dimensions. Com-

bining their two stream architecture with improved dense trajectories yields 92.7%

on UCF-101 action recognition dataset.

Another method of generating CNNs with a long temporal extent is to integrate

an RNN into the architecture. In principle, an RNN would give you infinite temporal

context up to the present frame. The idea of appending a 3D CNN with an LSTM

was originally introduced by Baccoucheet. al [65] in 2011; the LSTM appended to

the fully connected layers effectively models global motion in the video, whereas

the 3D CNN models the fine temporal cues. Donahueet. al [66] follow a similar

approach but use a 2D CNN to extract features from individual frames. These are

subsequently fed into a stack of LSTMs for sequence learning over the input. Due

to parameter sharing over time, this model scales to arbritrary sequence lengths.

1Alternatively, it is worth noting that the recently proposed ActionVLAD [62] follows a method
more in line with trajectory based methods, by aggregating the feature maps generated per time step
into a VLAD representation of the action.
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Ng et. al [67] extend this by considering the effects of appending the CNN with

feature pooling versus an LSTM, prior to class fusion. Their results demonstrate that

pooling is a good alternative to using an LSTM and achieves competitive accuracy

(88.2% vs 88.6% on UCF-101). They also note that simply appending a 2D CNN

with an LSTM stack has its limitations. For one, the LSTM is likely to only focus

on global temporal motion, such as shot detection and not the fine temporal cues

inherent in groups of consecutive frames. Ballaset. al [68] propose integrating

the RNN units directly into the CNN. Essentially, CNN layers from different time-

steps are passed through a GRU to generate a new layer that contains temporal

information from both layers. In this way all activations are temporally connected.

With an optical flow input, this can achieve 85.7% on UCF-101 (split 1).

Finally, there has been some recent work into unsupervised learning for video

representations. The advantage of unsupervised methods are that they do not require

pre-labelled data, which can be expensive to collate. Srivastavaet. al [69] use an

LSTM to map the input to a feature descriptor, which can then be passed to decoder

LSTMs to perform various tasks, and finetuned for supervised learning.

1.1.2.2 Choice of Modality

The choice of modality constitutes a significant point of contention between recent

work, with most methods opting for a combination of an RGB and optical flow-

based input, as evident above. The problem with optical flow as an input is that it

represents a substantial bottleneck in the processing pipeline. In order to generate

optical flow, the video needs to be fully decoded and the flow field generated from

consecutive frames. Recent work [70, 71, 72] has experimented with extracting

the motion vector (MV) fields directly from the video codec. Whilst performance

is usually diminished when training on motion vectors compared to optical flow

(as MV fields comprise lower-resolution and noisier representations), no additional

computation is required as motion vectors are directly extractable from the com-

pressed video bitstream at very high speed. Kantorovet al. [73] initially introduced

the MPEG flow model for motion vector based action recognition; however their

method was limited to the shallow global descriptors described previously. Re-
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cently, Zhanget al. [71] utilized codec MVs as an input to a 2D CNN in their

action recognition, termed EMV-CNN; however their approach requires upsampled

MV fields which diminishes the complexity saving. In this thesis, we show how

the video codec can be leveraged to additionally allow for selective decoding of the

RGB frames and we directly process low resolution MV frames, thus improving

the complexity saving. We also demonstrate how emulated and real neuromorphic

vision sensing (NVS) based frames can be leveraged to replace expensive optical

flow whilst maintaining competitive performance.

1.1.2.3 Benchmarks

Benchmarking for action recognition is typically performed on UCF-101 and

HMDB-51 datasets, which respectively contain about 7000 and 13000 video clips

for training and inference. These datasets are relatively small, particularly when

compared to benchmarks in the image classification domain. Carreiraet al. [74]

recently introduced the Kinetics video dataset, consisting of 400 action classes and

over 400 video clips per class. The larger video dataset translates to more discrimi-

native features learnt during training. Pre-training with Kinetics is coupled with an

inflated Inception-V1 architecture for both RGB and motion streams, where the In-

ception kernels and pooling are extended in the temporal dimension and initialized

with the scaled pre-trained ImageNet weights. The result is a significant improve-

ment in performance when subsequently fine-tuning on UCF-101 [58] or HMDB-51

[75]. However, the sheer size of the input volume (64 frames for both streams) is

extremely complex to train on, requiring 16 GPUs for fine-tuning on UCF-101 with

synchronous training [74]. Due to lack of resources, in this thesis we do not re-

port results with this dataset for the action recognition task and instead restrict our

investigations to the well-established UCF-101 and HMDB datasets.

1.1.3 Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

In transfer learning nomenclature, unsupervised domain adaptation falls under the

category of transductive transfer learning, where labels are available in the source

domain but not in the target domain but the task is shared between domains. The
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domainD has an associated marginal probability distributionP(XXX) over image sam-

plesXXX = {xxxi}N
i=0∈X and a conditional distributionP(YYY|XXX) between source images

and labels, whereYYY = {yyyi}N
i=0 ∈ Y , whereX is the feature space,Y is the label

space andN is the set cardinality. Let us denote the source domain asDS and target

domain asDT . The domain adaptation scenario arises when there is a domain shift

between the source and target; i.e.,DS 6= DT andP(XXXT) 6= P(XXXS). For homoge-

nous domain adaptation, we assume that the feature representations are the same;

i.e., XS = XT . In addition, for the transductive setting we assume that the label

sets are shared between the source and target domains; i.e.,YS= YT . As the source

domain is labelled, we can learnP(YYYS|XXXS); the aim is then to learnP(YYYT |XXXT) and

classify the target instances by leveraging on the source distributions.

Prior to deep learning, methods for homogenous domain adaptation included

instance reweighting [76], which typically assumes that the conditional distribu-

tions match, but there is a covariate shift between the source and target domains.

Other methods that remove the assumption of matching conditional distributions

were based on feature augmentation or feature space alignment; for example, by

minimizing the Bregman divergence between the source and target PCA subspaces

[77].

1.1.3.1 Deep Learning for Domain Adaptation

We briefly discuss recent developments in deep learning for unsupervised domain

adaptation. In general, we can segment recent work into discrepancy based, adver-

sarial based or reconstruction based methods.

Discrepancy based methods:Discrepancy based methods minimize the domain

distribution discrepancy directly, typically using an IPM based metric such as max-

imum mean discrepancy (MMD) [78] loss for this purpose. MMD maps the original

data to a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), where the source and target dis-

tributions are assumed separable. Notably, the MMD is commonly used with a

Gaussian kernel, which from the Taylor expansion enables matching between all

moments of distributions, albeit with some cost in processing. For example, [79]
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proposed the deep domain confusion (DDC) method which applied a joint classifi-

cation and linear MMD loss on an intermediate adaptation layer. [80] extended on

DDC by adding multiple task-specific adaptation layers and minimizing the domain

shift with a multiple-kernel maximum mean discrepancy. Rather than matching the

marginal distributions, the joint adaptation network (JAN) [81] aligns the domain

shift between the joint distributions of input features and output labels,P(XXX,YYY).

Alternatively, CORAL [82] matches only the mean and covariance between distri-

butions,which despite its simplicity in only matching second order moments, still

maintains competitive performance. More recently, Haeusseret al. [83] proposed

associative domain adaptation that replaces the MMD with an efficient discrepancy-

based alternative that reinforces association between source and target embeddings.

The basis of associativity is the two-step round-trip probability of a random walker

starting from a labelled source feature and ending at another source feature via tran-

sition to a target feature. Associative cycle probabilities are encouraged to be close

to a uniform distribution. Effectively, associative domain adaptation uses the clus-

tering assumption, where target and source samples from the same class should be

located in high density regions of the feature space, with low density regions be-

tween classes. Similarly, this assumption is adopted by Shuet al. [84], who add an

additional penalty loss function to their adversarial learning framework, in order to

punish violation of the clustering assumption.

Adversarial based methods. Adversarial based methods opt for an adversarial

loss function in order to minimize the domain shift. The domain adversarial neu-

ral network (DANN) [85] first introduced a gradient reversal layer that reversed the

gradients of a binary classifier predicting the domain in order to train for domain

confusion. Training is performed jointly with a cross entropy loss that classifies

the source examples, in order to learn a shared task-based embedding. Other re-

cent proposals [86, 87, 88] have explored generative models such as GANs [89, 90]

to learn from synthetic source and target data. These approaches typically train

two GANs on the source and target input data with tied parameters. In order to
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circumvent the need to generate images, Adversarial Discriminative Domain Adap-

tation (ADDA) [91] was recently proposed as an adversarial framework for directly

minimizing the distance between the source and target encoded representations. A

discriminator and target encoder are iteratively optimized in a two-player game akin

to the original GAN setting, where the goal of the discriminator is to distinguish the

target representation from the source domain and the goal of target encoder is to

confuse the discriminator. This implicitly aligns the target distribution to the (fixed)

source distribution. The simplicity and power of ADDA has been demonstrated in

visual adaptation tasks like MNIST, USPS and SVHN digits datasets. The recently

proposed DIFA [92] extends this discriminative adversarial framework further by

training a generator to generate source-like features that can be used to supplement

the source examples during target adversarial training. Finally, Saitoet al. [93]

propose an interesting yet simple proposal of training a feature generator and two

classifiers in an adversarial fashion. Their proposal is based on the assumption

that target examples that fall outside the support of the source will be misclassified

by two different classifiers. They alternately maximize a discrepancy based loss

function to train the two classifiers and minimize the same function to train the gen-

erator, such that the generator will eventually generate target features that fall inside

the support of the source and thus are more easily classified.

Reconstruction based methods:Reconstruction based methods use the recon-

struction of source and target examples as an auxiliary task for learn a shared en-

coding between the source and target domains. This is exemplified by the deep

reconstruction network (DRCN) [94], which is comprised of a shared encoder over

source and target examples and a two component loss function; a cross entropy loss

that classifies the source examples over the shared encoder and a reconstruction

loss over a target decoder and shared encoder that reconstructs target examples, in

order to ensure that the shared encoder generalizes to the target features Domain

separation networks (DSN) [95] also adopt a similar strategy but instead use a com-

bination of private and shared encoders to learn private and shared domain features
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and a shared decoder that aids generalization between domains. The reconstruction

based methods introduced above use a traditional convolutional autoencoder con-

figuration; however, more recently there has been growing interest in adversarial-

based reconstruction methods that translate images between domains with a com-

bination of multiple generators and discriminators. As this is typically an under-

constrained problem, adversarial reconstruction methods adopt a cycle consistency

loss that ensures that an image can be translated back to it’s original domain. One

such example is CycleGAN [96] which uses two generatorsF andG to translate

from source to target and target to source domains. A source and target discrimina-

tor is employed to distinguish between translated and real images for each domain

and train each generator adversarially. A cycle-consistency loss is used to ensure

that we are able to invert the translation; i.e., for source and target imagesxs and

xt , xs → G(xs) → F(G(xs)) ≈ xs andxt → F(xt) → G(F(xt)) ≈ xs. Whilst Cycle-

GAN learns a separate latent space for the target and source domain, UNIT [97]

enforces a shared latent space by splitting each generator into encoder and decoder

components and tying weights around the encoder output and decoder input layers.

More recently, Leeet al. [98] proposed to disentangle the latent spaces between

encoder-decoder pairs into a shared content spaceC and an attribute spaceA for

each domain. The attribute space contains domain-specific information, analogous

to the private and shared encoder of the DSN.

1.2 Thesis Outline and Research Outcomes

The remaining chapters of the thesis can be divided into the three core compo-

nents as discussed in the literature review; content based image retrieval (CBIR),

action recognition and unsupervised domain adaptation. Inline with our main the-

sis objective of improving the accuracy-complexity tradeoff for CBIR and action

recognition, we begin by exploring improvements to unimodal pixel domain CBIR

systems and extend to compressed multimodal representations for action recogni-

tion. We ultimately transition from the pixel domain only to the spike domain with

neuromorphic vision sensing (NVS) based recognition.
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In Chapter 2, we consider the CBIR task and RGB modality only, where we in-

vestigate whether we can improve the geometric invariance of our embedding. The

objective is to design a retrieval system that can handle queries comprising arbitrary

regions-of-interest (ROI) rather than entire images. Our proposal is a compact im-

age descriptor that combines the state-of-the-art in content-based descriptor extrac-

tion with a multi-level, Voronoi-based spatial partitioning of each dataset image.

The proposed multi-level Voronoi-based encoding uses a spatial hierarchical K-

means over interest-point locations, and computes a content-based descriptor over

each cell. In order to reduce the matching complexity with marginal or no sacrifice

in retrieval performance:

• we utilize the tree structure of the spatial hierarchical K-means to perform a

top-to-bottom pruning for local similarity maxima;

• we propose a new image similarity score that combines relevant information

from all partition levels into a single measure for similarity;

• we combine our proposal with a novel and efficient approach for optimal bit

allocation within quantized descriptor representations.

By deriving both a Voronoi-based VLAD descriptor (termed as Fast-VVLAD)

and a Voronoi-based deep convolutional neural network (CNN) descriptor (termed

as Fast-VDCNN), we demonstrate that our Voronoi-based framework is agnostic

to the descriptor basis, and can easily be slotted into existing frameworks. We

demonstrate this capability by designing and implementing a large scale retrieval

system for image or video frame retrieval.

In Chapter 3, we consider how the RGB modality can be supplemented with

an additional compressed flow based modality in order to improve performance for

video classification. Specifically, we investigate action recognition via a two-stream

convolutional neural network (CNN) design that directly ingests information ex-

tracted from compressed video bitstreams. Our approach begins with the observa-

tion that all modern video codecs divide the input frames into macroblocks (MBs).

We demonstrate that selective access to MB motion vector (MV) information within
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compressed video bitstreams can also provide for selective, motion-adaptive, MB

pixel decoding (a.k.a., MB texture decoding). This in turn allows for the derivation

of spatio-temporal video activity regions at extremely high speed in comparison

to conventional full-frame decoding followed by dense optical flow estimation. In

order to evaluate the accuracy of a video classification framework based on such ac-

tivity data, we independently train two CNN architectures on MB texture and MV

correspondences and then fuse their scores to derive the final classification of each

test video. We find that:

• a CPU-based realization of our MV extraction is over 977 times faster than

GPU-based optical flow methods;

• selective decoding is up to 12 times faster than full-frame decoding;

• our proposed spatial and temporal CNNs perform inference at 5 to 57 times

lower cloud computing cost than the fastest methods from the literature.

In Chapter 4, in order to improve on the sensing efficiency, we circumvent

the limitations of conventional active pixel sensing (APS) cameras by replacing

motion vectors with neuromorphic vision sensing (NVS) events. Neuromorphic

vision sensing (NVS) hardware is now gaining traction as a low-power/high-speed

visual sensing technology that circumvents the limitations of cameras. While object

detection and tracking models have been investigated in conjunction with NVS,

there is currently little work on NVS for higher-level semantic tasks, such as action

recognition. This is partly due to the lack of available labelled NVS training data.

We attempt to fill this gap by introducing new options and associated parameters

on a recently proposed NVS emulator framework, in order to minimize the domain

shift between real NVS events and emulated events generated from APS video. We

then embed the improved emulator into a multimodal transfer learning framework

that, contrary to recent work that considers homogeneous transfer between flow

domains (optical flow to motion vectors), carries out heterogeneous transfer from

optical flow to NVS. The potential of our framework is showcased by the fact that:
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• for the first time, our NVS-based results achieve comparable action recogni-

tion performance to motion-vector or optical-flow based methods;

• the improved NVS emulator and NVS camera hardware offers 3 to 6 orders of

magnitude faster frame generation (respectively) compared to standard Brox

optical flow.

In Chapter 5, we complete our transition from pixels to spikes by further ad-

dressing the inevitable domain shift that arises when training on emulated NVS

events and inferring on real NVS events. The scarcity of real labelled NVS data

means we can present his as an unsupervised domain adaptation problem. Ad-

versarial discriminative domain adaptation (ADDA) [91] is an efficient framework

for unsupervised domain adaptation, where the source and target domains are as-

sumed to have the same classes, but no labels are available for the target domain.

While ADDA has already achieved better training efficiency and competitive accu-

racy in comparison to other adversarial based methods, we investigate whether we

can improve performance by incorporating task knowledge into the adversarial loss

functions. We achieve this by extending the discriminator output over the source

classes and leverage on the distribution over the source encoder posteriors, which

is fixed during adversarial training, in order to align a target encoder distribution

to the source domain. We additionally consider how the extended discriminator

can be regularized in order to further improve performance, by treating the dis-

criminator as a denoising autoencoder and corrupting its input. Our final design

employs maximum mean discrepancy and reconstruction-based loss functions for

adversarial training. We first demonstrate on standard pixel domain datasets that

our proposal is able to compete or outperform the state-of-the-art in unsupervised

domain adaptation, whilst offering lower complexity. Finally, we show that the im-

proved performance generalizes to the spike domain by introducing and evaluating

on a neuromorphic vision sensing (NVS) sign language recognition dataset, where

the source domain constitutes emulated neuromorphic spike events converted from

APS video and the target domain is experimental (real) spike events from an NVS

camera.
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1.2.1 Research Outcomes

The work completed during the PhD has resulted in two journal publications and

three conference publications. There is also a conference paper and journal paper

currently under review. We only present part of the work in this thesis.

Conference papers:

• Aaron Chadha and Yiannis Andreopoulos. ”Region-of-interest retrieval in

large image datasets with Voronoi VLAD.” in International Conference on

Computer Vision Systems (ICVS), 2015.

• Aaron Chadha, Alhabib Abbas, and Yiannis Andreopoulos. ”Compressed-

domain video classification with deep neural networks: There’s way too much

information to decode the matrix.” in IEEE International Conference on Im-

age Processing (ICIP), 2017.

• Abbas, Alhabib, Aaron Chadha, Yiannis Andreopoulos, and Mohammad

Jubrani. “Rate-Accuracy Trade-Off In Video Classification With Deep Con-

volutional Neural Networks.” in IEEE International Conference on Image

Processing (ICIP), 2018.

• Aaron Chadha, Yiannis Andreopoulos. “Improving Adversarial Discrimina-

tive Domain Adaptation.” (arXiv preprint arXiv:1809.03625).

• Aaron Chadha, Yin Bi, Alhabib Abbas, Yiannis Andreopoulos. ‘Neuromor-

phic Vision Sensing for CNN-based Action Recognition‘” submitted to IEEE

International Conference on Acoustics and Signals Processing (ICASSP),

2019.

Journal papers:

• Aaron Chadha, Yiannis Andreopoulos. “Voronoi-based Compact Image De-

scriptors: Efficient Region-of-Interest Retrieval With VLAD And Deep-
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Learning–based Descriptors.” in IEEE Transactions on Multimedia (TMM),

2017.

• Aaron Chadha, Alhabib Abbas, Yiannis Andreopoulos. “Video Classification

With CNNs: Using The Codec As A Spatio-Temporal Activity Sensor” in

IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology (TCSVT),

2017.

• Mohammad Jubran, Alhabib Abbas, Aaron Chadha, Yiannis Andreopoulos.

“Rate-Accuracy Trade-Off In Video Classification With Deep Convolutional

Neural Networks” in IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video

Technology (TCSVT).

Awards and other accomplishments:

• Awarded Industrial Fellowship from the Royal Commission for the Exhibition

of 1851 for work on “High-Speed Analysis of Big Video Data”.

• Google Cloud & YouTube-8M Video Understanding Challenge, Kaggle,

2017. Task: Develop a classification algorithm which accurately assigns

video-level labels using the YT-8M V2 dataset released by Google (7 mil-

lion videos, 450,000 hours). Ranked in top 7% (out of 650 teams) with 7

submissions (username ‘DelveVideo’ on leaderboard).

• Designed and implemented a retrieval system for industrial sponsor BAFTA

within the VideoClarity project, a BAFTA research project sponsored by

Innovate UK (101932), with potential commercial application in logo

detection/de-duplication services; the retrieval system is discussed further

in AppendixC.



Chapter 2

Voronoi-based Compact Image

Descriptors: Efficient Region of

Interest Retrieval with VLAD and

Deep-Learning-based Descriptors

In this chapter, we focus on the content based image retrieval (CBIR) task, which is

conventionally treated as a unimodal task on pixel domain (RGB) images. There-

fore, rather than supplementing with an additional modality, we instead consider

how to additionally process the images in order to extract more invariant features

that can potentially improve matching capabilities. Specifically, we are interested

in the problem of designing a visual-query based retrieval system that is capable

of handling both small and large-size “object”, or, more broadly, region-of-interest

(ROI) queries over image datasets. Given a ROI representing a visual query, the

proposed system should return all images from the database containing this query,

with matching complexity and storage requirements that remain of the order of stan-

dard encodings. This is considerably more challenging than whole-image retrieval

systems, as the query object may be occluded or distorted, or be seen from different

viewpoints and distances in relevant images [99]. This is also the reason why the

original VLAD proposal does not perform as well for this problem [23].

There have been a number of VLAD-derived approaches that tackle ROI based
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retrieval. Lazebniket al. [100] introduced the concept of spatially partitioning

an image into a rectangular grid over multiple scales and encoding per block, as

a method of incorporating spatial information; this has found application in both

image classification [100, 101] and retrieval [102]. Similarly, the Multi-VLAD de-

scriptor [23] attempts to improve VLAD performance for small ROI by spatially

partitioning the dataset images into a rectangular grid over three scales and com-

puting a VLAD descriptor per block. For ROI queries occupying about 11% of

image real estate, the Multi-VLAD descriptor has been shown to outperform the

single (128× 14)-D VLAD (computed over the whole image) in terms of mAP.

However, Multi-VLAD achieves 20% lower mAP than the (128× 14)-D VLAD

when queries occupy a sizeable proportion of the image [23]. In addition, it incurs

a 14-fold penalty in storage and matching complexity in comparison to the baseline

128-D VLAD.

We instead propose a new adaptive Voronoi-based encoding (VE), in which

we spatially partition the image, using a hierarchical K-means, into Voronoi cells

and thus compute multiple descriptors over cells. We couple this with an adaptive

search algorithm that minimizes the overall computation for similarity identification

by first finding the cells most representative to the query and then deriving a novel

single-score metric for the image over these cells. In order for our proposal to be

further amenable to big data processing, we additionally propose a novel product

quantization framework (based on symmetric distance computation) for our pro-

posal. We show that our proposed framework is agnostic to the descriptor basis

by testing on both a Voronoi-based VLAD descriptor and Voronoi-based deep CNN

feature descriptor and assessing performance against their respective state-of-the-art

variants. Our proposal is inline with grid based spatial search CNN derived methods

of Carlssonet al. [103, 104], as we are not explicitly computing a global descriptor

over extracted features from multiple patches like CNN+VLAD [32] and CKN-mix

[34] (which require additional computational pre-processing, e.g., for learning en-

coding centers).

The Voronoi-based encoding is discussed in Section2.1.1and constitutes the
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offline component of our system. Section2.1.2describes the proposed accelera-

tion for online Voronoi-based ROI query search and possibilities for memory com-

paction to reduce storage requirements. Section2.2considers integration of a mod-

ified product quantization approach, both for efficient Voronoi-based search and for

memory compaction (to reduce storage requirements). Finally, Section2.3presents

experimental results for the accuracy-complexity tradeoff on the Holidays [105] and

Caltech Cars (Rear) [106] datasets, and extends the Voronoi-based partitioning to

whole images, demonstrating that we can achieve competitive accuracy compared

to state-of-the-art methods at modest computational overhead.

2.1 Proposed Voronoi-based Encoding and its Fast

Online Implementation

In this section, we present our proposed Voronoi-based encoding and its fast variant

for efficient online Voronoi-based ROI query search. Table2.1 summarizes the

important nomenclature to be used in the remainder of this chapter.

2.1.1 Voronoi-based Encoding and Compact Descriptors

Instead of spatially partitioning the images into a rectangular grid, we propose to

partition the image into Voronoi cells overL levels (scales), using hierarchical spa-

tial K-means clustering. The key intuition is that objects that may constitute ROI

queries tend to appear as clusters of salient points, potentially interspersed with fea-

tureless regions in the image. Therefore, a ROI-oriented partitioning must attempt

to adaptively isolate these spatial clusters at multiple levels.

Initially, the entire image is encoded; this comprises level 0 of the Voronoi-

based encoding. For level 1, a spatial K-means is computed over the interest point

locations in the whole image, which effectively partitions the image intoV1 Voronoi

cells. Next, for level 2, a spatial K-means is computed over the interest point loca-

tions within each level-1 Voronoi cell, thus partitioning each cell intoV2 constituent

cells. In general, each of theVl−1 cells in levell −1 are partitioned intoVl cells in

level l , with 1≤ l < L andV0 , 1. A base descriptor, whether this be VLAD or
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Table 2.1: Nomenclature Table.

Symbol Definition

U dimensions of unprojected descriptor
D,D′ dimensions of PCA-projected and truncated descriptor

and descriptor blocks (resp.)
Y number of training-set images
W number of test-dataset images

R U ×D PCA projection matrix
ΛΛΛ,ΛΛΛS diag. eigenvalue matrix, diag. eigenvalue sub-matrix

φ̃φφROI, φ̃φφ test, and
φ̂φφROI, φ̂φφ test

PCA-projected descriptor of a query ROI and a test image
(resp.), and whitening-and-normalization based product
quantization (WNPQ) descriptor of the same

B,B′ number of bits for quantized descriptor & constituent
block

Z,Z′ number of quantization centroids per descriptor and
descriptor block

Sdes1,des2 similarity score between descriptor “des1” and “des2”

M number of quantization sub-spaces (blocks) for Product
Quantization (PQ)

CCC1, . . .CCCM PQ codebook per quantization blockm, 1≤ m≤ M

L number of levels (scales) used for Voronoi-based
encoding (VE)

V1, ...,VL number of Voronoi cells per levell , 1≤ l ≤ L

Vtot number of Voronoi cells in VE

lph1 level that Phase 1 exits in Fast-VE adaptive search,
0≤ lph1 < L

S∗0, . . . ,S
∗
lph1

similarity score for cell with maximum similarity to the
query per levell , 0≤ l ≤ lph1

v0, . . . ,vlph1 difference between number of interest points in query and
cell corresponding toS∗l , 0≤ l ≤ lph1

ŵ0, . . . , ŵlph1 L1-normalized weighting per levell for Fast-VE,
0≤ l ≤ lph1

VF number of cells accessed in Fast-VE

ΣΣΣ1, . . .ΣΣΣM covariance matrix per descriptor blockm, 1≤ m≤ M
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aggregated deep CNN features, is encoded over each cell following the description

of Section 2.1, giving a total of

Vtot = 1+
L−1

∑
l=1

l

∏
m=1

Vm (2.1)

encodings per image. When PCA-projecting each cell descriptor, we aggregate each

level l into a single matrixΦΦΦl .

A three-level Voronoi partitioning for an image from the Caltech Cars image

dataset withV1 = V2 = 3 is illustrated in Figure2.1. The detected points are shown

in color in the left image of Figure2.1, and the level-1 and level-2 Voronoi cells are

superimposed with dashed lines on the middle and right image (resp.), with their

corresponding descriptors appearing with different colors.

In essence, there are two variables to consider when implementing a Voronoi-

based encoding; the number of levelsL and the number of Voronoi cellsVl , 1≤ l <

L, to encode. For the purposes of this chapter, we will considerVl to be constant

for all levelsl . In addition, it is worth noting that for the Voronoi-based encoding,

we construct a single PCA projection matrix using the entire images of the training

set. This is because we found that there is very little gain in retrieval performance

when learning separate PCA projection matrices for each Voronoi partition level,

mostly due to sufficient variability in scale of ROI in the training images alone.

Finally, given we are dealing with PCA on high dimensional data, for the case

where the unprojected cell descriptor dimension,U , is greater than the training size

Y, we use the manipulation described by Bishop [107]. In essence, we define the

covariance matrix for theU ×Y training descriptor matrixΦΦΦT as ΦΦΦT
TΦΦΦT, which

provides for a lower dimensionalY×Y matrix to work with. Following singular

value decomposition, we then rotate the derived projection matrix,RROT, into the

original covariance data space to obtain theU ×D projection matrix,R, using the

equivalence:

R = ΦΦΦTRROTΛΛΛ−1, (2.2)
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where ΛΛΛ = diag(λ− 1
2

1 ,λ− 1
2

2 , . . . ,λ− 1
2

Y ) is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of

ΦΦΦT
TΦΦΦT.

We conclude this subsection by summarizing the VLAD and deep CNN de-

scriptors utilized for each Voronoi partition.

2.1.1.1 Voronoi-based VLAD (VVLAD)

We require a detector that is robust to scale and viewpoint changes, while also de-

tecting enough points in salient regions to allow for reliable partitioning. Therefore,

for VVLAD, we use the Hessian Affine detector [36, 108], which is based on the

multi-scale determinant of the Hessian matrix (computed locally), and detects affine

covariant regions. SIFT descriptors are produced based on the detected points. It is

worth noting that:(i) salient point detection is an implicit step in each VLAD com-

putation and not additional processing;(ii) unlike Multi-VLAD, there is no need

to preprocess the image and exclude featureless regions. As shown in the example

of Figure2.1, smaller Voronoi cells are adaptively formed around regions of tight

clusters of detected points.

2.1.1.2 Voronoi-based Deep CNN (VDCNN)

In this case, the salient point detection constitutes additional pre-processing. Nev-

ertheless, this can be achieved efficiently by using the FAST corner detector [109],

which classifies a pixel as a corner based on its relative intensity to a set of con-

tiguous pixels. As for the case of VVLAD, the image is partitioned into Voronoi

cells based on the location of detected points. Since the deep CNN must take a

rectangular input image segment, we compute a bounding box over the constituent

points of each cell, and then resize and subtract an average image, as per conven-

tion, before feeding into the pre-trained deep CNN. Given that the cells are treated

independently, the feed-through can be done in parallel, using multiple copies of

the network. In terms of the deep CNN descriptor specifics, we use the CNN-S ar-

chitecture [110] pretrained on ILSVRC-2012 with batch normalization [111]. The

network is sufficiently deep to provide a rich semantic representation of the im-

age/image partitions without overfitting to the classification task. The conventional
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approach to generating a feature descriptor from the network is to simply extract one

of the fully-connected layers [29, 28, 104]. Instead, we extract the last max-pooling

layer (Layer 13) of the network, which precedes the fully-connected network and

should be less tuned to the classification task. From this layer, we generate a 512-D

feature descriptor by averaging the CNN activations over the spatial dimensions.

We can also (optionally) apply PCA-projection and truncation to achieve further

compaction to 128 dimensions.

Figure 2.1: Three-level Voronoi partitioning for an image from Caltech Cars dataset. For
illustration purposes, SIFT descriptors are color-differentiated for each cell.

2.1.2 Fast Online Implementation: Adaptive Search and Image

Similarity Score

Conventionally, we could assign an image score as the global maximum similar-

ity to a query over cells, using (1.3) for each cell. However, the proposed Voronoi

partitioning essentially gives us a tree of spatial Voronoi cells where, forL levels,

∏L−1
l=1 Vl “leaf” Voronoi cells exist at the bottom of the tree. Given that there is inher-

ent mutual information between a cell and its constituent cells, rather than accessing

data for all levels and measuring similarity over allVtot cells of the tree indiscrimi-

nately, we can design an adaptive search with top-to-bottom tree pruning to find the

most relevant Voronoi cells to the query. This reduces the overall execution time

and memory accesses when performing a retrieval task, which makes our proposal

applicable to very large image databases that would contain millions of images. The

top-to-bottom search is carried out in two phases.

Phase-1:Considering the cell of levell −1 with maximum similarity to the

query [measured via (1.3)], in Phase-1 of the search, we assume that either this cell

or a constituent cell within it (at levell ) will attain high similarity to the query. If the
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cell of level l −1 is found to attain the highest similarity to the query, we terminate

the search for that image at levell −1 and proceed to Phase-2. On the other hand,

if we find that a constituent cell of levell attains the maximum similarity, we repeat

Phase-1 for that cell and its constituent cells at the next level (l +1), until we reach

the bottom of the tree, in which case we move to Phase-2.

Phase-2: Let us denote the maximum similarity found by Phase-1 for each

level l asS∗l and assume that Phase-1 exited at levellph1, 0≤ lph1 < L. Rather than

assigningS∗lph1
as the similarity score between the ROI query and the test imageI in

the dataset, we perform a weighted sum over allS∗0, . . . ,S
∗
lph1

. To this end, we first

compute the differencevl , 0≤ l ≤ lph1, between the number of interest points in

the query and the number of interest points in the image dataset cell corresponding

to S∗l . This difference is subsequently used within a scaled inverse function. The

weight forS∗l (0≤ l ≤ lph1) is thus defined as:

wl =
C

max(|vl | ,1)
. (2.3)

whereC controls the order (set as the modal order of magnitude over allvl ). The

weight vector over all levels isL1-normalized so that the image score can be ranked

independently of the levellph1 at which Phase-1 terminated. Denoting theL1-

normalized weight as ˆwl , the proposed similarity score between a ROI query and

dataset imageI after Phase-2 is:

SROI,I =
lph1

∑
l=0

ŵl S
∗
l . (2.4)

For example, for a three-level partition, if a query object is small relative to the

image size, we expect that the total number of interest points over the query would

be comparable to that of a level-2 cell. Hence, the level-2 maximum dot productS∗2

should receive the largest weighting ˆw2 when computing the similarity score. This

is expected to be a more robust similarity scoring than just taking a global maximum

over allS∗0, . . . ,S
∗
lph1

(as in Multi-VLAD) as the similarity score, since we account

for relevant information from all levels.
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Summary: We term this two-phase search coupled with the Voronoi-

partitioning asFast Voronoi-based encoding(Fast-VE), because it reduces the

expected number of cells that are accessed at runtime. The matching complexity is

now:

VF = 1+
min{lph1+1,L−1}

∑
l=1

Vl (2.5)

inner products per image instead of theVtot inner products required using a global

maximum similarity measure that considers all cells. Due to the weights of (2.4),

per imageI , along with the Voronoi-based encoding we also store the number of

interest points per cell, comprisingVtot additional values.

One of the main complexity savings that arises from employing Fast-VE over

exhaustive VE is from the matching complexity; i.e., the number of multiply-

accumulates (MACs) required to perform a query search over an image corpus.

For exhaustive VE, the number of partitionsVtot is a function of the number of

levelsL and the number of partitions per levelVl ,∀l ∈ {1, . . . ,L− 1}. For Fast-

VE, the number of partitionsVF is additionally a function of the levellph1 at which

Phase-1 exits. In order to visualize the matching complexity saving for Fast-VE

compared to exhaustive VE, we assume thatVl is independent of the level (i.e.,

V = Vl ,∀l ∈ {1, . . . ,L−1} whereV is a constant) and thatlph1= L−1, which gives

an upper bound on the complexity for Fast-VE. We plot in Figure2.2 the number

of MACs required to match 128-D cell descriptors for exhaustive VE and Fast-VE

on a typical commerical retrieval engine such as Tineye1 (over 17 billion images),

with varying number of Voronoi partitions per levelV and number of levelsL. As

is evident, the complexity in matching all cell descriptors for exhaustive VE scales

exponentially with the number of levels, whereas for Fast-VE this scales linearly

and reduces the number of MACs by at least an order of magnitude.

There is also additional complexity in generating the cell descriptors, which

scales accordingly to the matching complexity with number of levels and cells per

level. A commercial CPU can typically process around 100GFLOPs per second.

Assuming thatL = 4,V = 3 and the base architecture is VGG-16, then 624GFLOPs

1www.tineye.com
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(a) Exhaustive VE (b) Fast-VE

Figure 2.2: Plots of number of multiply-accumulates (MACs) to perform a query search
over Tineye image database a) Exhaustive VE and b) Fast-VE for number
of levels L and varying number of Voronoi partitions per levelVl = V,∀l ∈
{1, . . . ,L−1}

are required for generating exhaustive VDCNN cell descriptors. Therefore,it would

take roughly 6 seconds to generate a single image VDCNN with these settings.

On the contrary, at most 156GFLOPs are needed for generating Fast-VDCNN cell

descriptors with the same settings, which cuts the time for generation by a factor

of 4. This saving becomes more meaningful as the number of images to query

increases.

It is worth noting that further storage compaction of the Fast-VE is feasible

using level projection. Via level projection, we can adhere to memory constraints

of a practical deployment for very-large image datasets by only storing the PCA

projected cell descriptors for the last level,L−1 and computing the cell descriptors

for levels 0, ...,L−2 at runtime by aggregating smaller-cell descriptors. Given that

such storage compaction is of secondary importance in the overall unquantized and

quantized Fast-VE design, we include its details as supplementary information in

AppendixA.

2.2 Product Quantization for Efficient VE Search

Given that quantized descriptor representations offer significantly-higher com-

paction than unquantized ones, we extend VE and Fast-VE to quantized representa-
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tions via a specially-designed product quantization framework. We consider prod-

uct quantization (PQ) based on SDC for the proposed VE approach2, where both

the query vectoryyy and test dataset vectorttt are quantized [50].

2.2.1 Product Quantization based on Symmetric Distance Com-

putation for Voronoi-based Encoding

To implement PQ, we consider each vectorxxx as the concatenation of M sub-vectors,

xxx = [xxx1,xxx2, . . . ,xxxM], each with equal dimensionD′ = D/M. Each sub-vectorxxxm

is encoded from its own sub-codebookCCCm = {cccm,i ,1≤ i ≤ k′}, learned using K-

means and considered to be of sizek′ for all m, 1 ≤ m≤ M. As such, the new

codebookC is the Cartesian product of the sub-codebooks, with total sizek= (k′)m:

CCC = CCC1×∙∙ ∙×CCCM (2.6)

Crucially, the learning complexity and storage requirement have been reduced

to O (Mk′D′) = O
(

k
1
mD
)

, whilst maintaining an exponentially large codebook.

The total number of bits used to encode a vectorx is now given byB = M ×B′,

whereB′ is the number of bits used to encode each sub-vectorxxxm (B′ = log2(k
′)).

Previous work proposed PQ with asymmetric distance computation (ADC)

[20, 21], which only encodes the vectors of the test dataset, and PQ with symmet-

ric distance computation (SDC) [50], where both query and test vectors are quan-

tized. By not encoding the query vectors, ADC reduces the overall quantization

distortion, thus enhancing the discriminatory power of the system. On the other

hand, in SDC the distances between any two subcodewords in them-th subspace

are pre-computed and stored in aZ′ ×Z′ lookup table, thus enabling efficient ANN

search by simple lookup table accesses. Experimental results [20, 21], have shown

that ADC and SDC variants of PQ-based VLAD achieve comparable retrieval per-

formance to unquantized VLAD representations with four to ten-fold reduction in

storage and search complexity. We opt for SDC-based rather than ADC-based PQ

because ADC-based methods require the precomputation and storage of distances

2refer to Table2.1for nomenclature and symbol definitions
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between VE query and test vectors, which is not feasible in a large-scale image

retrieval system where potentially any image could form a query.

In SDC-based PQ, the nearest neighbour toyyy can be approximated by opti-

mizing the distance functiond(q(yyy),q(ttt)). The distance function is typically the

squared Euclidean distance [50]:

d(q(yyy),q(ttt)) = ‖q(yyy)−q(ttt)‖2

= ∑
m=1,...,M

d(qm(yyym),qm(tttm)) (2.7)

= ∑
m=1,...,M

‖qm(yyym)−qm(tttm)‖2 ,

with M the number of subquantizer blocks of (2.6).

The key intuition behind modifying PQ for VE is to treat the constituent

Voronoi cells as images and apply PQ on each query and test cell. A single PQ

codebookC is learned using K-means clustering on a training set. Each cell de-

scriptor from the test dataset is thus considered as a concatenation ofM subvectors

φ̃φφ =
[
φ̃φφ1, . . . , φ̃φφM

]
of D′ = D/M elements each, with each subvector being encoded

from its corresponding subcodebookCCCm. In this way, there is also no dependency

on the levell , as we quantize the cell descriptors from a single PQ codebook. All

possible distance values between theith and jth subcodebook vectors in them-th

subspace,d(cccm,i ,cccm, j), are pre-computed and stored in aZ′ ×Z′ lookup table, thus

enabling efficient ANN search by simple lookup table accesses.

As the subspaces are orthogonal, weL2-normalize the product quantization of

each cell descriptor’s subquantizer blockm, 1≤m≤M, by normalizing the columns

of the PQ subcodebooksCCCm individually before computing and storing the distance

values. For theith subcodebook vector in them-th subspace, the normalization term

is given by
√

M ‖cccm,i‖. As such, the distance value to be stored between theith and

jth subcodebook vectors is

d(cccm,i ,cccm, j) =

〈
cccm,i ,cccm, j

〉

M ‖cccm,i‖
∥
∥cccm, j

∥
∥ . (2.8)

Quantizing from the normalized PQ subcodebooks, the distance function be-
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tween a subspace normalized and quantized query cell descriptorq(yyy) and a sub-

space normalized and quantized test cell descriptorq(ttt) is now simply

d(q(yyy),q(ttt)) = ∑
m=1,...,M

〈qm(yyym),qm(tttm)〉, (2.9)

which is analogous to the squared Euclidean distance of normalized vectors. Im-

portantly, this bounds the similarity score between -1 and 1, which facilitates per-

formance comparisons.

Figure2.3illustrates two indicative examples of SDC-based PQ on theD = 128

andD = 2048 dimensional VLAD, both with and without subspace normalization.

The retrieval performance is measured in terms of mean average precision (mAP)

on the Holidays dataset [105], using whole-image queries. It is evident from the

results of the figure that, for given dimensionD′ = D/M, subspace normalization

actually improves retrieval performance, effectively peaking close toM = D/4. At

this block size, the subspace dimensionality is sufficient such that each subspace

is optimally regularized. In addition, we observe that the performance margin be-

tween the VLAD descriptor and its subspace normalized counterpart increases sig-

nificantly with dimensionD.

Essentially, we want the block size to be large enough that we encode over

a sufficient number of bits; however, beyond a certain block size, we end up nor-

malizing over too few dimensions. In this regard, it is interesting to consider the

limit case, whereM = D, i.e., D′ = 1. There, subspace normalization results in

storing just the sign per cell descriptor. In this extreme case, the similarity between

cells can be computed very efficiently by using the Hamming distance, i.e., without

accessing any lookup tables.

Concerning storage requirements, assuming that the components of the un-

quantized cell representation are kept as 32-bit floating-point numbers, their offline

storage requirement isD×32 bits per test image. On the other hand, our product-

quantized cell descriptor requiresVtot×B bits per test image, which is independent

of the dimension,D. In addition, for the entire test dataset, the total storage require-

ment for the quantization lookup tables isZ′ ×Z′ ×M. As the test dataset grows in
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Figure 2.3: Plot of mean average precision (mAP) with varying number of PQ blocks,M,
for PQ VLAD descriptors on the Holidays dataset.

size, this value becomes negligible in comparison to the storage requirement for the

product-quantized descriptors.

Finally, with regards to the search complexity, the inner products have been

replaced by read accesses to the look-up tables. As such, the product quantized Fast-

VE now has an upper bound on complexity ofM×VF reads, which is independent

of the descriptor dimension per cell.

2.2.2 Optimal Bit Allocation via Whitening and Subspace Nor-

malization

Given the presence of multiple cells in the Voronoi-based encoding, it is important

to derive an appropriate bit allocation strategy that minimizes the quantization dis-

tortion.

Assumption 1. We consider successive samples of each subspace-normalized

VE component (dimension)̃φi (1 ≤ i ≤ D/M) to be modelled by independent,

normally-distributed, random variables, with corresponding varianceσi .

Under Assumption 1, the normalized random vectorsφ̃φφm of all subspacesm,

1≤m≤M, can then be represented by independent and identically-distributed mul-
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tivariate Gaussians3, with corresponding diagonal covariance matricesΣΣΣm. The

rate-distortion function for independent, normally-distributed random variables

[114] can be extended to the multivariate case in order to derive the optimal bit

allocation strategy for VE. This leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Under Assumption 1, optimal bit allocation after subspace normal-

ization in VE can be achieved by balancing the variances of the subspaces.

See Appendix B.

Recent work [113] employs an optimized product quantization (OPQ) that ef-

fectively leads to balanced subspace variances by assigning principal components

to a subspace with the objective of balancing the product of eigenvalues per sub-

space. This corresponds to performing a permutation of the principal components

to achieve balanced variances. Jegouet al. [21] propose balancing the compo-

nent variance with a random orthogonal rotation, but this removes the decorrelation

achieved by PCA. A different approach is proposed by Brandtet al. [112]: one

can achieve a constant quantization distortion per subspace by varying the number

of bits assigned to each principal component, at the cost of increased training and

runtime complexity. Finally, Spyromitros-Xioufiset al. [115] consider the effects

of applying a random orthogonal rotation on PCA-projected and whitened VLAD

vectors prior to product quantization. However, whitening inherently balances the

subspace variances by settingΣΣΣm to the identity matrix for allm, which also pre-

serves decorrelation and mitigates descriptor bias from visual word/component co-

occurrences [15, 16]. As such, we propose a simple and effective solution for the bit

allocation that adheres with the theoretical result of Proposition1: we use a whiten-

ing approach after PCA (and prior to the product quantization), together with the

subspace normalization described in the previous section (and shown to be benefi-

cial by the tests of Figure2.3). Specifically, per cell, we can express the relationship

between a projected descriptorφ̃φφm and its whitened and normalized counterpartφ̂φφm

in them-th subspace as:

3The Gaussian assumption is necessary for some of the theoretical derivations, but is also proven
to hold in practice [112, 113].
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φ̂φφm =
ΛΛΛS,mφ̃φφm∥
∥
∥ΛΛΛS,mφ̃φφm

∥
∥
∥
, (2.10)

whereΛΛΛS,m = diag(λ− 1
2

a+1,λ
− 1

2
a+2, . . . ,λ− 1

2
a+D′) is the diagonal subspace matrix of eigen-

values of the training-set covariance matrix, withλi associated with thei-th largest

eigenvector anda = D′(m−1).

The advantage of using whitening and normalization against previous ap-

proaches is that there is no need for any additional pre-processing, such as learning

a rotation matrix or variability in the bit allocation across the principal compo-

nents. We term our approachwhitening & normalization based product quantiza-

tion (WNPQ).

2.3 Experimental Evaluation

2.3.1 Datasets

We measure performance on the Holidays and Caltech Cars (Rear) test image

datasets. For both datasets, a set of predefined queries and hand-annotated ground

truth is used.

Caltech + Stanford Cars [106, 116]: This test dataset consists of 1155 (360×

240) photographs of cars taken from the rear. Subsequently, we test on a subset of

416 images from the Caltech Cars (Rear) dataset, from which we select 10 images

and perform three tests:(i) we mimic a surveillance test by selecting only the li-

cense plates as ROI-queries;(ii) we select as mid-scale ROI-queries a section of the

car trunk, and(iii) use the whole images as queries. An example of the query subset

is given in the left part of Figure2.4. For the license plate test, we manually create

“good” and “junk” ground-truth files over matching images [99]; “junk” ground

truth comprises any image in which the query (i.e., the license plate) is barely visi-

ble or not distinguishable by the interest point detector. To provide a more rigorous

and diversified test, we combine the Caltech Cars subset with another independent

set of 1000 distractor images from the Stanford Cars dataset [116], comprising
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various car models and orientations, giving the Caltech + Stanford Cars dataset.

Holidays [105]: The Holidays test dataset consists of 1491 images, mainly consist-

ing of holiday photos. There are 500 “whole image” provided queries of a distinct

scene or object. In order to test on a smaller scale, we also select salient regions

from a subset of 40 query images as ROI queries into our system. An example ROI

query with its corresponding matching image set is shown in the right part of Figure

2.4.

Figure 2.4: (Left) Example queries for the Caltech Cars dataset. (Right) Example ROI
query (top left) and matching image set for the Holidays dataset (remaining
images).

2.3.2 Accuracy-Complexity Tradeoff

Inline with our thesis objective, we report the accuracy-matching complexity trade-

off for our proposal with and without quantization versus baseline descriptors and

Multi-VLAD or Multi-CNN variant that both use a conventional grid based parti-

tioning. A Multi-CNN descriptor can be devised analogously to Multi-VLAD, i.e.,

by dividing the image at levell into an (l + 1)× (l + 1) grid and computing the

similarity score between two images as the global maximum inner product over all

partitions. For the general case ofL levels, the total number of partitions (incl. the

whole image as level 0) is:

Ptot =
L−1

∑
l=0

(l +1)2 =
(L+1)(L+2)(2L+3)

6
(2.11)
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Matching complexity is defined as the number of multiply-accumulate (MAC) op-

erations for unquantized descriptors, or the number of look-up table reads for quan-

tized descriptors, which scales with the size of the image corpus we are searching

over.

For Caltech + Stanford Cars, we compare our proposed Fast-VVLAD descrip-

tor with baseline VLAD descriptors of varying dimensionality (128-D, 768-D and

1664-D) and the Multi-VLAD descriptor. For Holidays, we compare our proposed

Fast-VDCNN descriptor with a baseline 128-D and full unprojected 512-D CNN

pooled feature descriptors, and the Multi-CNN descriptor. Unless stated otherwise,

all vectors are whitened and re-normalized post-PCA. The retrieval performance is

measured by creating a ranked list and computing the mAP over all queries. Per

descriptor, we compute the matching complexity averaged over all tests and nor-

malized to the baseline 128-D descriptor complexity.

2.3.2.1 Setup

Caltech + Stanford Cars: Due to the specificity of the Caltech + Stanford Cars

dataset, together with the lower ROI resolutions, using a deep CNN pre-trained on

ImageNet is not a viable option. For example, ImageNet (ILSVRC2012 dataset

[111]) does not contain any substantial number of images (and associated labels)

corresponding to car license plates; therefore, the pre-trained deep CNN descriptor

will not be suitable for such images. For these reasons, we have established that, in

this dataset, the utilized deep CNN descriptor is outperformed by VLAD descriptor

variants, particularly on license-plate queries. Thus, we use this dataset to test how

the proposed Voronoi-based encoding performs with the “shallow” learned VLAD

descriptor of Subsection2.1.1.1.

For the VLAD computation, we follow the design of Subsection1.1.1.1. The

PCA projection matrix, visual word centers and PQ codebook are learned on an

independent dataset of 2000 car images from the Stanford Cars dataset [116]. For

Fast-VVLAD, we set:K = 64,L = 3,V = V1 = V2 = 3, with 128-D VLAD per cell

and compile a ranked list from the relevant similarity score. For VLAD, we use:

128-D, 768-D and 1664-D sizes, in order to align the VLAD matching complexity
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with that of the Fast-VVLAD descriptor. We setL = 3 for the Multi-VLAD de-

scriptor, such that it is inline with our Voronoi partitioning. This results in a (128×

14)-D descriptor size per image [23], as derived from (2.11).

WNPQ Parameter Selection:We setM = 32 for the quantized 128-D VLADs.

For the 768-D and 1664-D quantized VLADs, we respectively set the block size

to M = 96 andM = 208. For the quantized VVLAD, we setM = 32 for all cell

VLADs. Finally, quantized Multi-VLAD also usesM = 32. These settings for the

block size were chosen to align the matching complexity of the quantized 1664-

D VLAD with that of the quantized Fast-VVLAD, whilst providing the 768-D

VLAD as a solution with mid-range complexity. Notably, we fixZ′ = 256 for all

experiments. Higher values forZ′ increase the computational load for each block

quantizer, whilst increasing the storage requirement of the look-up tables (O(Z′2)),

which is an important detriment as these tables need to be sufficiently small to fit in

cache memory [50].

Holidays: The Holidays dataset provides a less controlled test for our system.

The scenes in the Holidays dataset are better represented by a deep CNN architec-

ture trained on ImageNet, particularly due to their high resolution. Similar to prior

work [38], we have confirmed that deep CNNs substantially outperform VLAD

descriptors for this dataset. Therefore, we use this dataset to test how the proposed

Voronoi-based encoding performs with the deep CNN descriptor of Subsection

2.1.1.2.

For the utilized CNN-S architecture [110], all images and image partitions are

resized to 224×224 and fed into the network after subtracting an average image.

The final feature descriptor is 512-D, which can then be normalized, PCA-projected

to 128-D and whitened. However, following a similar approach to the instance re-

trieval pipeline on the VLAD descriptor, we normalize, sign-square root and re-

normalize the feature descriptor prior to PCA and whitening, with the intention of

minimising the burstiness of dimensions and thus adding to descriptor invariance

[21]. It is worth noting that contrary to recent works [38, 40], we do not manu-
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ally rotate the images in the Holidays dataset as we do not deem this to be a fair

representation of data ‘in the wild’.

Parameter selection for the Voronoi partitioning:For the VE of all cases, the

FAST corner detector [109] is used, and we learn the PCA projection matrix and

PQ codebook on a subset of 4000 images from the ILSVRC-2010 validation set.

For Fast-VDCNN, we set:L = 3, V = V1 = V2 = 3, with a 128-D CNN feature

descriptor per cell and compile a ranked list from the relevant similarity score. For

Multi-CNN, we use the same grid partitioning as Multi-VLAD, withL = 3, thus

producing a(128×14)-D size per image.

WNPQ Parameter Selection:We setM = 32 for the quantized 128-D CNN

feature descriptors. For the 512-D quantized CNN feature descriptor, we set the

block size toM = 128. For the quantized Fast-VDCNN, we setM = 32 for all cell

descriptors. Finally, quantized Multi-CNN also usesM = 32. As with the VLAD

descriptors, we fixZ′ = 256 for all experiments to keep the storage requirement for

the lookup tables constant.

2.3.2.2 Results with Unquantized Descriptors

Caltech + Stanford Cars: Figure 2.5(a) summarizes the retrieval performance

of all unquantized VLAD methods on the Caltech + Stanford Cars dataset. The

first observation is that the Fast-VVLAD descriptor offers competitive performance

to the larger 1664-D VLAD, whilst decreasing the matching complexity by more

than 50%. In addition, Fast-VVLAD performs significantly better on license plate

queries (blue stem) than both the 128-D VLAD and its 768-D VLAD complexity

counterpart, yielding respective mAP gains of over 200% and 41%. Fast-VVLAD

maintains consistently-good mAP even with the larger ROIs of car trunks (green

stem) and whole-image queries (red stem), and is only outperformed on whole-

image queries by VLAD by (up to) a 7% margin. Finally, Fast-VVLAD maintains

competitive performance to Multi-VLAD on all query types, whilst offering lower

dimensionality and matching complexity.

Holidays: Figure2.5(b) summarises the retrieval performance for the 500 whole-
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(a) Caltech + Stanford Cars (b) Holidays

Figure 2.5: Plots of mean average precision (mAP) versus number of multiply-accumulates
(MACs) for unquantized descriptors for (a) Caltech + Stanford Cars and (b)
Holidays datasets. For Caltech + Stanford Cars, each descriptor is evaluated
on license plates, trunks and whole images. For Holidays, each descriptor is
evaluated on query regions-of-interest (ROI) and whole images. The stems for
each query set are overlaid into a single plot. ‘VLAD’ and ‘CNN desc.’ refer
to the baseline VLAD and CNN(Layer 13) descriptors respectively.

image queries and 40 smaller ROI queries on the Holidays dataset. Interestingly,

the Fast-VDCNN remains competitive on whole image queries. This is attributed to

the Fast-VDCNN similarity score of (2.4) that considers all partition levels, which

provides robustness against false positives. The Fast-VDCNN is found to outper-

form Multi-CNN for whole image queries (red stem) and maintain very competitive

performance on ROI queries (green stem), while offering more than 50% reduc-

tion in the matching complexity.4 Fast-VDCNN was also found to substantially

outperform the lower dimensional CNN feature descriptors for ROI queries (gains

exceeding 50% in mAP). Given that the utilized CNN-S descriptor derived from

Layer 13 is limited to 512 dimensions [110], we also benchmarked using the first

fully connected layer (FC1), which allows for a large 4096-D feature descriptor.

Nevertheless, the FC1 descriptor performed significantly worse than our 512-D

Layer 13 descriptors for both query ROI and whole images, scoring mAP of 28.3%

4We have also validated that this saving translates to practical runtime saving: by adding a large
distractor set (thereby scaling the dataset size to 150K images), we found that Fast-VDCNN based
retrieval is 40% faster than Multi-CNN retrieval, with execution time comparable to the baseline
512-D CNN feature descriptor.
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and 71.4%, respectively. This serves as an additional validation for our choice for

the utilized CNN layer.

2.3.2.3 Results with Quantized Descriptors

Figure 2.6: Comparison of stacked mean average precision (mAP) for optimized (OPQ),
random rotation pre-processing (RRPQ) and our proposed whitening and nor-
malization (WNPQ) product quantization methods. Top: Caltech + Stanford
Cars dataset: mid blue = license plate, light blue = whole image, dark blue =
trunk. Bottom: Holidays: dark blue = query ROI, light blue = whole image. We
consider 128-D descriptors on Holidays dataset and 128-D, 768-D and1664-D
descriptors on Caltech + Stanford Cars dataset.

WNPQ against other quantization methods:We first consider the performance

of the proposed WNPQ method against other state-of-the-art methods, namely the

parametric optimized product quantization (OPQ) [113] and product quantization
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(a) Caltech + Stanford Cars (b) Holidays

Figure 2.7: Plots of mean average precision (mAP) versus number of lookup table reads for
WNPQ quantized descriptors for (a) Caltech + Stanford Cars and (b) Holidays
datasets. For Caltech + Stanford Cars, each descriptor is evaluated on license
plates, trunks and whole images. For Holidays, each descriptor is evaluated on
query regions-of-interest (ROI) and whole images. The stems for each query set
are overlaid into a single plot. ‘VLAD’ and ‘CNN desc.’ refer to the baseline
VLAD and CNN(Layer 13) descriptors respectively.

with a random rotation pre-processing (RRPQ)[21]. As the OPQ and RRPQ de-

scriptors are not normalized, we use the squared Euclidean distance metric for

these methods and compare retrieval performance on both datasets. The results of

Figure2.6show that the proposed WNPQ method outperforms RRPQ and, for the

majority of the tests, also outperforms OPQ. Essentially, the WNPQ maintains its

high retrieval performance when the dimensionality is increased from 128-D to the

768-D and 1664-D VLAD descriptors. To ensure a fair comparison, and because

the proposed WNPQ was shown to provide for the best overall performance, we

use it to quantize all the descriptors under comparison.

Caltech + Stanford Cars:Figure2.7(a) summarises the performance of the various

descriptors with WNPQ on the Caltech + Stanford Cars dataset. On whole images,

coupled with the aggregated similarity score, Fast-VVLAD offers superior perfor-

mance to the 128-D VLAD, with an mAP gain of 6%. The 1664-D VLAD, which

is now of comparable complexity to the Fast-VVLAD, is outperformed on the small

license plate queries, with mAP gain of 9%, but remains superior for whole-image
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queries. However, it is worth mentioning that the gain from Fast-VVLAD on small

queries outweighs any loss on larger queries, thus making it favorable. Finally,

the quantized Multi-VLAD offers marginally superior mAP to Fast-VVLAD, al-

beit at the cost of twice the matching complexity and higher descriptor storage size5.

Holidays: For the Holidays dataset, as illustrated in Figure2.7(b), the quantized

Fast-VDCNN maintains its mAP gain on query ROI over the quantized 128-D and

512-D CNN feature descriptors, while the descriptor storage has been reduced by a

factor of 16 compared to its unquantized counterpart. In addition, the Fast-VDCNN

still performs better than quantized Multi-CNN on whole image queries, with an

mAP gain of 4%.

2.3.3 Further Improvements on Whole-image Search

The experimental results of the previous section show that Fast-VVLAD and Fast-

VDCNN clearly outperform their counterparts for ROI image search, while being

competitive for whole-image search. The performance on whole image queries

is primarily controlled by the dimension of the level-0 (whole image) component.

For experiments in the previous section, we set the dimension uniformly across all

components of the Voronoi-based descriptor, i.e., 128-D descriptor per cell. As a

result, mAP for the Voronoi-based descriptors on whole images is comparable to

that of the 128-D reference descriptors. One option to tailor performance towards

whole image queries or smaller ROI queries is by tapering the dimension across

levels; we leave this as a topic for future study.

Another approach to boost performance for whole image queries is by account-

ing for multiple scales inboth the query and dataset images. In other words, rather

than applying Voronoi partitioningonly on the dataset images, we can also apply

Voronoi partitioningon the query imageover multiple levels and submit each of the

5It is worth noting that, given we use a single PQ codebook for quantizing all cell components of
Fast-VVLAD and Fast-VDCNN, all quantized based systems have aZ′ ×Z′ ×M bit cost for storing
the look-up tables. This means that, for example, although the 1664-D VLAD offers a lower storage
size to Fast-VVLAD, there is an additional 1.7MB cost to store the look-up table, versus 262kB
for Fast-VVLAD. However, as mentioned previously, the significance of this additional storage cost
diminishes when increasing the test dataset size.
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Vtot query partitions as a subquery. Notably, using the Fast-VDCNN for the dataset

image encodings, each subquery is matched only against representative cells in the

dataset images (i.e., between 4 to 7 cells), which are determined by the adaptive

search proposed in Section2.1.2. The inner product between the original query im-

age and a dataset image is taken as the average inner product over allVtot subqueries.

While this incurs linear increase in the search complexity (byVtot), this scales better

than the quadratic search complexity achieved by Carlssonet al. [104, 103], where

exhaustive search amongst all subqueries is carried out.

Table2.2 compares the retrieval performance of the proposed Fast-VDCNN

descriptor against the current state-of-the-art on the Holidays dataset that use net-

works pre-trained on ImageNet. The Fast-VDCNN descriptor is generated un-

der the configuration of Section2.3.2.1, albeit now also partitioning the queries

with V1 = V2 = 2 and resizing image partitions to 448× 448. Beyond bench-

marking against the grid-based spatial search method of Carlssonet al. [104],

we also compare our results with the recently-proposed CNN+VLAD [32], CKN-

mix [34], the hybrid FV-NN approach of Peronninet al. [117], as well as lower-

dimensional but more computationally-intensive proposals6 that perform competi-

tively [38, 40, 118]. Evidently, the additional scale and location invariance provided

by the Voronoi partitioning leads to the proposed Fast-VDCNN achieving compet-

itive performance to other CNN derived frameworks and hybrid variants, without

manually rotating the images, and despite the fact that our feature descriptor is built

directly from a pre-trained network and incurs modest computational and storage

requirements.

6In particular: the SPoC descriptor [38] offers the best performance to dimensionality, but uti-
lizes a deeper and a more computationally heavy CNN (144M parameters vs 76M parameters for
our architecture) and a larger image input size, the R-MAC based descriptor uses Siamese learn-
ing with supervised whitening, and NetVLAD requires additional processing (soft assignment and
normalizations within the NetVLAD layer) to encode VLAD from the network activations. On the
contrary, under the chosen configuration, the proposed Fast-VDCNN approach allocates only 128
dimensions per cell and accesses between 4 to 7 cells for each image subquery.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of whole-image retrieval performance (mAP) with state-of-the-art
for the Holidays dataset [105]. The proposed approach allocates 128 dimensions
per partition cell.

Dtot Whole
Image

Proposed Fast-VDCNN 1.66K (128) 0.821
FV-NN (Peronninet al.) [117] 4K 0.835

CNN + VLAD [ 32] 2K 0.802
CNN (Carlssonet al.) [104] 4K-15K 0.769

CKN-mix [34] 4K 0.829
SPoC (w/o center prior) [38] 256 0.802

R-MAC [40] 512 0.825
NetVLAD [118] 256 0.799

2.4 Conclusion

We improve on unimodal content-based image retrieval by additionally processing

the RGB images to generate more invariant features. Namely, we propose a novel

descriptor design, termed Voronoi-based encoding. We show how VE could fit

into a practical ROI-based retrieval system via the proposed fast search, memory-

efficient design, product-quantization based lossy compression techniques, and ro-

bust similarity scoring mechanisms. We test retrieval performance on two datasets,

using VLAD and a deep CNN as our descriptor basis. Our results show that our ap-

proach is descriptor agnostic; the proposed Fast-VVLAD and Fast-VDCNN main-

tain competitive retrieval performance over diverse ROI queries on two datasets and

significantly improve on the retrieval performance (or implementation efficiency)

of their respective descriptor variants with a grid spatial search, when dealing with

smaller ROI queries. Moreover, improved scale invariance results in competitive

retrieval performance to the state-of-the-art on whole image queries.



Chapter 3

Video Classification With CNNs:

Using The Codec As A

Spatio-Temporal Activity Sensor

In this chapter, we move from the image based retrieval task to video classification.

Inline with our thesis objective, we want to improve the accuracy-complexity trade-

off by either additionally processing pixel domain representations or supplement-

ing with additional modalities. Whilst image partitioning for retrieval had minimal

computational overhead in the previous chapter, most current methods for high-

level semantic description in video require additional memory, compute-intensive

decoding and additional processing of the pixel domain, in order to generate the

optical flow modality [60, 64, 71]. However, it has consistently been shown in re-

cent work [60, 64, 71] that supplementing pixel domain (RGB) frames with such

a flow modality improves results for action recognition. Nonetheless, the high res-

olution & high frame-rate nature of decoded video and the format inflation (from

standard to super-high definition, 3D, multiview, etc.) require highly-complex con-

volutional neural networks (CNNs) that impose massive computation and storage

requirements [119].

Notably, because of storage and data-transfer limitations, all camera chipsets

and video processing pipelines provide compressed-domain video formats like

MPEG/ITU-T AVC/H.264 [120] and HEVC [121], or open-source video formats
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like VP9 [122] and AOMedia Video 1 instead of uncompressed video. Impor-

tantly, video codecs can be tuned at the macroblock (MB) level. For example,

the MPEG/ITU-T AVC/H.264 and HEVC codecs divide the input video frames into

16× 16 pixel MBs that form the basis for the adaptive inter (and intra) predic-

tion. Inter-predicted MBs are (optionally) further partitioned into blocks that are

predicted via motion vectors (MVs) that represent the displacement from matching

blocks in previous or subsequent frames.

We therefore propose to consider the video encoder as an imperfect-yet-highly-

efficient sensor that derives spatio-temporal activity representations with minimal

processing. With regards to the temporal activity, we demonstrate in Section3.1

that we can obtain MV representations from the compressed bitstream that are

highly correlated with optical flow estimates and as such, can replace optical flow

as a flow approximation in a multimodal framework. In Section3.2 we propose a

three-dimensional CNN that directly leverages on such MB MV information and

compensates for the sparsity of these MB MVs with larger temporal extents. With

regards to the spatial activity, we show that selective MB texture decoding can take

place based on thresholding of the MB MV information. By superimposing such

selectively-decoded MB texture information on sparsely-decoded frames, we ob-

tain spatial representations that are shown to be visually similar to the correspond-

ing fully-decoded video frames. This allows for the parsimonious use of a spatial

CNN to augment the classification results derived from the temporal stream. We

present results in Section3.3 with the fusion of this two-stream CNN design on

two widely-used datasets, where we show that competitive accuracy is obtained

against the state-of-the-art, with end-to-end complexity that is found to be one to

three orders-of-magnitude lower than that of all previous approaches based on pixel

domain video. Importantly, the complexity gains from using compressed MB bit-

streams will increase commensurably as video, multi-view and 3D video format

resolutions and frame rates increase to accommodate advances in display technolo-

gies. This paves the way for exabyte-scale video datasets to be newly-discovered

and analysed over commodity hardware.
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Figure 3.1: RGB frame from the MPI-Sintel dataset and pseudocolored images of the mo-
tion information amplitude. The H.264/AVC MB motion vectors are correlated
with Brox optical flow extracted from decoded video frames [123][124] and the
ground-truth motion available for this synthetic video.

3.1 Selective MB Motion Vector Decoding

Video compression standards like MPEG/ITU-T AVC/H.264, and HEVC rely on

motion estimation and compensation as their main method to decorrelate successive

input frames. Macroblock motion vectors are derived by temporal block matching

and can be interpreted as approximations of the underlying optical flow [125][73],

as shown in the example of Figure3.1.

To derive a temporal activity map from encoded motion compensation param-

eters, we apply the following steps:

1. Motion vectors are extracted from certain compressed MB information of the

utilized video codec1.

2. If necessary, motion vectors are interpolated spatially to generate a finer rep-

1Based on FFMPEG’s widely-usedlibavcodec library (which supports most MPEG/ITU-T
standards) [126], we make use of theAVMotionVector structure (declared within theavutil.h
header file) as explained in the following. Whenlibavcodec attempts to read the compressed
bitstream of a video frame using theav read frame() function, our MB MV extractor calls
theav frame get side data() function to extract the MV parameters and place them in the
AVMotionVector structure. Once the file parsing is completed, the horizontal and vertical coor-
dinates of MVs of each MB within this structure are written in 16-bit integer binary format to disk
in order to be used by the proposed 3D CNN. By limiting the bitstream access to solely using this
function for the MB MVs, one can achieve the speed gains reported in Section3.3.
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resentation of motion activity in the video, i.e., with resolution corresponding

to 8×8 or 4×4 blocks, and also to “fill in” for macroblocks where the video

encoder may have used an intra prediction mode.

Figure 3.2: Two scenes from UCF-101 with & without camera motion (top & bottom
row respectively); (a) Reference frame; (b) Selective decoding of MB texture
(A = 0); (c) Rendered frame; (d) Fully decoded frame corresponding to the
rendered frame.

Figure 3.3: MV activity maps corresponding to Figure3.2(b).

For the spatial stream, we employ selectively-decoded MB texture information

using the extracted MVs as activity indicators. We do this by decoding one frame

everyX frames, withX set to inf, indicating that only the first frame of the video is

decoded. In between fully-decoded frames, “rendered” frames can be produced at

frame intervalR, with 1≤ R≤ X. Each rendered frame is initialized as a copy of

the immediately preceding fully-decoded frame. Then, texture information at active

MB positions is decoded and replaces the initialized values in the corresponding lo-

cations in the rendered frame. Two examples of this process are shown in Figure3.2.
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We consider the area within a macroblock to be active when the corresponding MV

information exceeds a specified thresholdA, A ≥ 0. As an illustration, Figure3.3

shows a grayscale activity map derived from the MVs of Figure3.2(b). To achieve

such blockwise selective MB texture decoding via thelibavcodec library [126],

we use the motion vectors fromAVMotionVector to accessAVFrame::data

and write decoded MB texture data wherever the conditions specified by{X,R,A}

are met. By increasing the values for{X,R,A} we can decrease the frequency of

full decoding and selective MB texture decoding in order to achieve any extraction

speed desired within a practical application context. In addition, even though it is

not explored in this chapter, we can investigate adaptive control of{X,R,A} based

on the average MV activity level within each video sequence.

3.2 Proposed Framework For Compressed-domain

Classification

In this section we describe the proposed framework for training a temporal stream of

MB motion vectors extracted directly from the video bitstream and a spatial stream

comprising selective (motion-dependent) MB RGB texture decoding, and consider

how the two streams can be fused during testing. Figure3.4outlines our proposed

selective decoding and classification framework.

3.2.1 Network Input

3.2.1.1 Temporal Stream

For our temporal stream input, we extract and retain only P-type MB MVs, i.e., uni-

directionally predicted MBs [121, 120]. The standard UCF-101 [58] and HMDB-51

[75] datasets are composed of 320×240 RGB pixels per frame. Therefore, for a

frame comprising P-type MBs, a block size of 8×8 pixels results in a motion vector

field ΦΦΦT ∈ RWT×HT×KT of dimension 40× 30× 2, whereWT ×HT is the motion

vector spatial resolution and the number of channelsKT = 2 refers to theδx andδy

motion vector components.

In order to compensate for the low spatial resolutionWT ×HT, we take a long
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Figure 3.4: Proposed framework for compressed-domain classification: Only macroblocks
containing motion are decoded and processed by an RGB CNN. Low resolution
and long temporal extent motion vector volumes are encoded by a second 3D
CNN and the results are fused across modalities with simply averaging. We
generate a rendered texture frame for input to the spatial CNN by replacing
the zero (non-decoded) blocks from the selectively decoded frame with texture
blocks from a previous fully decoded frame.

temporal extentT over consecutive P frames, withT > 100. This is contrary to

recent proposals based on high-resolution optical flow [60, 55], which typically

ingest only a few frames per input (typically around 10). This is because, even

with the latest GPU hardware, a long temporal extent cannot be processed without

sacrificing the spatial resolution of the optical flow [60, 55]. On the other hand,

given that our MB motion vector input is inherently low-resolution, it is amenable

to a longer temporal extent, which is more likely to include the entirety of relevant

action that is essential for the correct classification of the video. For example, we

have found that the accuracy increases greatly for UCF-101 evaluated on our 3D

CNN when moving from 10 to 100 frames, but eventually plateaus whenT becomes

sufficiently large such that the input extends to almost all P-type frames of the video

files of the dataset. Therefore, we fix the temporal extentT to 160, which is roughly

the average number of P-frames per video in UCF-101.

In order to make our network input independent of the video resolution, we

use a fixed spatial sizeNT ×NT which is cropped/resized fromΦΦΦT. In this chap-

ter, we setNT = 24, which is large enough to encompass the action region without

compromising accuracy, whilst allowing for data augmentation via random crop-
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Figure 3.5: 3D CNN architecture: the blue, orange and yellow blocks represent convolu-
tional, pooling and fully-connected layers;F is the filter size for the convolu-
tional layers (or window size for pooling), formatted as width× height× time;
S is the filter/window stride;D is the number of filters (or number of hidden
units) for the convolutional and fully-connected layers.

ping. Furthermore, given it is divisible by eight, the P-frames can be continuously

downsampled by a factor of 2 with pooling layers, without requiring any padding.

Our final network inputΦ̂ΦΦT ∈ RNT×NT×KT×T is thus 4D and can be ingested by a

3D CNN. As exemplified in numerous works [55, 56], the advantage of using a 3D

CNN architecture with a 4D input, versus stacking the frames as channels and using

a 3D input of sizeNT ×NT ×TKT with a 2D CNN, is that, rather than collapsing

to a 2D slice when convolving within the CNN, we preserve the temporal structure

during filtering.

3.2.1.2 Spatial Stream

Previous work has shown that stacking RGB frames channel-wise and ingesting

such volumes into a 2D CNN does not necessarily improve performance [60, 55].

Indeed, one option is to train a deep 3D CNN on a 4D RGB frame input, which

is the proposed configuration for our temporal stream (with MV inputs). Whilst

this has been shown to improve performance with RGB frames [56], it is far more

computationally expensive to implement when the inputs are at pixel resolution, i.e.,

typically 224×224 for CNNs trained on ImageNet [27]. Therefore, the complexity

of the network in terms of activations and weights quickly becomes unmanageable.

Our approach alleviates these problems by simply ingesting single RGB frames

from the video as inputs to a 2D CNN, in order to exclusively model the scene

semantics in the image; these comprise geometry, color and background informa-

tion that can not be extracted from the P-frames directly. For example, in the case

of action recognition, the green grass and net and racket texture patterns in the

frame could distinguish a sequence as being related to tennis, rather than swim-

ming. Given that such spatial structures and color information tends to be persistent
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across frames belonging to the same type of scene, we can gain substantial storage

and complexity savings by our proposed sparse full-frame decoding and selective

superpositioning of MB RGB texture decoding according to the motion activity, as

described in Section3.1and illustrated in Figure3.2and Figure3.3.

In order to make our input independent of the video resolution, we follow the

approach of Simonyanet al. [60]. That is, we first resize the RGB frame, such

that the smaller side is equal to 256 and we keep the aspect ratio. From the resized

frameΦΦΦS∈RWS×HS×KS, we crop/resize a fixed spatial sizeNS×NS; NS = 224. Our

spatial stream input is thus of size 224×224×3.

3.2.2 Network Architecture

Our 3D CNN architecture is illustrated in Figure3.5. All convolutions and pooling

are spatiotemporal in their extent. 3D pooling is performed over a 2×2×2 window

with spatiotemporal stride of 2. The first two convolutional layers use 3D filters of

size 3× 3× 3 to learn spatiotemporal features. With a 24× 24× 2× 160 motion

vector input, the third convolutional layer receives input of size 6× 6× 2× 10.

Therefore, we set the filter size of the third, fourth and fifth convolutional layers to

2×2×2, as this is sufficiently large to encompass the spatial extent of the input over

the three layers whilst minimizing the number of parameters. In order to maintain

efficiency when training/evaluating, we also use a temporal stride of 2 in the first

and second convolutional layers to quickly downsize the motion vector input; in all

other cases we set the stride to 1 for convolutional layers. The temporal downsizing

substantially minimizes the number of activations (and thus, the number of floating

point operations) in the lower layers. All convolutional layers and the FC6 & FC7

layers use the parametric ReLU activation function [127].

It is important to note that our network has substantially less parameters and

activations than other architectures using optical flow. In particular, our 3D CNN

stores 29.4 million weights. For comparison, ClarifaiNet [128] and similar configu-

rations that are commonly used for optical-flow based classification [60, 71] require

roughly 100 million parameters.

For the spatial stream, we opt for the commonly used VGG-16 [57] architec-
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ture, as it is sufficiently deep to learn complex representations from the input frames.

The CNN is typically trained on ImageNet [27] for image classification. While we

have also obtained similar results with shallower networks, VGG-16 allows for bet-

ter generalization to larger datasets.

3.2.3 Network Training

We train on the temporal and spatial streams independently, as this permits sequen-

tial training on a single GPU and simplifies management of resources such as GPU

RAM. It additionally permits evaluation on a single stream for faster runtime. The

training details for each stream are as follows.

3.2.3.1 Temporal Stream

We train the temporal stream using stochastic gradient descent with momentum set

to 0.9. The initialization of Heet al. [127] is extended to 3D and the network

weights are initialized from a normal distribution with variance inversely propor-

tional to the fan-in of the filter inputs. Mini-batches of size 64 are generated by ran-

domly selecting 64 training videos. From each of these training videos, we choose a

random index from which to start extracting the P-frame MB motion vectors. From

this position, we simply loop over the P-type MBs in temporal order until we ex-

tract motion vectors overT consecutive P frames. This addresses the issue of videos

having less thanT total P frames, e.g., cases where the video is only a few seconds

long. For UCF-101, we train from scratch; the learning rate is initially set to 10−2

and is decreased by a factor of 0.1 every 30k iterations. The training is completed

after 70k iterations. Conversely, for HMDB-51, we compensate for the small train-

ing split by initializing the network with pre-trained weights from UCF-101 (split

1). The learning rate is initialized at 10−3 and decayed by a factor of 0.1 every 15k

iterations, for 30k iterations.

To minimize the chance of overfitting due to the low spatial resolution of

these motion vector frames and the small size of the training split for both UCF-

101 and HMDB-51, we supplement the training with heavy data augmentation.

To this end, we concatenate the motion vectors into a singleWT ×HT × 2T vol-
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ume and apply the following steps;(i) a multi-scale random cropping to fixed size

Nc×Nc×2T from this volume, by randomly selecting a value forNc from NT × c

with c∈ {0.5,0.667,0.833,1.0}; as such, the cropped volume is randomly flipped

and spatially resized toNT ×NT ×2T; (ii) zero-centering the volume by subtract-

ing the mean motion vector value from each motion vector fieldΦΦΦT, in order to

remove possible bias; theδx andδy motion vector components can now be split

into separate channels, thus generating our 4D network inputΦ̂ΦΦT. During training,

we additionally regularize the network by using dropout ratio of 0.8 on the FC6 and

FC7 layers together with weight decay of 0.005.

3.2.3.2 Spatial Stream

We also train the spatial stream independently using stochastic gradient descent

with momentum set to 0.9. As with the temporal stream, mini-batches of 64 are

amalgamated over 64 randomly selected videos. We take advantage of the transfer-

ability of features from image to video classification, and pretrain all layers of our

VGG-16 architecture on ILSVRC’12 [28]; all layers are subsequently fine-tuned on

the video training sets. The learning rate is initialized at 10−3 and decayed by a

factor of 0.1. We complete training at 15k iterations.

Again, due to the small training sizes, we risk overfitting during training;

therefore we set dropout and weight decay on the first two fully connected lay-

ers to 0.8 and 0.005 respectively. We also use a multi-scale random cropping

of the resized RGB frame by randomly selecting a value fromNS× d with d ∈

{0.857,1.0,1.143}; the cropped volume is subsequently randomly flipped, spatially

resized toNS×NS×3 and zero-centered as per the temporal stream.

3.2.4 Testing

During testing, per video, we generate 2 volumes of temporal sizeT from which

to evaluate on the temporal stream. The starting indices for the volumes are at the

first P-frame and at half the total number of P-frames. Per volume, we crop the four

corners, the center of the image (and its mirror image) to sizeNT ×NT ×2×T. In

order to generate our prediction for the video, we take the maximum score over all
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crops. Due to the low resolution and short duration of the HMDB-51 and UCF-

101 videos, taking these extra crops and volumes is often redundant as the spatial

resolution of the P-frames is low and the temporal extentT of the input is large

enough to encompass the entire video duration. However, our approach is better

suited to videos “in the wild” and we can afford the use of extra crops due to the

low complexity of our 3D CNN.

We evaluate on the spatial stream by extracting only 5 frames from the set per

video, albeit with only a single center crop (and its horizontal flip) of sizeNS×NS×

3. In our experiments, we have found this to be sufficient for the case of trimmed

action recognition, where most frames are relevant to the associated video label.

The frames are extracted at evenly spaced intervals from the video. To generate

our prediction, we again compute the maximum score over all extracted frames.

In order to produce a final score for the fusion of the two modalities, we simply

average their maximum scores, which is equivalent to combining knowledge from

the most relevant input in each stream.

3.3 Experimental Results

3.3.1 End-Point Error and Speed of MB MV Extraction and De-

coding vs. Optical Flow Methods used in Video Classifica-

tion

In order to examine the accuracy and extraction time of our approach versus de-

coding and optical flow estimation, we perform a comparison against the Brox [53]

and FlowNet2 [124] optical flow estimation methods that were respectively used

(amongst others) by Simonyanet al. [60] and Broxet al. [124]. Table3.1presents

the motion field estimation accuracy, measured in terms of end-point error (EPE) on

MPI-Sintel, for which ground truth motion flow is also available (see Figure3.1).

Since our CNN architecture downsamples the optical flow before ingestion [60], we

measure the EPE for our MV flow estimation at the resolution of our CNN input.

Under these settings, Table3.1shows that the EPE of our approach is 1.75 to 4.86

times higher than that of optical flow methods. Despite the detrimental accuracy,
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Table 3.1: Motion field end-point error (EPE) for the proposed approach, Brox [53] and
FlowNet2 [124].

Input EPE
Proposed, MV 15.26

Brox 8.70
FlowNet2 3.14

our EPE results remain low enough to indicate high correlation with the ground-

truth motion flow and the optical-flow based methods. Indeed, the results presented

in the following subsections show that the codec MB MV accuracy suffices for

classification results that are competitive to the state of the art.

In order to measure flow estimation and decoding speed (with I/O) in terms of

frames per second (FPS), we now use video content that corresponds to our video

classification tests, i.e., 100 video sequences from UCF-101 (see next subsection

for the details of this dataset). All CPU-based experiments were carried out on

an Amazon Web Services (AWS) EC2 r3.xlarge instance (Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2

CPU), while all GPU-based experiments were carried out on a AWS EC2 p2.xlarge

instance (Tesla K80 GPU). For our selective decoding approach described in Sec-

tion 3.1, we select values for the decoding intervalX that correspond to the settings

used in our video classification tests. The results of this experiment are summarised

in Table3.2. In terms of flow estimation speed, our CPU-based MV flow extraction

is more than 1500 times faster than FlowNet2 and more than 977 times faster than

Brox flow (both running on a GPU), as it does not require video decoding or any

optical flow computation. At current AWS pricing2, GPU instances require more

than 2.7 times the cost of CPU instances; as such, our AWS-based implementation

has more than 2600 times lower cost. This means that, for the public cloud cost that

an optical flow method will process 1 hour of video, our approach will be able to

process more than three and a half months of video footage.

In terms of decoding speed, Table3.2shows that selective decoding is an order

of magnitude faster than the full-frame decoding required for Brox and FlowNet2.

We illustrate the influence of selective decoding on the achieved FPS in more detail

2AWS EC2 spot pricing, (r3.xlarge vs. p2.xlarge N. Virginia, Sept. 2017)
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Table 3.2: Flow estimation and decoding speed results for the proposed approach, Brox
[53] and FlowNet2 [124].

Input
Frames Per Second (FPS)

Flow Estimation Decoding
Proposed,X = 10 18226 (CPU) 1180 (CPU)
Proposed,X = 50 18226 (CPU) 2016 (CPU)

Brox 18.64 (GPU) 168 (CPU)
FlowNet2 12.08 (GPU) 168(CPU)

Figure 3.6: Achieved FPS of selective decoding for varying decoding intervalX.

Figure 3.7: Structural similarity index metric (SSIM) for varying decoding intervalX.

in Figure3.6. The results show that the decoding FPS increases rapidly untilX > 50

and begins to saturate after this point. In order to associate this speed up with

a measure for the expected visual quality of the selective decoding and rendering

approach, we plot the average structural similarity index (SSIM) [129] for multiple
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values ofX in Figure3.7, using the fully-decoded video sequences as reference. By

combining the two figures, it is evident that, as the decoding speed increases and

reaches a saturation at around 2500 FPS, the quality of all rendered frames decreases

and plateaus at SSIM values around 0.85. We next assess whether the motion flow

accuracy and visual quality allow for high-performant video classification with the

proposed CNN-based architectures.

3.3.2 Datasets used for Video Classification

Evaluation is performed on two standard action recognition datasets, UCF-101 [58]

and HMDB-51 [75]. UCF-101 is a popular action recognition dataset, comprising

13K videos from 101 action categories with 320×240 pixels per frame, at replay

rate of 25 frames per second (FPS). HMDB-51 is a considerably smaller dataset,

comprising only 7K videos from 51 action categories, with the same spatial reso-

lution as UCF-101, and at 30 FPS replay rate. Finally, unless stated otherwise, we

always cross-validate on the standard three splits for both datasets.

3.3.3 Evaluation Protocol and Results

For each dataset we follow the testing protocol of Section3.2.4. Each UCF-101

training split consists of approximately 9.5K videos, whereas each HMDB training

split has 3.7K videos. We report all single stream feedforward network runtimes

without I/O, in order to isolate the efficiency of our proposed architecture. Speed

is reported in terms of FPS, which is computed as the number of videos each net-

work can process per second multiplied by the average number of frames per video

(we use the average length of UCF-101 videos, i.e., 180 frames [60]). By using

FPS as our metric, we account for both the network complexity and the number

of inputs processed per video at inference, i.e., the number of crops and volumes

taken, as reported in the respective papers. For frameworks where the number of

inputs is a function of the video size, we again assume an average video length of

180 frames. All speed results correspond to a batch size of 32 on an AWS EC2

p2.xlarge instance, which comprises a single K80 GPU.
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Table 3.3: Classification accuracy and speed (FPS) against state-of-the-art flow based net-
works. “Proposed 3D CNN” refers to our temporal stream that ingests MB mo-
tion vectors.

Framework Input Accuracy (%) FPS
Size UCF HMDB

Proposed 3D CNN 242×2×160 77.2 48.0 3105
TSCNN-Brox [60] 2242×20 81.2 55.4 185

LTC-Brox [64] 582×2×100 82.6 56.7 <100
LTC-Mpegflow [64] 582×2×60 63.8 – <100

TSCNN-FlowNet2 [124] 2242×20 79.5 – 185
EMV-CNN (ST+TI) [71] 2242× 20 79.3 – 1537

Table 3.4: Complexity of proposed 3D CNN vs EMV-CNN with respect to millions of
activations and weights (#A, #W), summed over conv, pool and FC layers in the
utilized deep CNN of each approach.

Framework Complexity
#A(×106) #W(×106)

Proposed 3D CNN 4.0 29.4
EMV-CNN [71] 2.0 90.6

3.3.3.1 Temporal Stream

Table3.3 presents the results of temporal stream CNNs on split 1 of the datasets,

for which our method achieves 77.2% and 48.0% on UCF-101 and HMDB-51, re-

spectively. When cross-validating on all three splits for both datasets, our accu-

racy is higher and we achieve 77.5% on UCF-101 and 49.5% on HMDB-51. It

is evident that our approach performs competitively to recent proposals utilizing

highly-complex optical flow, whilst minimizing the network complexity via the low

number of activations in the lower convolutional layers and small spatial size of the

input. As a consequence of the lower resolution inputs and longer temporal extents,

our proposal is able to achieve 2 to 30-fold higher FPS in comparison to all other

frameworks3.

The closest competitor is the MV based EMV-CNN method [71], which

achieves approximately half the FPS of our approach and therefore warrants fur-

ther discussion. During test-time, EMV-CNN stacks 10 P or B frames as input to

3We remark that Laptevet al. [73] made a proposal that uses codec MVs; their method is based on
the encoding of such MVs into Fisher vectors (instead of CNNs) to classify video activity. However,
that approach is only capable of achieving an accuracy of 46.7% on HMDB [73] at a much lower
frame rate (130 FPS) compared to recent CNN methods.
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their temporal stream, whereas we stack 160 P-frames per input to our 3D CNN.

According to the GOP structure, for every P-frame, EMV-CNN must additionally

extract and process 2 B-frames, whereas our 160 P-frame temporal extent typi-

cally constitutes processing the entire video in one forward-pass. As such, we only

require 12 inputs (2 volumes, 6 crops per volume) to classify a video from UCF-

101, whereas EMV-CNN evaluates on 25 inputs per video. Importantly, unlike our

approach, EMV-CNN requires upsampled P and B-frame MV fields due to supervi-

sion transfer, which leads to reduced MV extraction and CNN processing speed in

comparison to our proposal.

In order to go into more detail on the complexity of our CNN against the one

proposed within EMV-CNN, we present their network complexity in Table3.4. The

EMV-CNN architecture requires (approximately) 3 times the number of weights

(and thus 3 times the memory) of our 3D CNN.

Finally, as discussed in Section3.2.4, due to the low resolution of our input,

taking a large number of crops is redundant in our proposal. Therefore, it should

be possible to achieve similar performance even in the case of with one-shot recog-

nition. Indeed, when evaluating our temporal stream on a single center crop, we

achieve 76.2% on UCF-101 (split 1) and 46.7% on HMDB-51 (split 1). Such a

simplification increases the frame rate to 7452 FPS.

3.3.3.2 Spatial Stream

With regards to the spatial RGB stream produced by the proposed selective de-

coding, Table3.5 presents results with two values ofX. The network is evaluated

and accuracy is subsequently averaged over cross-validation with the three splits

for both datasets. The first result (X = 10) fully decodes every 10 frames, whilst

the second result corresponds to selective decoding and rendering every 10 frames

and full decoding every 50 frames. In the latter case, we set the rendering frame

interval toR = 10 and thresholdA = 0, i.e., selectively decoding and writing the

RGB texture of macroblocks corresponding to non-zero motion vectors once every

10 frames. As the number of crops/volumes that the network evaluates on is fixed
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Table 3.5: Classification accuracy and runtime (FPS) against state-of-the-art RGB based
networks. For our proposed spatial streams, we fully decode one frame everyX
frames.

Framework Input Accuracy (%) FPS
Size UCF HMDB

Proposed,X = 10 2242×3 79.3 42.4 1228
Proposed,X = 50 2242×3 77.7 39.6 1228

TSCNN [60] 2242×3 73.0 40.5 252
SFCNN [55] 1702×3×10 65.4 – 216

LTC [64] 712×3×100 82.4 – <100
C3D[56] 1122×3×16 82.3 – <300

and independent of the fully decoding intervalX and rendering frame intervalR,

the network FPS reported in Table3.5 is the same for both cases. However, the

decoding runtime forX = 50 is approximately 1.7 times faster than forX = 10 (see

Table3.2). The results demonstrate that the performance drop from selective de-

coding is marginal and that our spatial stream proposal significantly outperforms

TSCNN [60] and SFCNN [55] on UCF-101, whilst performing inference with ap-

proximately 5 times higher speed. We achieve this speed by restricting the inputs to

single frames and only evaluating on 10 inputs per video, which counterbalances the

higher complexity of our pretrained VGG16 network. On the contrary, approaches

like LTC [64], TSCNN [60] and C3D[56] evaluate on many more frames and mul-

tiple crops per frame, thereby incurring higher computational overhead and signif-

icantly lower frame rate for their evaluation process. However, it is worth noting

that when comparing our proposed temporal and spatial stream FPS, the tempo-

ral stream runs approximately 2.5 times faster, which further motivates training the

streams independently, as we can easily allocate more resources to processing the

slower stream.

3.3.3.3 Spatio-temporal stream fusion and complementarity in pre-

dictions

Table3.6 presents the summary of the classification performance of our proposed

two-stream approach (averaged over the standard three splits) when fusing the spa-

tial and temporal streams. Our two-stream network utilizing selective decoding
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Table 3.6: Comparison against state-of-the-art fusion based frameworks. For our proposed
two stream networks, the spatial stream ingests one fully-decoded RGB frame
everyX frames.

Framework Accuracy (%)
UCF HMDB

Proposed,X = 10 89.8 56.0
Proposed,X = 50 88.9 54.6

TSCNN (avg. fusion) [60] 86.9 58.0
TSCNN (SVM fusion) [60] 88.0 59.4

CNN-pool [67] 88.2 –
C3D (3 nets)+IDT[56] 90.4 –

LTC[64] 91.7 64.8
EMV + RGB-CNN [71] 86.4 –

IP+SVM [130] – 59.5
Line Pooling [131] 88.9 62.2

TDD [132] 90.3 63.2

achieves 89.8% accuracy on UCF-101. Overall, our approach is within a few per-

centile points from the best results reported for both datasets, whilst skipping the

complex preprocessing inherent with decoding and optical flow based methods.

TSCNN, LTC and Line Pooling all use Brox optical flow in their temporal streams,

whilst IP+SVM uses a combination of optical flow, pixel values and gradients for

descriptor computation. On the other hand, methods such as C3D+IDT and Line

Pooling use trajectory-based descriptor computation in their fusion based frame-

works, in addition to deep CNN computation, which adds even further complexity

to the classification pipeline. Line Pooling also adopts VGG-16 in their spatial

stream as in our case, but forgoes our simpler end-to-end approach for frame pool-

ing and VLAD encoding on an intermediate convolutional layer, which requires

additional codebook learning.

Given that our spatio-temporal stream fusion strategy increases the accuracy

by 8%-12% in comparison to independent stream evaluation, further investigation

of the inference properties of the spatial and temporal CNNs is warranted. The

temporal stream ingests inputs of low spatial resolution with long temporal extent,

whereas the spatial stream ingests inputs with high spatial resolution but low tem-

poral resolution (single frames). As such, the temporal and spatial stream raters

are expected to be more disjoint in their learned representations, which translates
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Figure 3.8: Cohen’s kappa matrix over all rater combinations for UCF-101 (split 1). For
the spatial stream,X = 10,R= 10.

to higher information gain and a significant increase in accuracy when their infer-

ences are fused. To quantify their pairwise agreement, we compute Cohen’s kappa

κ [133] between the raters producing labels for the: temporal stream, spatial stream,

two-stream and the ground truth (i.e., “null” model)

κ =
po− pe

1− pe
(3.1)

wherepo is the relative observed agreement amongst raters (equivalent to ac-

curacy) andpe is a hypothetical probability of random agreement, which is summa-

tion of marginal probabilities multiplied between raters. Cohen’s kappa ranges from

κ = 1.0 (raters of in complete agreement) toκ ≤ 0 (no agreement amongst raters

other than random expectation). We plot the symmetric matrix ofκ values over

all rater combinations for predictions on UCF-101 (split 1) in Figure3.8. As ex-

pected, there is high inter-rater agreement between the spatio-temporal two-stream

architecture and the ground-truth, withκ(two-stream, ground-truth) = 0.893. How-

ever, there is low inter-rater agreement between the independent spatial and tem-

poral streams, i.e.,κ(spatial, temporal) = 0.665. This low inter-rater agreement
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Figure 3.9: Recall difference graph for UCF-101 (split 1). Red line equates to a temporal
bias, blue line equates to spatial bias. Classes are in alphabetical order.

Figure 3.10: Recall difference graph for HMDB-51 (split 1). Red line equates to a tempo-
ral bias, blue line equates to spatial bias. Classes are in alphabetical order.

suggests that the temporal and spatial streams learn heterogenous representations

that reliably classify different video subsets from the dataset. As such,the spatial

and temporal streams complement each other and this translates to a substantial

increase in accuracy when fusing the streams during inference, in comparison to

inference on either stream independently. Indeed, if these video subsets were very

similar to each other, thenκ(spatial, temporal) would be approximately equal to

min(κ(spatial, ground-truth),κ(temporal, ground-truth)) = 0.769; however, this is
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approximately 10% higher than the actual value ofκ(spatial,temporal) and also

turns out to be the average gain obtained by the spatio-temporal fusion.

In order to reinforce this point, we measure the difference in recall values for

each class between the spatial and temporal stream, and plot this in Figure3.9and

Figure 3.10 for UCF-101 and HMDB-51 respectively. If the two streams are in

complete agreement, one would expect the recall difference to be close to 0; in

other words, the two streams agree on the same video subsets. However, what we

observe is that the temporal and spatial streams exhibit distinct biases in terms of

class, depending on the nature of the activity. For UCF-101, the temporal stream is

favorable for “high activity” classes, such as “high jump” (class 39), “jump rope”

(class 47) and “salsa spin” (class 76). Conversely, the spatial stream performs better

for “low activity” classes where a scene representation is more informative, such as

“cutting in kitchen” (class 24), “rowing” (class 75) and “table tennis shot” (class

89). Intuitively, this means the stream fusion provides better generalization over all

classes, or a lower network variance.

3.3.4 Accuracy-Cost Tradeoff

Finally, in order to associate our implementation results with the cost incurred by

the fastest competing methods from Table3.6(namely, TSCNN (avg. fusion), EMV

+ RGB-CNN and LTC), we present the AWS deployment cost of each method in

Table3.7. The table shows the cost incurred per component of each method, as

well as the total end-to-end cost,Ctot. The four components benchmarked in the

table are: flow estimation, decoding, temporal stream inference and spatial stream

inference, with costs:

Ccomponent=
A

3600
×

Pcomponent

Fcomponent
, (3.2)

where:A is the average number of frames required for inference in UCF-101

split 1 (180 frames/video× 3783 videos in split 1),Fcomponentcomprises the FPS re-

sults reported in Tables3.1-3.5for component∈ {flow, decode, t-stream, s-stream}

of each method, andPcomponentis the $/hr cost of the AWS instance used to achieve
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Table 3.7: Cost per component and end-to-end costCtot for our proposed two-stream frame-
work versus competitive frameworks to perform inference on UCF-101 (split 1).

Framework Cflow ($) Cdecode($) Ct-stream($) Cs-stream($) Ctot ($)
Proposed,X = 10 0.003 0.053 0.055 0.139 0.250
Proposed,X = 50 0.003 0.031 0.055 0.139 0.228

TSCNN (fusion) [60] 9.133 0.375 0.920 0.676 11.103
EMV + RGB-CNN [71] 0.006 0.375 0.111 0.676 1.167

LTC [64] 9.133 0.375 1.702 1.702 12.912

the reported FPS. Specifically, based on the on-demand cost for a p2.xlarge (K80

GPU instance) and r3.xlarge (quadcore CPU) instance:

• Pt-stream= Ps-stream= 0.9 $/hr andPdecode= 0.333 $/hr,

• Pflow = 0.333 $/hr for our proposal and EMV-CNN,

• Pflow = 0.9 $/hr for TSCNN because it requires GPU-based Brox flow esti-

mation.

The total costCtot to process the UCF-101 (split 1) is:

Ctot = Cflow +Cdecode+Ct-stream+Cs-stream. (3.3)

From Table3.7, it is evident that the cost of dense optical flow in TSCNN

and LTC completely overshadows all other costs. On the other hand, our MV flow

incurs less than 0.005% its cost. In addition, the combination of:

• selective decoding (that incurs only 8.3% the cost of full frame decoding with

X = 50),

• the more efficient CNN processing, and

• the costCflow of our MV flow estimation being approximately half that of

EMV + RGB-CNN due to our temporal CNN only requiring 24×24 crops

of the P-frame MV field (while EMV-CNN ingests upsampled P and B-frame

MV fields to carry out the supervision transfer [71]),

lead to the proposed method incurring only 20% of the cost of EMV + RGB-CNN

for inference.
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Figure 3.11: Accuracy-complexity plot for our proposed two stream framework with fully
decoding rateX = 10 andX = 50 versus the fastest competing methods. Com-
plexity is denoted in terms of end-to-end costCtot and plotted on a logarithm
scale. We do not plot accuracy for EMV-RGB CNN and C3D (1 net) on
HMDB-51 as these are not provided in the paper.

Inline with our thesis objective of improving the accuracy-complexity tradeoff

by supplementing with compressed visual modalities, we now plot the accuracy ver-

sus end-to-end complexity, which we define in terms ofCtot, in Figure3.11. From

the figure, we note that our proposed two stream framework is able to substantially

outperform the fastest competing methods in terms of complexity, whilst remaining

competitive in terms of accuracy. In particular, whilst LTC is able to slightly out-

perform our proposal in terms of accuracy, the performance gain is negated by the

substantially heavier processing and cost at inference. This cost is largely attributed

to the use of optical flow, which contributes to 71% of the total cost; however,

we also note that our temporal stream is 30 times cheaper in performing inference

than the LTC temporal stream. We also plot C3D (1 net), which only relies on the

RGB modality, and show that despite no flow computation, the combination of full

decoding and computationally heavy architecture leads to higher cost and worse
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performance that our proposed framework. Overall, our approach is found to be 5

to 57 times cheaper to deploy on AWS than the most efficient methods from the

state-of-the-art in video classification.

3.4 Conclusion

We extend from the unimodal retrieval task to multimodal action recognition, where

the RGB frames are conventionally supplemented with a flow modality such as op-

tical flow. We aim to improve on the complexity of dense optical flow generation

whilst minimizing the detriment to classification accuracy. Namely, we propose

a 3D CNN architecture for video classification that instead utilizes compressed-

domain motion vector information for substantial gains in speed and implementa-

tion cost on public cloud platforms. We fuse the 3D CNN with a spatial stream

that ingests selectively decoded frames, determined by the motion vector activity.

Our MV extraction is found to be three orders of magnitude faster than optical flow

methods. In addition, the selective macroblock RGB decoding is one order of mag-

nitude faster than full-frame decoding. By coupling the high MV extraction and

selective RGB decoding speed with lightweight CNN processing, we are able to

classify videos with one to two orders of magnitude lower cloud computing cost in

comparison to the most efficient proposals from the literature, whilst maintaining

competitive classification accuracy (Tables3.6and3.7). Further refinements of our

approach may allow for the first time CNN-based classification of exascale-level

video collections to take place via commodity hardware, something that currently

remains unattainable by all CNN-based video classification methods that base their

training on full-frame video decoding and optical flow estimation. Source code re-

lated to the proposed approach is available online, athttp://www.github.com/mvcnn.

http://www.github.com/mvcnn


Chapter 4

Neuromorphic Vision Sensing For

CNN-based Action Recognition

Conventional recognition systems typically classify active pixel sensor (APS) video

according to the illustrated human activity (“tennis match”, “cooking”, “people

marching”,...). Indeed, both optical flow computation and motion vector extrac-

tion considered in the previous chapter have an APS video requirement. Motion

vectors require access to the video codec, whereas optical flow requires full ex-

traction and decoding of the APS video frames. However, APS-based video rep-

resentations are known to be cumbersome for machine learning systems, due to

[134]: limited frame rate, too much redundancy between successive frames, cali-

bration problems under irregular camera motion, blurriness due to shutter adjust-

ment under varying illumination, and very high power requirements. Inspired by

these observations, hardware designs of neuromorphic sensors, a.k.a., silicon reti-

nas [135, 8], have been proposed recently that improve on the sensing efficiency.

Silicon retinas mimic the photoreceptor-bipolar-ganglion cell information flow of

biological retinas by producing coordinates and timestamps of on/off spikes in an

asynchronous manner, i.e., when the logarithm of the intensity value of a CMOS

sensor grid position changes beyond a threshold due to scene luminance changes.

Unlike conventional frame-based cameras that tend to blur the image due to slow

shutter speed, silicon retinas capture the illumination changes caused by fast object

motion and are inherently differential in nature. In practice, this means that neu-
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romorphic vision sensing (NVS) data from hardware like the iniLabs DAVIS and

the Pixium Vision ATIS cameras [8, 9, 10, 11] can be rendered to representations

comprising up to 2000 frames-per-second (fps), whilst operating with robustness

to changes in lighting and at low power, on the order of 10mW. Conversely, a typ-

ical APS video camera only captures (up to) 60 fps at more than 100 times the

active power consumption and with shutter-induced blurriness artifacts when rapid

illumination changes take place. The combination of these advantages makes NVS-

based sensing particularly appealing within Internet-of-Things (IoT) and robotics

contexts [136, 137, 138], where NVS data would be gathered at very low power and

streamed to cloud computing servers for back-end analysis with deep convolutional

neural networks (CNNs).

Recent work [135, 136], has advocated possibilities for ingesting NVS data

into frame-based deep CNN architectures deployed with state-of-the-art libraries

like TensorFlow, in order to gain from the lower power and high frame-rate in-

herently available with an NVS camera. However, most activities relate to low-

cost on-board processing for robotics and guidance systems and do not consider

higher-level tasks like human action recognition or semantic scene analysis. In ad-

dition, all existing work is hampered by the lack of annotated NVS training data

[135, 139, 140]. To mitigate the latter issue, several proposals recorded annotated

APS video datasets under controlled conditions [141, 142, 134, 143], i.e., video

frames displayed in a monitor under controlled frame-rate and brightness/contrast

conditions and recorded with a DVS camera. Such experimental approaches are

very valuable as they provided the first available annotated video datasets in NVS

format. However, their scale-up to larger datasets is hampered by:(i) the recording

being potentially affected by environmental and monitor conditions (e.g., lighting,

monitor flicker, vibrations, etc.) and being specific to the utilized NVS camera (i.e.,

needing to be repeated as new generations of NVS hardware emerge);(ii) highly-

accurate synchronization being required between the played-out video frames and

the corresponding NVS because of drift between the playout device timing and the

DVS camera timestamping (especially as the dataset grows in size);(iii) the slow
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passage of real time and the expense of the physical hardware involved (e.g., when

considering that APS video datasets like YouTube-8M [144] and Kinetics [145]

comprise hundreds of thousands of clips). To this end, Katzet al. [146] and Mueg-

gler et al. [139] proposed models to generate neuromorphic spiking activity using

piecewise linear interpolation of the pixel intensity given by successive rendered

images. The recently proposed PIX2NVS framework [147] and work by Furber

et al. [148] provide for parametric software-based solutions for the conversion of

pixel-based videos to neuromorphic spike events. While initial results have been

presented with a small number of videos and a limited set of conversion options,

there is currently no validation of performance for deeper semantic tasks like action

recognition.

In this chapter we address these issues. First, in Section4.1we briefly explain

the NVS camera operation that we are trying to emulate. In Section4.2we address

the lack of training data for NVS based recognition by improving on recently pro-

posed emulator frameworks [147, 148] that can generate emulated neuromorphic

vision streams from any APS video format. Notably, we introduce new options for

spike event generation, reference frame updating and frame grouping, resulting in

emulated frames that can be ingested directly by a convolutional neural network.

We also tune the parameters of an NVS emulator framework configured with our

proposed additions, in order to minimize the domain shift between real and emu-

lated spike event distributions. As such, by converting pixel-domain video datasets

such as UCF-101 and HMDB-51 with the improved emulator, we are able to pro-

vide an abundance of data on which to train a CNN in the NVS domain. For the

action recognition task, we show in Section4.3 how such an emulator can be em-

bedded into a larger multi-modal teacher-student framework, where we capitalize

on the availability of optical flow labelled data by employing a pre-trained opti-

cal flow stream as a teacher network to transfer knowledge to the emulated NVS

student network. Contrary to recent work [71] that considers homogeneous trans-

fer between flow domains (optical flow to motion vectors), we propose an hetero-

geneous or multimodal transfer from the flow to NVS domains. The motivation
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is that: (i) despite the difference in modality, there is still more information em-

bedded in the (softened) logits of a pre-trained optical flow teacher network about

inter-class dependencies than in ground-truth labels, which we can leverage on in a

teacher-student framework;(ii) the emulated NVS events and optical flow are both

derived from intensity variation between frames. Finally, in Section4.4we evaluate

the performance of the framework on emulated NVS data and compare with recent

APS-based methods on standard action recognition datasets. Our results show that,

for the first time, an NVS-based CNN approaches the accuracy of complex methods

based on optical flow extraction from APS video at lower CNN complexity, thus

making NVS inputs a very competitive alternative to APS-based cameras and op-

tical flow extraction for low-power IoT and robotics applications requiring action

recognition.

4.1 Neuromorphic Vision Sensing Camera Opera-

tion

We illustrate in Figure4.1(a) the operation of an NVS camera in generating change

detection events. Contrary to an APS video camera, where visual information is

acquired and recorded at a constant sampling rate (i.e., the framerate) over the pixel

array, each individual pixel in an NVS camera optimizes its own sampling based on

the luminance variation that it receives. Specifically, the NVS camera uses level-

crossing sampling [149], where the luminance of each pixel is tracked continuously

and independently and a change detection event or spike is only recorded when

the shift in luminance is greater than a defined threshold. As such, the events are

generated and timestamped asynchronously over the pixel array, and thee-th event

is recorded with its spatio-temporal position(xexp
e ,yexp

e , texp
e ) and polarity,Pexp

e =

±1. The polarity indicates whether the log luminance has increased or decreased by

the preset threshold (ON or OFF). The camera outputs a stream of events over time,

which resembles the signals transmitted between photoreceptors and ganglion cells

in the human visual system. The low power of the NVS camera is attributed to the

per-pixel sampling rates and the fact that a pixel remains idle to avoid unnecessarily
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(a) Real (b) Emulated,Mmax = 1, ε = 1.0

(c) Emulated,Mmax = 5, ε = 1.0 (d) Emulated,Mmax = 5, ε = 0.5

Figure 4.1: (Best viewed in color) Graphs of log pixel luminance and polarity versus time
for an example pixel intensity variation. (a) is representative of the real NVS
camera operation, whereas (b)-(d) represent our improved emulator framework
with varying parameter settings. The blue curve on the luminance-time plots
shows the continuous analog luminance varying with time. The orange step
function shows the points where the change in luminance exceeds the preset
thresholdTmap= 0.4. These are translated to on and off change detection events
which we plot as event streams on the polarity-time plots. We mark the video
frame timestamps F1-6 on the time axis.

acquiring redundant information when there is no change in luminance.

4.2 Improving Neuromorphic Emulator Frame-

works

Conventional neuromorphic emulator frameworks [147, 148] retrieve a pixel-

domain video that may be encoded and wrapped in any standard format container

(e.g., MP4, MKV, etc.) and extract a series of pixel-domain video frames. The emu-

lator generates event tuplesEemu
e = 〈xemu

e ,yemu
e , temu

e ,Pemu
e 〉 over the video sequence:
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analogous to the NVS camera, the first two parameters correspond to the spatial co-

ordinates of theeth event within a frame, and the event polarity (±1, representing

ON or OFF) is indicated byPemu
e . All event tuples are stored in a text file and/or

in an AEDAT stream [135]. The aim of the emulator is to produce emulated NVS

events that are as similar as possible to the ones that would have been generated

if the equivalent scene would have been captured with an NVS-generating device

like iniLabs DAVIS or Pixium ATIS hardware. Given that the resolution of event

timestamps is restricted to that of the input video framerate, its use is in recognition

and classification tasks that involve activities lasting between 0.1-10 seconds, such

as recognition of human actions or scene classification.

Figures4.1(b)-(d) represent our improved emulator framework with varying

emulator parameters. Contrary to the real NVS camera in Figure4.1(a), which op-

erates on the continuous analog luminance values (blue curve) for event detection,

the emulator operation is discrete in terms on of both luminance and time. Specifi-

cally, when converting APS video to NVS events, we only have access to the video

frames (marked at F1-6 on the figure). In the case of luminance, this means we are

restricted to the digital values (0-255) as derived from the RGB channels and not the

analog values that the NVS camera would receive. On the other hand, in the case

of time, this means we can not track the pixel intensity variation between frames

- as such, we propose methods for accurate event approximation between frames.

Namely, in the following parts of this section, we introduce additional options in

spike event generation and reference frame updating along with their associated

parameters for improving the similarity of the emulated NVS events to that of a

conventional NVS camera.

4.2.1 Spike Event Generation

We generate emulated spikes through colocated differencing [147] of the nth video

frame log-scaled luminance valueslx,y[n] with the previous reference frame lumi-

nance values,̄lx,y[n−1].

dx,y[n] = lx,y[n]− l̄x,y[n−1] (4.1)
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Theeth spike corresponding to thenth frame (out ofetot[n] spikes detected in

that frame) is generated iff|dx,y[n]| ≥ Tmap, with Tmap a preset threshold; in such

a case, the polarity of the spike is:Pemu
e = sgn(dx,y[n]) and the coordinates of the

spike are(xemu
e ,yemu

e ) = (x,y).

4.2.1.1 Local Inhibition

As correlation in small spatial neighborhoods of natural images is known to be

high [150], we assume that neighboring pixels transmit redundant information. We

therefore consider emulating local inhibition in the framework by applying a local

maximum on non-overlapping patches of the differencesdx,y[n], with dimensions

B×B:

(x∗,y∗) = argmax(d(x+sx),(y+sy)[n]) ∀sx,sy ∈ {0,1, ...,B} (4.2)

Hence, when local inhibition is enabled, within each patch, we only keep

dx,y[n] for the (x∗,y∗) positions corresponding to the locally maximum difference

values.

4.2.1.2 Number of Spikes

We denote the number of spikes to generate per position per frame asMx,y[n]. Stan-

dard emulator frameworks [147] only generate a single spike per position per frame;

i.e.,Mx,y[n] = 1. However, in this way, the number of generated spikes per position

are limited by the frame rate; this does not encapsulate cases where the pixel in-

tensity differencedx,y[n] is high [148] relative to the preset thresholdTmap. We

address this issue by allowing more than one spike to be generated between frames

following an approach similar to Furberet al. [148]. First, we assignMmax as the

maximum number of spikes per position per frame. We then computeMx,y[n], as:

Mx,y[n] = min

(

Mmax,

⌊
dx,y[n]
Tmap

⌋)

(4.3)

and these additional spikes are assigned a timestampte by linearly interpolating

between the timestamps of then−1-th andn-th frames [147]. We can visualize the

effect of increasing the number of spikes by comparing Figures4.1(b) and (c). In
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Figure4.1(b), the maximum number of spikesMmax is set to 1; therefore, only a

single spike will be generated per frame if the intensity variation exceeds the preset

thresholdTmap. On the other hand, increasingMmax to 5 allows us to generate more

spikes for larger intensity variation, which improves the similarity of the emulated

event stream to the real event stream in Figure4.1(a).

4.2.2 Reference Frame Update

The default option of many NVS emulation tools like PIX2NVS [147] is to update

the reference framēlx,y[n] based on the log-scaled value computed during the con-

version process, i.e.,̄lx,y[n] = lx,y[n]. However, the above reference update method

only refers to the current frame and does not consider the transient response of neu-

romorphic sensors. Similar to Furberet al. [148], the reference frame update can

alternatively be modeled by considering an exponential moving average over past

frames. This provides a potentially more accurate representation by accounting for

the capacitive memory of neuromorphic sensors. We define the new reference up-

date for thenth frame as:

l̄x,y[n] =






lx,y[0], if n = 0

ε lx,y[n]+ (1− ε)l̄x,y[n−1], otherwise
(4.4)

where 0< ε < 1 is the update rate, which can be tuned to match the capacitive

properties of a neuromorphic sensor. Current NVS cameras only update the log-

scaled values of recently-detected positions. If we follow this approach then we

only update the reference frame for positions(x,y) where a spike is detected, i.e.,

∀(x,y) ∈ {(x1,y1), . . . , (xetot,yetot)}. We can visualize the effect of the exponential

moving average by comparing Figures4.1(c) and (d). In Figure4.1(c), we set the

parameter to 1.0, which equates to no moving average (l̄x,y[n] = lx,y[n]). We note

that the emulator is unable to detect any events between video frame timestamps F2

and F3, even events are recorded by the NVS camera in Figure4.1(a). We are able

to subtly improve the event stream approximation by decreasingε to 0.5. In this

chapter, we fix the parameterε = 0.5.
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4.2.3 Frame Generation

We can aggregate the spikes into a single NVS frame correspondence to then-th

APS video frame by summing the polarities at each spatial position(x,y) for spike

events falling between then−1-th andn-th video frame timestamps. For then-th

video frame, we refer to the summed emulated polarities per position asPemu
Σ [n].1

While this frame grouping is artificial, it allows for the introduction of quantization

in time [11, 10] and the use of CNNs for the recognition [136].

4.2.4 Validation of the Emulation by Quantifying the Domain

Shift

We quantify the domain shift between generated events and real NVS events with

Earth Mover’s distance (EMD), by incorporating our proposed options into the

PIX2NVS framework [147]. EMD has been proposed as the means to quantify the

dissimilarity between two signatures [151], which is defined as the minimum “cost”

that must be paid to transform one signature into the other, where there is a “ground

distance” between the basic features that are aggregated into the signature. Thus,

EMD is an effective method of measuring the domain shift between the real and

emulated spike datasets. Essentially, we want to find the flowG = [g(i, j)] between

the aggregated spikes in emulated and real event setsÊEE = {< xemu
1 ,yemu

1 ,Pemu
Σ,1 >

, ∙ ∙ ∙ < xemu
I ,yemu

I ,Pemu
Σ,I >} and R̂RR = {< xexp

1 ,yexp
1 ,Pexp

Σ,1 >,. . . ,< xexp
J ,yexp

J ,Pexp
Σ,J >}

that minimizes the “work optimization” problem stated below:

minimize W(ÊEE, R̂RR,G) =
I

∑
i=1

J

∑
j=1

g(i, j)d(i, j)

subject to g(i, j) ≥ 0, 1≤ i ≤ I ,1≤ j ≤ J,

1≤ j ≤ J :
I

∑
i=1

g(i, j) ≤
∣
∣
∣Pexp

Σ, j

∣
∣
∣ , 1≤ i ≤ I :

J

∑
j=1

g(i, j) ≤
∣
∣Pemu

Σ,i

∣
∣ ,

and
I

∑
i=1

J

∑
j=1

g(i, j) = min

(

∑
∀i

∣
∣Pemu

Σ,i

∣
∣ ,∑

∀ j

∣
∣
∣Pexp

Σ, j

∣
∣
∣

)

(4.5)

1We similarly denote the sum of real event polarities between then−1-th andn-th video frame
timestamps as Pexp

Σ [n].
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Figure 4.2: (Best viewed in color) Comparison of emulator conversion for (c) original
PIX2NVS and (d) PIX2NVS with our proposed improvements against (b) the
spike events recorded with a DAVIS camera . Green/red points correspond to
+1/-1 (or ON/OFF) spike polarity.

wherePemu
Σ andPexp

Σ are the summed polarities per position for the emulated

and experimental (real) NVS events respectively. After initializing the flow uni-

formly, this optimization problem can be solved using linear programming [151].

We set the “ground distance” to

d(i, j) =
∣
∣
∣(xemu

i ,yemu
i )− (xexp

j ,yexp
j )
∣
∣
∣, where(xemu,yemu) and (xexp,yexp) represent

the spatial positions of the emulated and experimental summed events respectively.

EMD can thus be interpreted as the minimum work required to “transport” the po-

larity between emulated and real spike event setsÊEE andR̂RR such that both sets are

evenly distributed, normalized by the total optimum flowGopt, i.e.,

EMD(ÊEE, R̂RR) =
∑i ∑ j gopt(i, j)d(i, j)

∑i ∑ j gopt(i, j)
(4.6)

The size of the flow matrixG grows exponentially with the number of spike

events and, as such, becomes non-trivial to compute. We are able to partially off-

set the complexity by dividing each frame into a grid of spike blocks and com-

puting the EMD between spatially corresponding blocks of real and emulated

spikes. Denoting the subset of emulated and real spikes in blockk asEEES
k ∈ ÊEE and

RRRS
k ∈ R̂RR respectively, the distanceD for framen is now computed over 1≤ k ≤ K:

D(n) = ∑K
k=1EMD(EEES

k ,RRR
S
k). In this chapter, we setK = 16. The final distance for a

video sequence is computed by averagingD(n) over all frames.

We report the obtained distances for an indicative set of parameters in Table

4.1, by using the real UCF-50 NVS recordings from Mueggleret al. [139] as ground
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Table 4.1: EMD (smaller is better) between UCF-50 real and emulated spikes, w.r.t. our dif-
ferent parameter settings for our improved PIX2NVS framework:new=TRUE
enables the selective update when a spike is detected (Section4.2.2) and
exp=TRUE enables the exponential updating of (4.4). The original emulator
provides results corresponding to the top two rows of the table.

θθθ
Tlog B Mmax Tmap new exp EMD
20 2 1 0.4 False False 2.448
0 2 1 0.2 False False 2.597
0 2 1 0.2 False True 2.467
0 2 1 0.2 True True 2.434
0 1 3 0.2 True True 2.307

Table 4.2: Accuracy on emulated events on UCF-101 (split 1) without teacher supervision
for original PIX2NVS settings and improved PIX2NVS with our proposed op-
tions enabled. Accuracies are reported on asingle shotof 8 frames.

θθθ
Tlog B Mmax Tmap new exp Accuracy(%)

Original 20 2 1 0.4 False False 59.3
Improved 0 1 3 0.2 True True 71.0

truth. The first two rows correspond to the original PIX2NVS framework, without

our proposed improvements. The bottom row has the smallest distance and thus

should represent the optimal parameter setθθθ ∗∗∗ for the improved PIX2NVS frame-

work, where both our proposed selective and exponential updates are enabled and

we increase the threshold for the number of spikes generated at each positionMmax.

In this case, we expect the emulated event distribution is closest to the real event

distribution. We validate the improvement from the original settings by visually

assessing the similarity between emulated frames generated with the parameter set-

tings of the first and last rows of Table4.1, as compared to real NVS recordings

in Figure4.2. Evidently, with our proposed modifications, the emulated frames are

more visually similar to the real NVS frames. Finally, we validate the improve-

ment in terms of accuracy on emulated events on UCF-101 (split 1) in Table4.2,

using the network configuration in Section4.3butwithout teacher supervision (i.e.,

α = 0,β = 1). The accuracy for the improved PIX2NVS with our proposed mod-

ifications is 12% higher than for the original framework. Therefore, we fix the
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parameters to this optimal set for the remainder of the chapter.

4.3 Teacher-Student Framework

In order to validate NVS inputs as a low-cost activity-based alternative to optical

flow traditionally used for action recognition, we propose to embed the improved

PIX2NVS emulator with the best parameter setθθθ ∗∗∗ into a teacher-student framework

based on knowledge distillation [152], where we essentially transfer knowledge

from a pre-trained optical flow teacher network to the NVS student network by

drawing pairwise correspondences and minimizing the cross entropy between the

output distributions. The framework is illustrated in Figure4.3 for the training

and inference stages. After training the student model, the emulator component of

the framework can potentially be replaced by an NVS camera during inference, to

perform action recognition on either real or emulated events directly on the student,

without the use of optical flow.

4.3.1 Cost Function and Training

We leverage on the recently introduced large-scale Kinetics [74] action recogni-

tion dataset. Our choice of architecture is a variant of the Inception-3D (I3D)

[74] CNN, which is essentially Inception-Vl with inflated spatio-temporal filters

Notably, we replace the final pooling layer with a spatio-temporal global average

pooling. Our implementation first involves initializing the optical flow I3D with

the Kinetics trained weights and then fine-tuning on the target action recognition

dataset, such as UCF-101. Secondly, we use the improved PIX2NVS framework to

extract the emulated NVS events from RGB video frames, which provides us with

training data correspondences for the NVS domain. Next, we initialize the student

NVS CNN with the teacher weights. It is worth noting that our NVS inputs are only

single-channel, whereas flow is dual-channel for theδx andδy components respec-

tively; in order to apply an exact copy of our teacher network as the student, we

simply replicate the NVS input channel-wise. The teacher network is now fixed and

we train the student using a two-term cross-entropy loss for NVS frame volumes
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Figure 4.3: Teacher-student framework using the improved PIX2NVS emulator.

vvvs ∼ Vs, teacher flow volumesvvvt ∼ Vt and labelsy∼ Y:

L =−βE(vvvs,y)∼(Vs,Y)

K

∑
k=1

1[k=y] log(p(vvvs))−αT2E(vvvs,vvvt)∼(Vs,Vt)q(vvvt ,T) log(p(vvvs))

(4.7)

The first term represents the standard cross-entropy loss between the soft-

max output of the student networkp(vvvs) and a one-hot encoded vector derived

on the ground truth labelsy. The second term is the teacher supervision cross-

entropy loss between the teacher softmax outputq(vvvt ,T) and p(vvvs). The temper-

atureT is the parameter that scales the logitszi of the teacher network, such that

qi(vvvt ,T) = exp(zi/T)
∑ j exp(zj/T) . This softens the teacher distribution over classes, which can

exemplify the class inter-dependencies for the student to learn a more informative

representation. We treat the parametersα andβ as simply binary coefficients on

the loss terms, responsible for enabling/disabling the label cross entropy loss and

teacher supervision loss respectively.

We train both the teacher and student CNNs with momentum and a decay rate
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of 0.9. Every convolutional layer is followed by batch normalization [111] with

a decay rate of 0.9. The networks are trained with an initial learning rate of 0.01

and the learning rate is decayed when the validation accuracy saturates. Our pre-

processing constitutes a per-frame normalization and extracting a distorted bound-

ing box crop from the original resized frame with a random horizontal flip. Impor-

tantly, we only infer on a single shot, extracted at the point of maximum motion

activity, in order to minimize the temporal footprint during inference. This pointn∗

is localized by using the emulated NVS frames as an activity sensor and finding the

n∗-th frame with the maximum sum over absolute summed polaritiesPΣ:

n∗ = argmax
n

(

∑
x,y

|PΣ[n](x,y)|

)

(4.8)

4.3.2 Ablation Study

Table4.3 represents a basic exploration over the parametersα, β andT in (4.7).

We note that we only ingest inputsvvv ∈ RH×W×D×C of size 224×224×8×2 for

both the flow and NVS streams, in order to speed up convergence. As configured,

the optical flow CNN achieves 84.4% on a single input. The emulated NVS CNN,

when trained without the teacher supervision loss and inferring on a single shot of

emulated NVS frames, achieves 71.0%. This shows that incorporating the teacher

supervision loss results in a substantial accuracy increase, with optimum accuracy

attainable when the teacher logits are additionally softened withT = 2. Increasing

T beyond 2 causes a decrease in accuracy, as the output begins to converge to a

more uniform distribution. For the remainder of the chapter, we fixα = 1, β = 1

andT = 2.

4.4 Comparison with APS-based Methods

Finally, we compare the proposed framework against current state-of-the-art APS-

based methods. Given the combination of global average pooling and 3D convo-

lutional layers in our proposal, this inherently means that the number of weights

per CNN layer is not a function of the input temporal resolutionD. Therefore,

we initially train the optical flow teacher CNN on a larger input temporal resolution
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Table 4.3: Recognition accuracy on UCF-101 (split 1) for the teacher and student, when
varying parametersα , β andT of (4.7). Accuracies are reported on asingle
shotof 8 frames. For the student, both training and inference is performed on
emulated NVS events generated by the improved PIX2NVS emulator.

α β T Accuracy(%)
Teacher - - - 84.4

Student

0 1 - 71.0
1 0 1 73.1
1 1 1 75.9
1 1 2 77.0

DFlow = 32. We then initialize NVS student CNN with the flow pre-trained weights,

but reduce the input temporal resolution toD = 16 when training with teacher su-

pervision and during inference. In this way, we transfer long temporal dependencies

encoded in the teacher output during training, whilst minimizing the student com-

plexity, without directly modifying the student architecture as proposed by Hinton

et al. [152]. For our final implementation of the trained NVS student, we therefore

infer only on a single shot of emulated frames with size 224×224×16×2.

As discussed in the previous chapter, conventional APS-based methods typ-

ically use a combination of RGB frame and highly complex optical flow inputs

during training and inference. Conventional NVS cameras, such as the iniLabs

DAVIS240C are equipped with an onboard RGB camera. The DAVIS240C camera

has an array size of 240× 180 pixels with an APS bandwidth of 35 FPS. There-

fore, we propose to combine the trained NVS student with an RGB stream dur-

ing inference, which we restrict to ingesting inputsvvvRGB ∈ RH×W×D×C of size

224×224×8×3. Our choice of architecture is I3D, pre-trained on Kinetics and

fine-tuned on the target action recognition dataset. We train the RGB stream inde-

pendently with momentum set to 0.9 and pre-processing with a distorted bounding

box crop, as in Section4.3.1. During inference, we infer on a single shot of RGB

frames only; we seek the video segment with the maximum motion activity, again

by employing the NVS stream as an activity sensor [see (4.8)]. We cross-reference

the timestamp of the maximum motion NVS frame to the RGB stream and ex-

tract a single shot of frames at this point for inference, which can be uploaded and
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processed on the cloud, as with the NVS recorded events. In order to minimize the

latency in uploading the RGB frames compared to the NVS frames, we downsample

captured RGB frames by a factor of 2, and only upsample to the original resolution

prior to CNN processing. Subsequently, we fuse the NVS and RGB modalities by

following Simonyanet al. [60] and simply average the scores per video instance,

thus generating our prediction.

Table 4.4: Recognition accuracy on UCF-101 and HMDB-51 for stream modalities utilized
during inference. The NVS stream is trained in the teacher-student framework
with {α ,β ,T} = {1,1,2}.

Accuracy(%)
UCF-101 HMDB-51

NVS (emulated) CNN 78.6 51.6
RGB CNN 84.0 55.9

NVS (emulated)-RGB CNN 89.0 62.0

In order to isolate the performance of each stream utilized during inference,

we first report the accuracy of each modality separately in Table4.4 and compare

this to the accuracy when the streams are fused for the UCF101 [58] and HMDB-

51 [75] action recognition datasets. As is evident, the performance of the RGB

CNN is boosted by the NVS CNN, despite complexity savings in opting for a short

temporal extent for both streams and only inferring on a single shot at maximum

motion activity.

4.4.1 Accuracy-Complexity Tradeoff

Our final results for the NVS-RGB CNN are reported along with recent external

methods in Table4.5. We report complexity for CNN processing in terms of total

GFLOPs by multiplying the GFLOPs per input to the CNN with the number of

inputs required during inference per video. Our proposed NVS-RGB CNN is able

to achieve a competitive accuracy-complexity trade-off when compared to state-of-

the-art methods utilizing highly complex optical flow or motion vectors. The only

method substantially outperforming our approach in terms of accuracy is I3D [74];

however, I3D requires optical flow for both training and inference (and substantial

APS activity for I3D (RGB-only)) and comprises a deep CNN with 3.7 to 7.7 times
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Table 4.5: Accuracy and complexity versus the state-of-the-art (results reported where
available) for UCF-101 and HMDB-51. Results are reported after averaging
over the three splits per dataset. We also report the theoretical GFLOPs for
CNN processing of all inputs per video during inference.

Method Σ GFLOPs UCF-101 HMDB-51
inc. optical flow
Two-Stream [60] 150 88.0 59.4

3D Conv Fusion [61] 153 92.5 65.4
Action-VLAD [ 62] - 92.7 66.9
ST-ResNet [153] - 93.4 66.4

Two-Stream I3D [74] 648 97.8 80.9
no optical flow
EMV-CNN [71] 150 86.4 -

CoViAR[72] 110 90.4 59.1
C3D [56] 385 82.3 51.6

Res3D [154] 193 85.8 54.9
I3D (RGB only)[74] 324 95.1 74.3

LTC (RGB only) [155] 308 82.4 -
Proposed, NVS (emulated)-RGB CNN 84 89.0 62.0

more GFLOPs than our NVS-RGB CNN. Additionally, the speed in generating

conventional Brox optical flow [156] compared to emulated and real NVS frames

is reported in Table4.6 in terms of framerate; our improved PIX2NVS emulator

can generate NVS frames at 357 FPS whilst the real NVS camera can output NVS

frames at 2000 FPS (3 to 6 orders of magnitude faster than Brox flow). We therefore

note that any RGB-derived model can easily be fused with our NVS stream for

performance gain with lightweight computation in input generation and processing.

Table 4.6: Average framerate over 4600 video frames for Brox optical flow (CPU) and
emulated (improved PIX2NVS) (CPU) and real (DAVIS240C) NVS frame gen-
eration.

Framerate(FPS)
Improved PIX2NVS 357

DAVIS240C NVS camera [157] 2000
Brox optical flow [156] 0.314

Assuming we use a p2.xlarge AWS instance for CNN inference, which is

equipped with a single K80 GPU that can process 8-9 TFLOPs/second, we can

compute a theoretical approximate number of videos that can be processed per sec-

ond (VPS) from the theoretical number of GFLOPs in Table4.5. It is worth noting
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Figure 4.4: Accuracy-complexity plot for our proposed NVS(emulated)-RGB CNN versus
the fastest competing methods with and without optical flow. Complexity is
denoted in terms of the number of video processed per second (VPS).

that this is only an approximation, as we do not consider GPU memory, CPU and

RAM bottlenecks. Nonetheless, it represents an upper bound to the true number of

videos processed per second. Inline with our thesis objective, we plot an accuracy-

complexity graph in Figure4.4, where complexity is denoted by the upper bound

on the VPS. From the graph, we note that Two-Stream I3D performs better than

all other methods but with much lower VPS. Furthermore, Two-Stream I3D re-

quires 250 optical flow frames, which each take 0.314−1 = 3.2 seconds to generate;

this presents a substantial bottleneck to the end-to-end VPS. Our NVS framework

is able to circumvent this cost with emulated/real NVS frames and offers a better

accuracy-complexity tradeoff compared to other frameworks.

4.5 Conclusion

We improve the sensing efficiency for multimodal action recognition by replacing

conventional APS-based flow modalities with NVS frame representations for sup-

plementing sparsely extracted RGB frame inputs. Namely, we propose the first

method for NVS-based action recognition that performs competitively to state-of-
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the-art APS methods on standard datasets. We achieve this by first proposing im-

provements to current emulation frameworks that minimize the domain shift be-

tween real and emulated events. This provides us with an abundance of training

data, as we are able to convert any APS dataset to the NVS domain. As such, we

incorporate our proposed options into the PIX2NVS emulator and report a 12%

improvement in accuracy for action recognition compared to the original settings.

The improved NVS emulator is subsequently embedded into a large multi-modal

teacher-student framework, in order leverage on the availability of labelled data for

training with highly complex optical flow. Given its promising recognition perfor-

mance and low complexity, our framework could become a viable solution within

IoT and robotics contexts, where NVS data would be gathered at very low power

and streamed to cloud computing servers for the back-end CNN processing.



Chapter 5

Improving Adversarial

Discriminative Domain Adaptation

One of the limiting factors of the neuromorphic vision sensing (NVS) framework

described in the previous chapter is the domain shift between the emulated and

real NVS events, which we try to minimize by tuning the emulator parameters and

quantify with the Earth Mover’s distance in Section4.2.4. Essentially, generating

representative neuromorphic data can be considered a domain adaptation problem

[89, 86], where the source domain is centered on the real NVS data, as produced

by an NVS camera, and the target domain is the emulated NVS data. Unsupervised

domain adaptation directly aims at improving the generalization capability between

a labelled source domain and an unlabelled target domain. Deep domain adaptation

methods can generally be categorized as either being discrepancy based or adver-

sarial based, with the common end goal of minimizing the difference between the

source and target distributions. Adversarial methods in particular have become in-

creasingly popular due to their simplicity in training and success in minimizing the

domain shift. One option would be to use a generative model, such as a generative

adversarial network (GAN) [89, 90] for aligning the target domain to the (fixed)

source domain. The advantage of a GAN over other generative methods is that

there is no need for complex sampling or inference during training; the downside

is that GANs are notoriously difficult to train, and this is made substantially worse

due to the lack of available data in the source domain (i.e., real NVS data).
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In this chapter, we focus on the recently proposed adversarial discriminative

domain adaptation (ADDA) [91], which is related to generative adversarial learning

and uses the GAN [89] objective to train on the target domain adversarially until

it is aligned to the source domain. We assume the transductive setting, where the

label sets are common between the source and target domains. Whilst ADDA only

pretrains the source encoder with source dataset labels, in Section5.1 we improve

on the ADDA framework by first extending the discriminator output over the task

classes, in order to additionally incorporate task knowledge into the adversarial loss

functions. In adversarial training, we leverage on the fixed distribution over source

encoder posteriors, in order to propose a maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [78]

and reconstruction-based loss function for training the target encoder and discrim-

inator respectively. Subsequently, in Section5.2, we provide an analysis of how

our method extends over a simple multi-class extension of ADDA as well as other

discriminative variants of semi-supervised GANs [158, 159]. In Section5.3, we

validate our proposal on conventional pixel domain datasets; namely, the digits and

Office-31 datasets, on which we surpass the performance of ADDA by up to 13%

and remain competitive to other recent proposals. Finally, we introduce and validate

our proposal on a new emulated-to-real NVS dataset for sign language recognition,

in which we substantially improve on accuracy compared to ADDA and training on

the source only.

5.1 Improving Adversarial Adaptation

We illustrate the framework for improving unsupervised adversarial discriminative

domain adaptation in Figure5.1. Let XXXS = {(xxxi
s,y

i
s)}

Ns
i=0 represent the set of source

image and label pairs, where(xxxs,ys) ∼ DS, XXXT = {(xxxi
t)}

Nt
i=0 represent the set of

unlabeled target images,xxxt ∼ DT . Let Es(xxxs;θs) represent the source encoder func-

tion, parameterized byθs which maps an imagexxxs to the encoder outputhhhs, where

(hhhs,ys) ∼HS. Likewise, letEt(xxxt ;θt) represent the target encoder function, param-

eterized byθt which maps an imagexxxt to the encoder outputhhht , wherehhht ∼ HT .

In addition,Cs represents a classifier function that maps the encoder outputhhh to
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Figure 5.1: Proposed improvements for adversarial discriminative domain adaptation. The
figure shows the best configuration for training and inference explored in the
chapter.

class probabilitiesppp. In this chapter, we only considerhhhs andhhht as representing the

source and target logits respectively and thereforeCs simply denotes the softmax

function on the logits. Finally, letEd(hhh;φd) represent an encoder mapping fromhhh

to an intermediate representation, andCd represent a softmax function on said rep-

resentation;Ed andCd jointly constitute our discriminator mapping, which we refer

to asD = Cd(Ed).

Our objective is to substantially improve the adversarial training of the target

encoder by maintaining the class separation during domain alignment. Rather than

training the discriminatorD and target encoderEt with the standard GAN loss for-

mulations (i.e., training a logistic function on the discriminator by assigning labels
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1 and 0 to the source and target domains respectively and training the generator with

inverted labels [89]), our approach is inspired by semi-supervised GANs [158, 159],

where it has been found that incorporating task knowledge into the discriminator

can jointly improve classification performance and quality of images produced by

the generator. Under the discriminative adversarial framework, we can equivalently

incorporate task knowledge by replacing the discriminator logistic function with a

K + 1 multi-class classifier. However, unlike the GAN setting, the discriminator

inputs and outputs can now both be represented withK + 1 dimensions, with each

dimension representing a class; we can directly leverage on this fact in our pro-

posed loss formulations in Sections5.1.2.1and5.1.2.2to improve the convergence

properties of our framework.

We begin by outlining three main steps for our proposed adversarial frame-

work, which involve learning the source mapping on the source dataset, adversarial

training to align the source and target domains and finally inferring on the target

dataset. The classifierCs is fully interchangeable between the source encoderEs

and the target encoderEt . This means we can embedCs into the adversarial training

of the target encoderEt and discriminatorD.

5.1.1 Step 1: Supervised Training of the Source Encoder and

Classifier

Given that we have access to labels in the source domain, we first train the source en-

coderEs and classifierCs on the source image and label pairs (xxxs, ys∈ {1, ...,K}) in

a supervised fashion, by minimizing the standard cross entropy loss withK classes:

LS = −E(xxxs,ys)∼DS

K

∑
k=1

1[k=ys] log(Cs(Es(xxxs))k) (5.1)

The source encoder parametersθs are now frozen, which fixes the distribution

HS. This becomes our reference distribution for adversarial training, analogous to

the real image distribution in the GAN setting, where our aim is now to align the

target distributionHT toHS by learning a suitable target encodingEt .
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5.1.2 Step 2: Adversarial Training of the Encoder

5.1.2.1 Discriminator loss functionLREC
D

We train a target encoder adversarially by passing the source and target encoder

logits, hhhs andhhht , to a discriminatorD. In doing so, we implicitly align the target

encoder distribution to that of the source; i.e.,Et(xxxt) ∼ HS. As the source encoder

has fixed parameters, we learn an asymmetric encoding with untied weights, which

is the standard setting in both ADDA [91] and GAN implementations [89, 90]. In

addition, we can improve the convergence properties by first initializing the target

encoder weights with the source encoder weights; i.e.,θt = θs.

We extend the discriminator outputqqq to aK +1 dimensional vector represent-

ing the class probabilities, in which the firstK dimensions represent the joint distri-

bution over source domain and the task specific classes and finalK +1-th dimension

represents the target domain. We denote theK +1 class labels asy∈ {1, . . . ,K +1},

where each source encoder logithhhs is assigned its task labely= ys∈ {1, . . . ,K} and

the ‘target domain’ labely = K + 1 is only assigned to target encoder logitshhht .

However, contrary to semi-supervised GANs where the discriminator inputs are

images, the discriminator inputs and outputs now share common supports over the

K task classes. For the source domain, we can leverage on this fact by effectively

modelling the discriminator as a denoising autoencoder [160], where we can jointly

train the discriminator to reconstruct the source encoder logits and encourage the

discriminator to potentially learn a more informative representation by corrupting

the logits. A denoising autoencoder is an effective method of approximating the

underlying source logit manifold and ensures that the discriminator deviates away

from learning a simple identity function. We refer to the corruption process as

N(h̃hhs|hhhs), which represents the conditional distribution over the corrupted source

encoder logits̃hhhs given the source encoder logitshhhs. Therefore, the first term of

our discriminator loss function is effectively a reconstruction loss, which we set as

the cross entropy between the transformed source encoder posteriorsp̂pps =Cs(hhhs)||0

and source discriminator posteriorsqqqs (i.e., post-softmax), where|| denotes a con-

catentation operation:
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LREC
D,s = −E(hhhs,ys)∼HS

Eh̃hhs∼N(h̃hhs|hhhs)
(Cs(hhhs)||0∙ log(D(h̃hhs)))

= −E(hhhs,ys)∼HS
Eh̃hhs∼N(h̃hhs|hhhs)

K

∑
k=1

p̂s,k log(qs,k)
(5.2)

Notably, we append a zero to the source encoder posteriors to represent theK+

1-th ‘target domain’ class, which maintains a valid probability distribution (sums to

1), whilst enforcing a zero probability that the posteriors were generated by the

target encoder. In this chapter, the corruption processN is simply configured as

dropout on the encoder logits.

We also apply dropout independently to the target encoder logitshhht , in order

to symmetrize the source and target encoder inputs presented to the discriminator.

However, we want the discriminator to distinguish between the source and target

encoder logits. We train the discriminator to assign theK + 1-th ‘target domain’

class to the corrupted target encoder logitsh̃hht , such that they lie in an orthogonal

space to the source domain. In other words, the second term of our discriminator

loss function for the target encoder logits is:

LREC
D,t = −Ehhht∼HTEh̃hht∼N(h̃hht |hhht)

log(D(h̃hht)K+1) (5.3)

whereD(h̃hht)K+1 is theK + 1-th dimension ofD(h̃hht). The discriminator loss func-

tion LREC
D is thus simply the sum of (5.2) and (5.3): LREC

D = LREC
D,s +LREC

D,t . In order

to further motivate this reconstruction based loss function, we derive a loss func-

tion akin to a discriminative variant to semi-supervised GANs in Section5.2.1and

compare with our proposed formulation.

5.1.2.2 Target encoder loss functionLMMD
T

In order to train the target encoder adversarially, we want the target encoder to gen-

erate an output that is representative of one of the firstK task-specific classes rather

than theK + 1-th ‘target domain’ class that it is assigned when training the dis-

criminator. To achieve this, we leverage on the two source posteriors,ppps = Cs(hhhs)
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andqqqs = D(h̃hhs), generated by the source encoder and discriminator respectively.

Contrary to supervised domain adaptation methods, there are no known source

and target pairwise correspondences and we cannot formulate a paired test over

the posteriors. However, we can formulate the problem as a two-sample test by

considering the distribution over target discriminator posteriors,qqqt = D(h̃hht), com-

pared to the distribution over the source encoder posteriorsppps, where our null hy-

pothesis is that the distributions are equal. We consider a set of target discrim-

inator posteriorsQT = {qqq1
t , . . . ,qqq

n
t } ∼ QT and a set of source encoder posteriors

PS = {ppp1
s, . . . , pppn

s} ∼ PS, wheren is the set cardinality andPS andQT are the re-

spective posterior distributions. Effectively, we want to minimize the distance be-

tweenPS andQT without performing any density estimation. To this end, we adopt

the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [78] metric as a measure of distance be-

tween the mean embeddings ofppps andqqqt . For reproducing kernel Hilbert space

(RKHS) H , function classF = { f : ‖ f‖ ≤ 1} and infinite dimensional feature

mapφ : X → H the MMD can be expressed as:

DMMD = sup
f∈F ,‖ f‖H ≤1

∣
∣Eppps∼PS f (ppps||0)−Eqqqt∼QT f (qqqt)

∣
∣

=
∥
∥Eppps∼PSφ(ppps||0)−Eqqqt∼QT φ(qqqt)

∥
∥

H

(5.4)

The distributionPS over source encoder posteriors is fixed during adversarial

training and, as such, we are effectively aligning the distributionQT over target

discriminator posteriors toPS. We again append a 0 to the source encoder posteriors

to represent the ‘target domain’ class probability, such that both source and target

posteriors areK + 1 dimensional prior to mapping toH . This zero constraint on

the K + 1-th class acts as a stronger prior upon which to learn the target encoder;

as such, the source encoder posterior provides a more informative representation

than the source discriminator posterior. The feature mapφ in (5.4) corresponds to a

positive semi-definite kernelk such thatk(xxx,yyy) = 〈φ(xxx),φ(yyy)〉H , which means we

can rewrite (5.4) in terms ofk. The loss function on our target encoder that we wish

to minimize can thus be written for aligningQT to PS as:
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LMMD
T (PS→QT) = DMMD

2 =Eppps,ppp′s∼PS,PS
k(ppps||0, ppp′s||0)

−Eppps,qqqt∼PS,QT k(ppps||0,qqqt)

+Eqqqt ,qqq
′
t∼QT ,QT

k(qqqt ,qqq
′
t)

(5.5)

In this chapter we opt to use a linear combination ofr multiple radial basis

function (RBF) kernels over a range of standard deviations, such thatk(xxx,yyy) =

∑r exp{− 1
2σr

‖xxx−yyy‖2}, whereσr is the standard deviation of ther-th RBF kernel.

We find that the standard RBF kernel as above performs better in practice than a gen-

eralized RBF kernel with a distribution based metric such as chi-squared distance

or squared Hellinger’s distance, although these are viable options. By introducing a

linear combination over varying bandwidths, we improve the generalization perfor-

mance over different sample distributions. This method of generalization with fixed

kernels is commonly used both in generative models [161, 162] and other domain

adaptation discrepancy based methods [80, 95]. In order to further motivate our

proposed MMD loss formulation, we introduce alternative target encoder loss func-

tions in Section5.2and a full ablation study on all introduced discriminator-encoder

loss combinations in Section5.3.1.2.

5.1.3 Step 3: Inference on the Target Dataset

After training the target encoder, we can now perform inference on the target

dataset. However, we have effectively trained two sets of target predictions; namely,

the mapped target encoder outputCs(hhht) and the discriminator outputqqqt . In the op-

timal setting, where we have trained the discriminator to equilibrium, we would

expect the discriminator mapped source and target distributions would be aligned.

However, we empirically find that evaluation onqqqt is marginally worse (˜1%) than

evaluation onCs(hhht). Therefore, for the remainder of the chapter, we infer on the

target encoder output. The class predictionypred is given as:

ypred= arg max
j∈{1,...,K}

(ht, j) (5.6)
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5.2 Bridging the Gap from ADDA to Our Proposal

We provide further insight on the design of our adversarial loss formulations by first

demonstrating in Section5.2.1how we can extend from ADDA [91], to a multi-

class version of ADDA with separate task and domain classification heads and,

finally, to a framework with a single classification head. For the latter, we perform

a detailed comparison between our proposal and discriminative variants of semi-

supervised GANs [158, 159] in Section5.2.2.

5.2.1 Transitioning from Two Heads to One Head

Let us denote a discriminator classification head as the layerH and the preceding

discriminator layers asD′. We begin with ADDA, which is typically trained with

a domain classification headHdomain, in which the discriminator assigns a domain

label yb ∈ {0,1} to instances (where 1 corresponds to the source domain instance

and 0 to the target domain instance). The discriminator loss function can be written

as [91]:

LADDA
D′,Hdomain

=−E(hhhs,ys)∼HS
log(pdomain(yb = 1|hhhs))

−E(hhht)∼HT
log(1− pdomain(yb = 1|hhht))

(5.7)

where pdomain(yb = 1|hhh) is the posterior probability output byHdomain(D′(hhh))

that logit hhh is from the source domain. Similarly, the target encoder can

be trained in an adversarial setting with a minimax loss functionLMAX
T =

E(hhht)∼HT
log(1− pdomain(yb = 1|hhht) or an inverted label loss functionLINV

T =

−E(hhht)∼HT
log(pdomain(yb = 1|hhht)).

The simplest extension of ADDA to a multi-class variant that leverages on

source task knowledge would be add anotherK-dimensional headHtask to the dis-

criminator. This additional head performs task classification, and trains the discrim-

inator to classify the source examples only based on their task labelsys∈{1, . . . ,K}.

This setup is analogous to the DANN [85] except we have separate domain encoders

and we replace the gradient reversal layer with a discriminator and adversarial train-

ing. In order to simplify the expressions, we can write the discriminator loss func-

tion for two heads in terms of posteriors as:
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LMULTI
D′,H{domain,task}

= −E(hhhs,ys)∼HS
log(ptask(ys|hhhs))+LADDA

D′,Hdomain
(5.8)

where ptask(ys = k|hhhs) is the posterior probability output byHtask(D′(hhhs))k that

source logithhhs is from class with labelys = k. The first term represents the cross

entropy loss with source task labels and the remaining terms equate toLADDA
D′,Hdomain

.

As we only train the domain head adversarially, the adversarial loss function for

training the target encoder is simplyLINV
T or LMAX

T .1

We can rewrite (5.8) as:

LMULTI
D′,H{domain,task}

=−E(hhhs,ys)∼HS
log(ptask(ys|hhhs).pdomain(yb = 1|hhhs))

−E(hhht)∼HT
log(1− pdomain(yb = 1|hhht))

(5.9)

As is evident from the first term in (5.9), with two heads we are effectively

optimizing the likelihood of the joint posterior distribution over the task classes and

source domain, but treating source domain classification and task classification as

independent events. Notably, as we only have access to labels in the source domain,

the task classifier is only trained on source domain examples. As such, we can

improve generalization by removing the independence assumption and model with

a single multi-task classification headHjoint:

LJOINT
D′,Hjoint

=−E(hhhs,ys)∼HS
log(pjoint(ys,yb = 1|hhhs))

−E(hhht)∼HT
log(1− pjoint(yb = 1|hhht))

=−E(hhhs,ys)∼HS
log(pjoint(ys|hhhs,yb = 1).pjoint(yb = 1|hhhs))

−E(hhht)∼HT
log(1− pjoint(yb = 1|hhht))

(5.10)

By directly optimizing the joint posterior distributionpjoint(ys,yb = 1|hhhs), we

1Another option would be to trainHtask adversarially in addition toHdomain by alternately min-
imizing and maximizing a distribution metric betweenHtask(D′(hhhs)) andHtask(D′(hhht)). However,
as there is no ‘target domain’ class, this intuitively means that the only way for the discriminator
to maximize the metric would be to introduce intra-class confusion within the target domain - thus
leading to instability during training.
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can now also implicitly model a conditional dependencypjoint(ys|hhhs,yb = 1) for task

classification given the source domain. Furthermore, if we marginalize over the task

labelsys, we end up with the standard ADDA loss formulationLADDA
D′,Hdomain

, of (5.7).

As in our proposal, we can write (5.10) in terms of a singleK +1 classification

head withK +1 labelsy∈ {1, . . . ,K +1}, where the firstK classes model the joint

distribution over task classes and source domain and theK +1-th class models the

distribution over the target domain:

LJOINT
D′,Hjoint

=−E(hhhs,y)∼HS
log(pjoint(y,y < K +1|hhhs))

−E(hhht)∼HT
log(pjoint(y = K +1|hhht))

=−E(hhhs,ys)∼HS
log(pjoint(ys|hhhs))

−E(hhht)∼HT
log(pjoint(y = K +1|hhht))

(5.11)

With the above notation,pjoint(y = K + 1|hhh) = (1− pjoint(yb = 1|hhh)) and

pjoint(y,y< K+1|hhhs) = pjoint(ys,yb = 1|hhhs)). Finally, we can rewrite (5.11) in terms

of the discriminatorD(hhh)k = pjoint(y = k|hhh) andD = Hjoint(D′), which gives us the

loss function for a discriminative variant of semi-supervised GANs [158, 159]:

LJOINT
D =−E(hhhs,ys)∼HS

K

∑
k=1

1[k=ys] log(D(hhhs)k)

−E(hhht)∼HT
log(D(hhht)K+1)

(5.12)

We denote the first expectation term in (5.12) asLJOINT
D,s and the second expec-

tation term asLJOINT
D,t .

5.2.2 From Discriminative Variants of Semi-Supervised GANs

to Our Proposal

Given the above derivation, we now compare our proposed loss formulations (as de-

tailed in Sections5.1.2.1and5.1.2.2) with the conventional loss functions adopted

in semi-supervised generative adversarial networks, repurposed for the discrimina-

tive setting. The discriminator is trained using the loss functionLJOINT
D in (5.12) for

discriminative variants of semi-supervised GANs. Our proposed discriminator loss
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(a) JOINT−FEAT (feature matching) (b) REC−MMD (proposed)

Figure 5.2: (Best viewed in color) Computational graphs showing the discriminator-
encoder loss formulations for a) feature matching as in semi-supervised GANs
and b) our improved framework for discriminative adversarial training. Blue
nodes/arrows represent the source domain components and green nodes/arrows
represent the target domain components. Uncolored and colored nodes repre-
sent fixed and trainable elements during adversarial training. Red and black
arrows represent the discriminator and encoder loss components respectively
and their arrow direction represents the direction of alignment for asymmetric
losses.

functionLREC
D follows the same format, except we substitute logitshhh for noisy log-

its h̃hh∼ N(h̃hh|hhh) and substitute the indicator function 1[k=ys] with the source encoder

posteriorsppps = Cs(hhhs), thus emulating a denoising autoencoder in the first term.

Semi-supervised GANs are typically trained adversarially with either a mini-

max or feature matching objective function. For a discriminative variant with the

minimax objective, the target encoder is trained by simply maximizing (5.12). For

feature matching, the target encoder is trained to minimize a L2 distance-based loss

on the averaged intermediate source and target activationsf (hhh) of the discriminator:

LFEAT
T =

∥
∥E(hhhs,ys)∼HS

( f (hhhs))−E(hhht)∼HT
( f (hhht))

∥
∥2

2
(5.13)

In particular, Figure5.2 presents the computational graphs showing the

discriminator-encoder loss formulations for (a) feature matching as in semi-

supervised GANs withLJOINT
D and LFEAT

T , and (b) our proposal withLREC
D and

LMMD
T for training the discriminator and target encoder respectively. Each node is

represented with its modelled distribution; for example, for the source encoderS,

LS represents the source label distribution,DS represents the source data distribu-

tion andPS andQS represent the distribution over source encoder and discriminator
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posteriors respectively. We defineLT as a unit impulse aty = K +1. We note from

Figure5.2(a) that forLFEAT
T , both f (hhhs) and f (hhht) are not fixed but changing with

time, as the discriminator parametersφd are trained during adversarial alignment.

Thus, the target encoder is more prone to experiencing internal covariate shift, due

to the changing source reference.2 In the case of domain adaptation with feature

matching, the constantly changingf (hhhs) adds noise to the target encoder alignment

and destabilizes training. On the other hand, in our proposal we recognize that

the distribution of the source encoder posteriorsppps ∼ PS is fixed and only changes

stochastically with mini-batch; as such, we show in Figure5.2(b) that we centralize

our discriminator and encoder loss functions around this distribution. That is, for the

proposed encoder lossLMMD
T ,QT is aligned to the fixedPS. This, along with the im-

posed zero constraint on the source encoder posteriors for theK +1-th class proba-

bility, is key for stabilizing training of the target encoder compared to both minimax

and feature matching objectives. It is also worth noting that MMD employed in our

proposed target encoder loss function can also be interpreted as matching all mo-

ments between the source and target posterior distributions, whereas conventional

feature matching of (5.13) is only empirically matching the first order moments

(means) of the intermediate discriminator layer activations.

For the sake of completeness, we propose a final discriminative variant in-

spired by unsupervised GAN training, where the generator is typically trained with

an inverted label objective (i.e., inverting the generator label and training with cross

entropy), instead of maximizing (5.12), in order to stabilize training. As the inverted

label objective is not viable for a multi-class discriminator output in our proposal,

we instead propose a pseudo-label objective for training the target encoder in the

discriminative setting. This objective draws parallels to unsupervised domain adap-

tation work that use pseudo-labels (typically in conjunction with co-training). The

pseudo-label is taken as the index of the maximum of the firstK discriminator logits

hhhd. In other words, denoting ˆyt = argmaxj∈1,...,K hhhd, we train the target encoder by

2Internal covariate shift is the phenomenon wherein the distribution of inputs to a layer in the
network changes due to an update of parameters of the previous layers, and is typically synonymous
with batch normalization [111], which tries to minimize internal covariate shift by normalizing each
layer to be zero mean and unit variance.
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minimizing:

LPSEUDO
T = −E(hhht)∼PT

K

∑
k=1

1[k=ŷt ] log(D(hhht)k) (5.14)

We note that, unlike our proposed target encoder loss function that is distribution-

based, both inverted label assignment and our pseudo-label assignment are instance-

based. This potentially means they are more prone to instability from noisy exam-

ples in the training batch.

In order to motivate our proposed adversarial loss functions compared to these

discriminative variants of semi-supervised GANs, we perform an extensive ablation

analysis in Section5.3.1.2on the SVHN→ MNIST domain adaptation task.

5.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

We present experimental results and analysis on the unsupervised domain adapta-

tion task. In order to compare with ADDA and other recently proposed methods,

we experiment on four digits datasets of varying sizes and difficulty: MNIST-M

[85], MNIST [163], USPS and SVHN [164]. We demonstrate substantial gain over

ADDA and other recent methods, which is evident on the more difficult domain

adaptation tasks such as SVHN→ MNIST. We additionally report accuracy on

the Office-31 dataset [165] compared to the current state-of-the-art methods. Fi-

nally, since neuromorphic vision sensing presents a pertinent application for domain

adaptation, we additionally introduce and validate on a new NVS sign language

dataset, demonstrating substantial gain in target accuracy compared to training with

the source domain only. For each domain adaptation task, we extract 5% of each

target adversarial training split for validation, in order to tune the hyperparameters.

To ensure consistency and demonstrate lack of sensitivity to hyperparameters, we

fix these globally over all tasks. Specifically, for the MMD kernel combinationk,

we found that on average, the optimal performance for our framework is achieved

with a summation over five kernels, withσr = 10−r , r ∈ {0, . . . ,4}. Finally, as the

discriminator is typically overcomplete (more nodes in the hidden layers than input

classes), we add an L1 regularization term to (5.2) on the discriminator weightswwwd
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to improve the feature selection with regularization coefficientλ = 0.001 for all

cases.

5.3.1 Digits datasets

We consider four standard domain adaptation scenarios between dataset pairs drawn

from MNIST-M [85], MNIST [163], USPS and SVHN [164] digits datasets, which

are each comprised ofK = 10 digit classes (0-9). Specifically, we evaluate on

MNIST → USPS, USPS→ MNIST, SVHN → MNIST and MNIST→ MNIST-

M. The difficulty in domain adaptation task increases as the variability between

datasets increases. We follow a similar training procedure of [91]. For the MNIST

→ USPS and USPS→ MNIST experiments, we sample 2000 images from MNIST

and 1800 from USPS, otherwise we train and infer on the full datasets. For MNIST

→ MNIST-M, we generate the unlabelled MNIST-M target dataset by following the

process described by [85]. For all experiments we use a modified LeNet architec-

ture [163] for the source and target encoder. The discriminator is comprised of 2

fully connected layers with 500 hidden units and a final fully-connected layer with

K + 1 = 11 hidden units that outputs the logits. With this setup, our network is

roughly the same complexity as ADDA in terms of number of parameters. In step

1, the source encoder is trained with the Adam [166] optimizer for 10k iterations

with a batch size of 128 and learning rate of 0.001. In step 2, the target encoder is

trained with a batch size of 128 per domain for 5k iterations on the smaller datasets

MNIST → USPS, USPS→ MNIST and 10k otherwise, with a lower learning rate

of 0.0002,β1 = 0.5 andβ2 = 0.999. We resize all images to a fixed size of 28×28

prior to CNN processing. Additonally, we use data augmentation for MNIST→

MNIST-M by randomly inverting the MNIST grayscale values and replicating the

MNIST inputs channel-wise to match MNIST-M dimensions. Our results are pro-

vided in Table5.2 compared to the current state-of-the-art and when training on

source only. We focus our comparison on ADDA [91] and DIFA [92], which are

recently proposed adversarial methods.
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Figure 5.3: Graph of dropout keep probabilityzversus accuracy on subset of target dataset
used for validation for various digits domain adaptation tasks

5.3.1.1 Parametric exploration for discriminator loss functionLREC
D

In Figure5.3we perform a parametric exploration over different values of dropout

keep probabilityzby computing the accuracy on the validation set for various digits

domain adaptation tasks. It is worth noting that a keep probabilityz> 0.5 gener-

ally maintains overlapping class supports between the encoder and discriminator

posteriors and the accuracy can drop substantially forz < 0.5; therefore we only

plot z for [0.6,1.0]. No denoising corresponds toz= 1.0. We note from the figure

that including denoising either improves or maintains accuracy; in particular for the

most difficult task SVHN→MNIST, the accuracy improves by 5% when decreasing

z from 1.0 to 0.7. Asz= 0.7 provides the most consistent gain for the four tasks,

we fix z to this value for the remainder of the chapter.

5.3.1.2 Ablation Study

In order to illustrate the performance of our method and better understand where

the performance gains are coming from, we perform an ablation analysis over var-

ious discriminator-encoder loss combinations for the most difficult digit domain

adaptation task, SVHN→MNIST. This includes the loss formulations introduced in
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Table 5.1: Accuracy on SVHN→ MNIST task with 3 (0,1 and 2) and 10 classes for all
considered discriminator (LD′,H)-encoder (LT) loss combinations (as detailed in
Section5.2). Each loss function is denoted by its corresponding column and
superscript (e.g., ADDA→ LADDA .

D′,Hdomain
). PS→QT refers to distribution alignment

of QT to PS.

LD′,H LT 3 classes 10classes

ADDA
INV (Inverted label) 0.831 0.787

MAX (Minimax) 0.866 0.799

MULTI
INV (Inverted label) 0.847 0.783

MAX (Minimax) 0.868 0.796

JOINT

MAX (Minimax) [ 159, 158] 0.856 0.753
FEAT (Feature matching) [159] 0.805 0.772

PSEUDO (Pseudo-label) 0.863 0.800
MMD (PS→QT ) 0.895 0.856

REC (proposed)
MMD (QS→QT ) 0.878 0.804

MMD (PS→QT ) (proposed) 0.948 0.890

Section5.2. Our results are presented in Table5.1, for all considered loss combina-

tions, when training on 3 classes only (0,1 and 2) and all 10 classes. All hyperpa-

rameters and the training procedure are as described above for digits datasets; the

only distinction is that for 3 classes we train on the source for only 5000 iterations

to minimize overfitting.

One head versus two heads:In the first two parts of Table5.1, we evaluate perfor-

mance of training with ADDA versus a multi-class variant of ADDA (MULTI) with

two classification heads (as introduced in Section5.2.1). For these two benchmarks,

we train the target encoder with the inverted label setting or minimax, i.e.,LINV
T and

LMAX
T respectively. The results show that adding the additional task classification

headHtask has little effect on accuracy compared to baseline ADDA. We attribute

this to the fact that the inputshhhs and outputs ofHtask(D′(hhhs)) are both learned with

the source labels, and the output is not conditioned on the domain. The task clas-

sification headHtask simply learns to invert the mapping learned by the preceding

discriminator layersD′; Htask∼ D′−1. This further motivates our proposed learning

with a single classification head that models the joint distribution between the task

and source domain classification, as defined in (5.12). However, the third part of

Table5.1 shows that there appears to be a stronger discriminator bias and a slight
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(a) Proposed (b) Minimax (c) Feature matching

Figure 5.4: (Best viewed in color) 3D scatter plot of source and target logits for SVHN→
MNIST domain adaptation task on 3 classes only (0, 1 and 2) for our proposed,
minimax and feature matching loss formulations. Source and target examples
are randomly selected from the SVHN and MNIST test datasets respectively
for visualization.

detriment in accuracy for JOINT−MAX compared to the baseline ADDA−MAX

discriminator-encoder loss combinations. This motivates the need for our proposed

encoder loss functionLMMD
T .

ProposedLREC
D ,LMMD

T versus discriminative variants of semi-supervised GANs:

We next consider how our proposed MMD based target encoder loss function

LMMD
T (PS → QT), improves over conventional minimaxLMAX

T , feature matching

LFEAT
T and pseudo-labelLPSEUDO

T encoder loss formulations, as defined in Section

5.2. In order to isolate the performance of our proposed MMD loss function and

perform a fair comparison, we fix the discriminator loss function toLJOINT
D . The

third part of Table5.1 shows that, on both 3 and 10 classes our proposed MMD

loss formulation outperforms all other target encoder loss variants. In particular,

when compared to feature matching, our proposal provides accuracy gains of up

to 9% on both 3 and 10 classes. In order to establish the source of this gain, we

present 3D scatter plots in Figure5.4 of the source and target logits when trained

on 3 classes only from the SVHN→ MNIST domain adaptation task.3 As shown in

the figure, both minimax and feature matching are prone to overfitting on the source

dataset. While both formulations result in a tight bound on the source distribution,

they forego a good class separation close to the source origin, where the distribu-

3We opted for this approach instead of using a reduction method such as t-SNE [167] that intro-
duces additional hyperparameters such as perplexity to visualize the domain shift.
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tion over classes is more uniform and the target encoder loss would be smaller in

magnitude, potentially unfavourably biasing towards the discriminator. This mis-

classification around the origin is most noticeable for the ‘0’ digit class and is worst

for feature matching which validates its poor accuracy results on 3 classes in Table

5.1.

Having validated the performance gain from our proposed target encoder loss

function, we now switch the discriminator loss function fromLJOINT
D to our pro-

posed reconstruction lossLREC
D , with z= 0.7. Combining our two proposed loss

formulations for adversarial training,LREC
D andLMMD

T (PS → QT), we are able to

achieve the best performance on 3 and 10 classes. This is due to a combination

of increased separability between the source and target domains in RKHS, and the

fixed source distribution and hard zero constraint on the ‘target’ class that mini-

mizes the internal covariate shift when training to align the distribution over target

discriminator posteriorsQT . In order to isolate the detriment from internal covariate

shift, we also consider aligning the distributions over source and target discrimina-

tor posteriors(QS → QT) in LMMD
T , with qqqs ∼ QS andqqqt ∼ QT . The second last

row of the table shows the performance if we alignQT to QS in our encoder loss

function; our accuracy drops substantially to 87.8% and 80.4% for 3 and 10 classes

respectively, which illustrates the effect of the internal covariate shift, as in feature

matching.4

5.3.1.3 Adaptation on digits datasets

Finally, we report accuracy for our proposed method. In order to isolate the perfor-

mance gain from domain adaptation, we compute the percentage increase (relative)

over the source only accuracy reported in the chapter (shown in parentheses in Ta-

ble 5.2). On average over all datasets, our proposals outperform DIFA and ADDA.

Our proposed loss formulations lead to an accuracy of 93.2% and 92.0% on USPS

→ MNIST and MNIST→ MNISTM, surpassing all other methods and surpassing

4Whilst feature matching also suffers from internal covariate shift, it is also only aligning the
empirical means between distributions, as discussed in Section5.2.
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Table 5.2: Accuracy for our proposed method compared to the current state-of-the-art. In
order to isolate the performance gain from domain adaptation for our propos-
als, we report in parentheses the percentage increase (relative) over the source-
only accuracy, as reported in the respective papers for DIFA [92] and ADDA
[91].*UNIT [ 97] and DTN [88] use additional SVHN data (131 images and 531
images respectively). **This is our implementation of ADDA [91] on MNIST
→ MNIST-M, as this task is not used in the original paper.

Method SVHN→ MNIST USPS→ MNIST MNIST → USPS MNIST→ MNIST-M
Source only 0.644 0.597 0.754 0.705
DANN [85] 0.739 0.730 0.771 0.529
DDC [79] 0.681 0.665 0.791 -
DSN [95] 0.827 - - 0.832
DTN [88] 0.844* - - -
UNIT [97] 0.905* - - -

CoGAN [86] no convergence 0.891 0.912 -
ADDA [ 91] 0.760 (26%) 0.901 (58%) 0.894 (19%) 0.800 (14%)**
DIFA [92] 0.897 (32%) 0.897 (43%) 0.923 (28%) -
Proposed 0.890 (38%) 0.932 (56%) 0.881 (17%) 0.920(30%)

Table 5.3: Accuracy for proposed configurations, compared to state-of-the-art on the
Office-31 dataset.

Method A→ W A → D D → A
Source only 0.707 0.720 0.581
DANN [85] 0.730 0.723 0.534
DDC [79] 0.618 0.644 0.521

DRCN [94] 0.687 0.668 0.560
JAN [81] 0.752 0.728 0.575

ADDA [ 91] 0.751 - -
Proposed 0.821 0.799 0.610

the recently proposed DIFA by 3.5% on USPS→ MNIST. DIFA only achieves a

marginally higher (0.07%) accuracy on the SVHN→ MNIST task, at the expense

of additional complexity in feature generation prior to adversarial training. Further-

more, our method achieves achieves a higher relative percentage gain over source

only accuracy than DIFA.

5.3.2 Office-31 dataset

We report results on the standard Office-31 [165] dataset in Table5.3. The Office-31

dataset consists of 4,110 images spread across 31 classes in 3 domains: Amazon,

Webcam, and DSLR. Our results focus on the three of the more difficult domain

adaptation tasks; Amazon→ Webcam (A→ W), Amazon→ DSLR (A → D)
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and DSLR→ Amazon (D→ A). In order to demonstrate the strength of our pro-

posal, we use VGG-16 pre-trained on ImageNet and fine-tune only the final fully-

connected layer. We train with stochastic gradient descent and a learning rate of

0.001. We set the dropout keep probabilityz= 0.7 as in the digits task. Our discrim-

inator is restricted to only 500 hidden units per layer and we only train adversarially

for 2k iterations. We note that the number of training parameters is 377 thousand in

total, compared to over 6 million utilized for ADDA [91]. Despite only training on

a small subset of total parameters, our proposal remains competitive or surpass the

performance of other recent methods. We additionally note that under our training

setup, ADDA consistently obtains a degenerate solution due to instability during

training.

5.3.3 NVS ASL dataset

We introduce a new sign language recognition dataset for NVS-based unsupervised

domain adaptation. The primary motivation behind creating the dataset and vali-

dating our framework with it is that progress in neuromorphic spike-based event or

action recognition is severely hampered from the lack of NVS training data with

reliable annotations [168]. This is partially addressed via emulators, which convert

annotated APS video datasets into emulated NVS data in order to train advanced

discriminative models in a supervised manner. However, beyond the unavoidable

gap between the experimental and the emulated NVS data distributions, the NVS

camera technology is in constant evolution and new versions of hardware devices

like DAVIS and ATIS [169] and their multiple settings cause further domain shift

against their previous versions and previously-released software emulation frame-

works.

Our experimental dataset is comprised of 1200 unlabelled real recordings and

1200 labelled emulated recordings, each representing a different static sign of 24

letters (A-Y, excluding J) from the America Sign Language (ASL). We note that

similar to other APS-based sign language recognition tasks [170], letters J and Z

are excluded as their ASL designation requires motion. Figure5.5 shows the re-

quired hand pose for each letter of the dataset. As is evident from the figure, sign
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Figure 5.5: Signs for letters A-Z from the American Sign Language dataset. Note that
some letters such as M and N only have subtle differences. Letters J and Z are
excluded given that they are not static signs and require a particular gesture.

Figure 5.6: (Best viewed in color) Select frames from the NVS American Sign Language
recognition dataset. The source domain constitutes emulated NVS frames (top
row) which are generated from APS recorded video with PIX2NVS [171]. The
target domain constitutes real NVS frames (bottom row) as recorded by an
iniLabs DAVIS240c NVS camera. The green/purple points correspond to the
+1/-1 (or ON/OFF) spike polarity.

language recognition presents a substantially more difficult task than digit recogni-

tion, considering that for some letters (e.g., M and N) there is very little variation in

fingers’ positioning.

In order to generate the emulated spike events we first record APS video of

someone performing the sign for each letter with translational and rotational motion

over the video duration, thus increase the difficulty of the recognition task. Next,

the APS video is recorded with a standard laptop camera, and consecutive APS

frames are passed into the PIX2NVS emulator. PIX2NVS converts the APS frames

to the corresponding emulated NVS frames, and this constitutes our source domain.

The real NVS recordings are recorded directly with an iniLabs DAVIS240c NVS

camera, again with rotational and translational motion over the video duration.

Figure5.6shows a selection of emulated (top row) and real NVS frames (bot-

tom row) from the dataset. There is a discernible domain shift between the emulated
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Table 5.4: Overall and per-letter recognition accuracy for select letters of the NVS ASL
dataset. We evaluate on the source-only, ADDA and our proposed method.

Letter A B E F M N S T U V overall
Source only 0.928 0.738 0.800 0.124 0.127 0.414 0.846 0.157 0.302 0.996 0.611

ADDA 0.988 0.962 0.261 0.865 0.1520.808 0.810 0.562 0.954 1.000 0.837
Proposed 1.000 0.966 0.831 0.950 0.4180.670 0.771 0.747 0.942 1.000 0.875

and real spike events, with the real NVS events exhibiting a substantially higher

spike density that increases the visibility of the signed letter, despite also carrying

some background ‘salt & pepper’ noise. Nonetheless, we are able to demonstrate

that our proposed method can reduce this domain shift. As the recordings repre-

sent static signs we train on individual frames and remove a subset of frames from

the start and end of the recording where there may be no sign distinguishable. As

such, we have∼ 80,000 emulated NVS frames for source training and∼ 50,000

real NVS frames. We use∼ 40000 of the real NVS frames for domain adaptation

and∼ 10000 for inference. The frame resolution in both domains is 240× 180.

Our source encoder is VGG16 [57], which we train in step 1 on the emulated NVS

frames using stochastic gradient descent with momentum set to 0.9. The learning

rate is set to 0.001, the batch size to 24 and we complete training at 15k iterations.

In terms of data augmentation, we first resize the input such that the smaller side

is 256 and keep the aspect ratio. We then use a multi-scale random cropping of

the resized RGB frame; the cropped volume is subsequently randomly flipped, and

normalized according to its mean. In step 2, we initialize the target encoder from

the source pre-trained weights and follow the same procedure with data augmenta-

tion on both input domains, but only train the target encoder fully connected layers

adversarially for 10k iterations and fix all convolutional layers. Contrary to the APS

datasets, the discriminator is again restricted to 500 hidden units per layer. We infer

on the target dataset by extracting a single center crop.

We present both the overall and per-letter recognition accuracy in Table5.4

when evaluating on the NVS ASL dataset. For clarity, we only include letters in the

table with subtle differences in sign configuration such as M and N. We include re-

sults on our proposed framework, with both variants of target encoder loss function,
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along with results when evaluating with the source only. Our proposal provides

substantial increase in accuracy compared to training on the source only, and also

outperforms ADDA on most letters and overall, by 4%. By looking at the per-letter

accuracies we can distinguish where ADDA substantially underperforms compared

to our proposal; namely, on the setCCC = {E,M,N,S,T}. If we cross-reference with

Figure5.5, we note that the letters in this set are not easily distinguishable from

each other, which would be made worse when transforming to the NVS domain.

Whereas ADDA generally performs poorly on all letters in the set, and effectively

misclassifies the majority of instances of the lettersE andM in order to align the

target to the source domain, our proposal is able to better transfer some of the class

separation learned from training on the source domain with labels and maintains

consistently good accuracy across the set.

5.4 Conclusion

We extend adversarial discriminative domain adaptation by explicitly accounting

for task knowledge in the discriminator during adversarial training and leveraging

on the fixed distribution over source encoder posteriors, with which we derive re-

construction and MMD loss formulations for adversarial training. In particular, we

consider the discriminator as a denoising autoencoder with a reconstruction loss

function and minimize the maximum mean discrepancy between the discriminator

posterior and source encoder posterior distribution to train the encoder. We compare

and analyse how our method improves over conventional semi-supervised GAN loss

formulations. Our framework is shown to compete or outperform the state-of-the-

art in unsupervised transfer learning on standard datasets, while remaining simple

and intuitive to use. Finally, we show that our proposal allows for unsupervised

domain adaptation between emulated and real neuromorphic spike events for a sign

language recognition application, in order to improve performance compared to

source training only. As such, the recognition model from Chapter 4 can be embed-

ded into this domain adaptation framework in order to improve generalization from

the emulated to real NVS domain.
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Conclusions

In this thesis we have successfully transitioned from unimodal learning in the pixel

domain to efficient multimodal recognition in the spike domain. Notably, we have

worked to improve the trade-off between recognition performance and compu-

tational overhead that inevitably increases when adding additional processing or

modalities into a framework. In the case of multimodal recognition in particular,

we have worked to design frameworks that are able to leverage on compressed mo-

tion representations such as motion vectors or neuromorphic vision sensing (NVS)

events that offer improved sensing efficiency and acquisition complexity. Specifi-

cally for NVS based recognition, we have worked to overcome the scarcity of real

labelled NVS data by generating emulated data and worked to minimize the domain

shift between real and emulated datasets via unsupervised domain adaptation.

We began in Chapter 2 with the content based image retrieval (CBIR) task,

which involves finding matching images to a given query from a corpus of images.

In order to improve retrieval performance on arbitrary sized regions-of-interest

(ROI), we propose to additionally process the RGB images with an multi-scale spa-

tial Voronoi partitioning, which extracts more semantically relevant blocks than a

conventional grid based spatial partitioning. We showed that with a combination

of a tree-pruning mechanism over partitions and product quantization of the cell

representations, our proposed Voronoi encoded variants can improve performance

with ROI queries and also generalizes well to whole image queries. Finally, we

demonstrated the capability of our method by designing and implementing a large
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scale image video frame retrieval system, as a deliverable to our industrial partner

BAFTA Research.

In Chapter 3 we moved from CBIR to action recognition, where multimodal

learning is commonplace, with many recent methods modelling spatial and tempo-

ral dependencies with flow and RGB modalities respectively. The flow is typically

derived from the pixel domain by computing partial derivatives between consecutive

frames under a brightness consistency constraint or generating with CNN; however,

in both cases this presents a major bottleneck in the recognition pipeline. We pro-

posed to circumvent this by extracting the motion vectors (MVs) directly from the

video codec and adopting them as both a flow approximation to replace conven-

tional dense optical flow and a spatio-temporal activity sensor for only selectively

decoding regions of RGB frames which correspond to non-zero macroblocks; i.e.,

regions with activity. We ultimately designed a low-cost multimodal framework for

processing the the selectively decoded frames and motion vectors.

In Chapter 4, we considered replacing the APS-derived motion stream with a

neuromorphic vision sensing (NVS) stream for the action recognition task. APS

hardware is restricted by power and framerate constraints, which limits the pro-

cessing capabilities for high-speed recognition in commercial application such as

drone surveillance. These restrictions are effectively removed with asynchronous

event based sensing. We addressed the scarcity of labelled NVS data for training -

we showed how conventional NVS emulators can be repurposed for the recognition

task, by first proposing new emulator options for minimizing the domain shift be-

tween the emulated and real data. We then addressed the inherent sparsity of NVS

representations by leveraging on the large amount of labelled optical flow data to

train a teacher-student framework between flow and emulated NVS frames - for the

first time showing competitive accuracy for action recognition when inferring on

NVS data singly and jointly with only a single shot of RGB frames.

In Chapter 5, we revisit the domain shift problem between emulated and real

NVS events. We presented this as an unsupervised domain adaptation problem,

where there is a scarcity of labelled data in the real NVS target domain compared
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to the emulated NVS source domain. Building upon recent work in adversarial

methods for domain adaptation, we proposed a novel solution to the domain adap-

tation problem, in which we embedded task knowledge into the discriminator and

leveraged on the fixed source encoder posterior in order to stabilize and improve

convergence during the adversarial training. We showed that our proposed method

is able to surpass or compete with existing domain adaptation methods in the pixel

domain on standard domain adaptation datasets. In order to verify that this per-

formance extends to the spike domain, we introduced a new neuromorphic sign

language dataset, on which we are able to improve on the source only accuracy by

over 20%.

6.1 Major Challenges

There were two main challenges that had to be overcome during the course of the

PhD. Most of the current state-of-the-art methods in content-based image retrieval

and action recognition are deep learning-based and rely on GPU processing for

efficient computation. Given that at the start of the PhD we did not have access

to a GPU cluster for training, we decided to focus on shallow learning methods

such as VLAD for content-based image retrieval that could efficiently be trained on

a CPU. This led to the Voronoi VLAD descriptors discussed in Chapter 2, which

we eventually extended to Voronoi deep-learning descriptors. However, these deep

learning descriptors were derived from small ImageNet pretrained CNN models

that did not require additional training for ‘weakly supervised’ retrieval and could

efficiently perform inference on a CPU. After completing the work in Chapter 2 and

moving towards multimodal action recognition, we began to use AWS instances for

training on a GPU, along with a GPU cluster that was funded through the Industrial

Fellowship by the Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851. Nonetheless,

whilst being a challenge, starting with fewer resources helped in appreciating the

importance of complexity saving, which constitutes one of the core motivations in

this thesis. The other challenge arose from dealing with the lack of structure and

independent learning that is in some ways an implicit part of the process when
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undertaking a PhD. This was initially a problem at the start of the PhD, as the goal

of obtaining a PhD at that point seemed so distant. However, as we began to submit

and publish papers, focus was shifted to paper submissions as intermediate goals to

work towards.

6.2 Future Work

There are a number of ways the work presented in this thesis can be extended in

future work. We note that in the context of deep learning, our proposed Voronoi

encoded CNN descriptors in Chapter 2 are currently restricted to weakly super-

vised retrieval, where the networks are pre-trained on an auxiliary task such as Im-

ageNet. In addition, the current method of Voronoi partitioning does not account

for background noise, especially with a simple feature detector that could distort

the partitions. If the feature detection and Voronoi partitioning was trainable in an

end-to-end framework, in which we could learn what better constitutes a ‘region-

of-interest’ in the image and tune the partitioning around these regions.

Due to limited resources, for our work on multimodal action recognition we

were only able to train on datasets UCF-101 and HMDB-51, which have since been

surpassed in size by the substantially larger Kinetics dataset. In future work, it

would be interesting to see whether performance of our motion vector (MV)-based

action recognition framework in Chapter 3 scales up to these larger datasets, partic-

ularly due to the low resolution of the MV frames, which are quantized by a factor of

the macroblock size. It is worth noting that following the work completed in Chap-

ter 3, we have since published work which considers how we can adaptively tune the

quantization parameter (QP) in the macroblock bitstream, in order to further reduce

the required bitrate, whilst maintaining competitive recognition performance.

The work in Chapters 4 and 5 paves the way for more commercially viable

NVS based recognition and tracking systems that are able to capitalize on the ad-

vantages of the NVS camera over APS, in order to achieve superhuman levels of

performance. However, we note that our current implementation for NVS frame

generation foregoes one of the advantages of NVS cameras; the high frame-rate.
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Namely, in order to generate denser NVS frame representations for CNN training,

we aggregate per-pixel events over time, at the video frame-rate. This is necessary

for learning from optical flow in our teacher student framework. It would be inter-

esting to see if we could extend the framework to work directly on the NVS event

stream, or design a more adaptive frame grouping based on the motion activity in

the video. Finally, in Chapter 5, whilst we demonstrate that our proposed method

for unsupervised domain adaptation generalizes and substantially improves accu-

racy on both NVS and APS datasets, we note that our method currently forgoes

some of the class separability on more easily confused classes for a better domain

separation, as is evident from the NVS results; we intend to work on maintaining

more of this class separability in future work.
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Level Projection for VE Storage

Compaction

In order to decrease the storage requirements for unquantized Voronoi-based en-

coded (VE) representations in Chapter 2, the descriptor over two constituent cellsx

andy (i.e., spatially-neighboring cells belonging to the same cell of the upper level),

can be approximated as:

φ̃φφx∪y = φ̃φφx + φ̃φφy. (A.1)

This holds because both PCA and whitening are linear mappings, therefore, if we

do not consider the vector truncation and subsequent normalization of the individual

cell vectors, the additivity property holds in the projected domain as well. Given that

directionality is preserved under normalization, (A.1) provides an approximation to

the normalized encoding computed directly over the two cells. Therefore, we can

trade-off computation for memory by solely storing the last-level PCA-projected de-

scriptors (levelL−1) and computing all other cell encodings for all lower levels at

runtime via repetitive application of (A.1) amongst constituent cells and renormal-

izing before carrying out the similarity measurement of (1.3). This is an appealing

proposition for practical systems because vectorized addition and scaling for nor-

malization is extremely inexpensive in modern SIMD-based architectures. As such,

this approach requires storing only∏L−1
l=1 Vl cell descriptors, instead ofVtot cell vec-

tors. Naturally, there is a dependency on the projection error, which will evidently

be greater with less dimensions retained post-PCA.
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We can integrate product quantization with a modified level projection for

quantized VE storage compaction. As before, we only store the last-level (quan-

tized) descriptors offline. However, as the inner product satisfies the distributive

law, we should now directly approximate the inner product between a query encod-

ing and a levell −1 cell descriptor as anL1 normalized summation:

SROI,l−1 =
1
Vl

Vl

∑
i=1

SROI,li∈l−1 (A.2)

where each inner product is read from a look up table.
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Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. In order to optimize the bit allocation to the various descriptions (subspaces),

we optimize the rate distortion expression:

R(E) = min
∑Em=E

M

∑
m=1

log
|ΣΣΣm|
Em

(B.1)

whereEm is the product of the sub-component distortions,|ΣΣΣm| is the determinant

of the covariance matrixΣΣΣm andE is the overall distortion value. The minimum

rate for givenE is derived when all distortionsEm are equal, i.e.,Em = E/M.

Using results derived from rate distortion theory [172], Em for the m-th sub-

space can be approximated by:

Em ≈ |ΣΣΣm|
D′

∏
i=1

him2−2bim = |ΣΣΣm|h
′
m2−2B′

m (B.2)

wherehim = 1
12

{∫ ∞
−∞ fim(x) dx

}3
is a variable determined by the univariate Gaus-

sian of the normalized components,fim(x), andbim is the average number of bits

encoded per dimension. Due to the independence property, the product ofhim in the

m-th subspace yields the variableh′m, which is now determined by the multivariate

Gaussian distribution for the normalized subspace random vectors. This distribution

is independent of subspace, and, as such,h′m is constant for allm. Similarly, if the

size of the bit encoding and block dimensionD′ is fixed per subspace, thenB′
m is a

constant for allm. ForEm to be equal for allm, |ΣΣΣm| must be constant, independent

of subspace.
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Retrieval System Implementation

Based on the work detailed in Chapter 2, we have developed a two-component

retrieval system within the remit of the VideoClarity project, a BAFTA research

project sponsored by Innovate UK (101932). The system:

1. Extracts Fast-VDCNN signatures and thumbnails from a large corpus

2. Returns matches to queries from the corpus based on similarity

Fundamentally, the system has been extended to work on both images and videos,

by breaking down videos into representative frames using shot/scene detection and

extracting the Fast-VDCNN signature on representative frames. Signature extrac-

tion for the database videos is performed offline. Representative frames are ex-

tracted using shot detection with over-compensation. The process flow is high-

lighted in FigureC.1, with the retrieval system represented as a ‘black box’. In

this example, the user feeds in a screenshot from the a clip of the film ‘Alien’. The

screenshot is queried against a corpus of video folders where each folder can con-

tain mutliple videos/screenshots. Per folder, the Fast-VDCNN signatures for listed

video content is contained in a binary file and indexed in a corresponding text file.

The retrieval system outputs the thumbnails for matching frames, with their name

and timestamp, thus providing both matching and localisation utilities. Two ver-

sions of the system have currently been delivered to BAFTA, which respectively

use unquantized and product quantized signatures (with lookup tables).
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Figure C.1: High Speed Analysis of Big Video Data: Retrieval System

Such a system is intended to integrate with an overarching web interface, where

a user could upload a query video to match to a database of videos crawled offline

from various sites. The matching process is expected to be performed online and

in real time. Notably, the system has been tested by the industrial partner, BAFTA

Research and has exhibited state-of-the-art performance. In particular:

1. Video signature extraction is ˜700x faster than real-time playback using a

single 32 core server

2. The system can search through 232 hours of content within 20 seconds
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